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ABSTRACT
AIEUTS IN A CIIANGING ALASKA
A COMPARATIVE STUDY UNDER RUSSIAN AND AMENCAN RUI.E
Rebecca Lynn Kaserman, B.S,, Appalachian State University
M.A, Appalachian State University
Thesis Chailperson: Ryan Jones
Many general Alaskan histories tend to cast Aleuts as helpless victims to Russian and
later American colonization of the Aleutians. After the initial violence in the mid-1700s,
Aleuts have been stereotyped as lacking any porver in society. However, Alouts maintained
varying amounts of power during both Russian and American rule. This study examines
Aleut power during Russian rule (1741-1867) and American territorial rule, until the United
States' entrance into World War 11 (1867-1941).
To begin, an introductory chapter places this thesis in the historiography and explains
the questions this study attempts to answer. Before delving into Russian and American rule,
this study examines Russian and American expansion prior to reaching Alaska. The events
and experiences that occurred in Siberia and on the American frontiers shaped how hmters,
traders, and clergy interacted with Aleuts. The United States and Russia developed two
different methods of expansion, but many parallels are evident.
Chapters three and five examine Aleuts during the RLissian and American periods. In
the initial decades of contact, power fluctuated between Russians and Aleuts. Sometimes
Alouts used their power to violently attack Russians. In other situations, Alouts willingly
traded for European goods. By 1800, Russians held a dominant position in society, but
through the Russian CThodox Church Alouts continued to have a large amount of power.
To conclude, Aleuts were not helpless victims to European and American expansion.
They maintained a varying amount of power in socicty. Aleut power is most effectively
displayed through their relirious decisions and actions. Aleuts were able to keep their power
in similar ways during both Russian and American rule due to the insrfutions brought to the
Aleutians.
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Cl)apter One: IDtroduction and Historiography
On this day the school here was opened. At present it serves twerty-two
students. It was opened with the following ceremony. Having celebrated a
suitable prayer service for the health of his Majesty the Emperor, with a
cannon salute, I celebrated a prayer service for before the beSnning of
studies, including a proclamation of the `Many Ycars" for: (I) ms Majesty
the Emperor, (2) The Holy Synod and Mikhail, Bishop of Irkutsl[ NerohinslL
and Yakutst, (3) all those who desire to teach and lean, as well as all who
assist this good intention. A camon salute was fired for each, Afterwards the
students, who had taken confession and had received Holy Communion on
this day, kiss the cross two-by-two, and entered the school to the ringing of
bells.I
The preceding excerpt by Priest Ioann Veniaminov depicts the events ofMalch 13,
1825, the opening day of the Onodox school in Unalaska. This school educated the
population of unalaska for generations. What began as a Russian sponsored school remained
for decades as an educational institution under American rule, Opening day was a time of
celebration. The school had ties to the Russian Onodox Church and the Russian Empire, but
the school existed to educate the people of unalaska: Russian and indigenous children
together in the same classroom.
This thesis will examine more than just Russian Orthodox schools. It will study how
the Aleuts, the indigenous group residing on the Aloutian Islands of Alaska, changed aspects
\ SdrMenqutan Of Mosconi \mckrfu Journals Of the Priest loann Vwianinov in Alaska, 1823-1836,
a'aidramks. Alastca: University of Alaslra Press. 1993), 25-26.
of their lifestyle to fit with a changing world.  Althouch Alaska's colonizers held much of the
power in society, the Aleuts maintained varying amounts of control in different social
institutions during both Russian and American rule. Berinning in the 1740s, Aleuts strugcted
to find a balance of power with the incoming Russian population. Initially violemly resistant
to incoming Russians, Aleuts conceded to working in Russian operated industries including
sea otter hunting. Through religion, Aleuts maintained more control over changes to
apirituality and traditional customs. During the American period, starting in 1 867, Aleuts
again maintained a certain aniount of control over certain changes to their lifestyle. In trade,
Alouts purchased new available teehnologies. In industry, Aleuts shifted whh the rest of
Alaskan society to more profitable industries such as salmon fishing and carming. The most
effective demonstration of Aleut power ocouned in relition, when Aleuts refused to convert
to Methodism. Instead of adopting Methodism, which attempted to totally remove traditioml
ailfure, the Aleuts stayed whh the Orthodox Church. Overall, this thesis will demonstrate
that the Aleuts were active participants in changes to Alaskan society under both Russian and
American rule.
These ideas of cultural change among the Aleuts are related to identity, as discussed
in arfuropolorist Kay Wanen's article "Transforming Memories and Histories."  Here,
Wanen utilizes evidence from the Mayan culture to analyze academic points of view on
ethnic identity. For Warren, indigenous culture never remained static and even the most
traditional indigenous rituals are contimally reinvented. Following in the same line of
thougiv the conquest of the new world `i]ras not a singular event that reduced heterogeneous
and stratified indigenous populatiors into a homogenous subservient underclass. Rather, it is
best seen as a complex and uneven process."2 The indigenous people of Nor(h and So`th
Amchca do not and did not have only one identity. Indigenous groups can have several
identities including an ethnic idendty, a national identity, and any number of identities that
depended on what community a group belongs to.3 In the situation of the Aleuts, they have
an cthnic identity that has continually evolved. During the Riissian period, Aleuts created a
national idendty to fit with Russian colonial nile. After 1867, the Aleuts began to form a
national idendty under American rule.  Even though aspects of Aleut culture have
dramatically changed over time, these changes have been gradual modifications to identities.
This thesis is divided into six chapters. This first chapter serves as an introduedon to
the argument and recounts the historiography of works concerning the Aleuts. The second
chapter analyzes the formation of Riissian imperial policies of conquest including the
treatmeut of indigenous groups. For many, including Russian historian James Foreyth
Russia's expansion into Alaska served as a corimation ofRussia's imperial conquest of
Siberia. The possibility of wealth from furs expedited Russia's Siberian expansion. As furs
became depleted, pranywh/ermjb., Russian and Cossack hunters, would move to new hunting
grounds farther and farther east. These expansions led to more interaction with indigenous
groups. Along withprom)tch/erm7.fa., the Russian Orthodox Church developed an
understanding of how to interact with natives. WhilepronyLsfr/e"jb. fooused on profits, the
chureh focused on conversions; each established patterns of action that would continue in
Alaska. Chapter three examines interactions between Aleuts and Russians. During this
period. Aleuts both resisted and later confomed to newly imposed Rilssian rule. For twenty
2Kay8.Wanen,TfansfonningMenoriesandHstories:TheMearingofEthnicResugenceforMayan
Indians,. in.4meriacrs.' Nell/ /»/erpregive E±sqys, ed. Alfred C. Sequ (Oxfind: Oxford Uhi`rtyr Press, 1992),
190-191.
3 tlrid, i9O-204.
years, the Aleuts violently resisted advancing pronywh/ermz'fi. Through religion, Aleuts
maintained more control over changes to their spirituality and traditional customs than in
indrstry or trade,
The second half of this thesis parallels the Russian chapters, but focuses on the
situation since the American purchase of Alaska,  Chapter four examines the origins of
American policies and actions towards Naive Americans prior to the United States' punhase
of Alasha in 1867.  Just as ewhs in Siberia shaped Russia's policies towards natives,
Amedcan policies were fomed due to interactions with Native Amchcans in the contiguous
Uhited States.  This American path of expansion led to a aystem of various methods to deal
with mtive Alaskans. The Amchcan government, relirious missions, and private companies
all played a role in the expansion of the Uhited States into Aleut teritory. Continuing on,
chapter five will examine the Aleuts' uses of power in response to the growing amount of
Amchcan industly and culture in Alaska, As during Russian rule, Aleuts engaged in growing
industries. Through reljrion, Aleuts demonstrated their power in society by refusing to
conrvert to Methodism, a Protestant faith that ained to "civilize" the Aleuts by removing all
vestiges of the indigenous culture. hstead of converting to Methodism, the Aleuts continued
to pray whh the orthodox fath. Chapter six will sum up conclusions made in this thesis
including a comparison of uses of power by Aleuts during both periods.
This study focuses on the Aleuts' interactions wTh their colonizers until 1941, with
the United States' entry into World War 11.  This work covers a large expanse of time without
delving into the complications of the war. In June of 1942, Japan attacked the Island of
Uhalaska in an effort to distract the US military. The Japanese mission at Unalaska filed,
but this action placed the Aleuts in the middle of the Pacific battlefield of world War 11.
Aleuts had to relocate to towns and villages on the mainland. After the war, the situation in
Alacka began to shift in a new direedon In the 1940s, congress passed Alaskan Civil RIghts
lerislation. I.awsuits concerning land rights and self-government blossomed during this
time.4  Starting in the 1940s, a new era of indigenous Alaskan history began that lies beyond
the scope of this study.
Also, the chronolorical scope of this thesis needs to be addressed. When Russians
began to explore the Aleutians, the Uulted States Of America did not exist. North America
was still a combination of British, French, and Spanish colonies. The Aleuts were not a static
community before the introduedon of European and American rule and the Aleuts would not
stay unchanged once Russians and Americans took over their teritory. Parallels developed
between the Russian and American periods, but they were not identical situations.  By the
time the United States bought Alaska in 1867, the Aleuts had hived under and adjusted to
Russian rule for over one hundred years. Instead of dealing with a precontact society,
Amdicans inherited an Alaska filled with natives accustomed to colonial rule.  The situations
under the colonial powers were different, but are still worth stud)ing.
Historiograpby:
Today, both anthropologivs and historians study the Aleuts, each with a Slightly
different outlook. Anthropologists have focused more on the traditional culture of a group.
Ethnographies mention historical events and how these led to cult`ml changes, but these
historical events are not analyzed in an in-depth manner. Anthropolorists report historical
events, but tend not to analyze which events or actions held more importance than others.
•StaphenW,Haycox,4rfu..4n]4men.canCofony;(Seatde:UrivusityofWashiDgfroPdss,2cO2),257-266.
Even though some anthropoloric works have shortcomings, the information given on
indigenous cultures is indispensible. Historians have traditionally ignored indigenous history.
Only in recent decades have subaltern st`idies become a major arcs of focus.  Over the years,
historiaus' and amhropologists' areas of study have overlapped. Some anthropologists cite
ethnohistories which combine standard cthnographies with historical analysis, while some
historians now whte cultural histories which combine history with an examination of a
group's changing ways of life. This thesis aims to be a cultural history of the Aleuts, and it
will add to the growing work of todry' s anthropolotists and historians that air to combine
historical analysis with an anthropological insight.
Anthropology is the only academic field that has focused solely on the Aleuts. The
most inportant work on the Aleuts is William I"ghlin' s 4/e"ts.. S"rv7.vors a/ffe Berz.»g
ZndlBrz.dge. Lauchlin's wol.k serves as one of the landmark books in the field of Aleut
anthropology.  It precisely describes Aleuts' ways of life and how Aleuts differ from other
indigenous groups. More importandy, I"ghlin's work combines a modem anthropological
approach with research during the period studied in this thesis. Iaughlin first visited the
Aleutians in the 1930s and continued to return to the ngion for decades, This thesis utilizes
infornration on Aleut traditional culture found in Laugivlin's work.
The works ofLydia Black are some of the most respected on the topic of Alaskan
natives. Although an anthropologist by training, Black wrote from both an anthropolorical
and an historical perspective. Two of her most pertinent works are 7%e History anc7
Elhrohistory Of the Aleutians East Borough and Atka: an hihnohistory Of the Western
4/ca"ans.  In the fast work Black analyzes the history of each Aleut village during both the
Russian and American periods. The work points to the variety of situations found on
different islands. Althouch not as neatly divided as in Black's work on the East Borough. she
tackles events concerning the Western Aleutians in 4flfacl.. ar Effroch7'sfory a/fife Pyes/em
j4Ae&rfuamas. With these two works, Black gives a detailed account of Alout history, something
rarely found so completely in other works.  However, Black recounts events without fully
explaining why they occumed or detailing their historical significance. For exalnple, in 7fae
History and Ethnohistory Of the Aleutians East Borough, FIhaick gives renders 8 dctrf ued
account of the history of the community at Sand Point. To conclude her chapter, Black states
that although Sand Point was confronted by many economic hardships, Sand Point contimes
to exist when other communities have filed.5  Black states a valid point, but she does not
fully historically explain why Sand Point condnued to keep a population and function as a
community when other communities had failed. Black lists the facts without finding an
underlying meaning; her conclusions seem superficial and need further analysis. This thesis
does not focLis solely on the community of Sand Point, but it will attempt to address some
unanswered questions left by Black. In Sand Poin and other Aleut communities, the Russian
Orthodox Church is always present. Black acknowledges the church's presence but never
attempts to anstver why the residents of the Aleutian Islands have such a strong comection to
Orthodoxy. This thesis will attempt to answer that question.
However, Lydia Black's attelxpt at a history of Alaska is not as successful as her
anthropoloSc works.  In the introduedon ofJZ!Ass}.ams j» Amen-ca.. / 74/-/867 Black states her
goal of whing a general Alashan history book that looks beyond the actions of Alaska's
famous men and attempts to explain the complex situation with all its major players
including the indigenous groups of Alaska. However, Black fails to deliver what her
5 Lydia A. Blad£ RIchard Pierce, Katherine L. Amdt, and Sach Mrfuran, 77ze JJi.s/ny andEthnchi.stay a/
the i4rfud.ans EZzsf Boroai;giv, Alaslra ltistory Qcingston, Cint. : Fafroanks, Alaska, 1999), 162.
introduction promised; R&As:sjans i.» 44czsfao added very little to the field. Black wrote a
general history that did mention the Aleuts, but fooused mainly on famous Russians that have
aheady been discussed by dozens of other academies.
Priest Ioann Veniaminov was the first person to write a substantial amount on the
Aleuts; Veniaminov spent a decade serving as the priest for the Aleutians.  ms journals, from
1823 to 1836, relate firsthand accounts of the situations at Uhalacka and at other villages on
the Aleutians. The church required all missionaries of the Russian Orthodox Church to keep
a journal of activities.  More importantly (and not required by the church) was Veriaminov's
Notes on the Islands Of the Unalasha District. This detailed wods gives arfuopoto&F;al and
geographical infomation on the Aleutians and its people during the Russian period.6 The
priest's natural curiosity and yeaming to understand the indigenous people of Alaska
contributed to his later administration of the Orthodox Church and recent rise to sainthood.
M!os` im:poictz\nd:u, in Notes on the Islands Of the Unalasha mstrict, Veninrin!ov disaissed
the indigenous perspective.  Most primary sources only discussed how Russians felt and
lacked an indigenous poin of view. Although Veniaminov served the Russian Orthodox
Church, he described more than the Orthodox perspective with his accounts of indigenous
rfudes. Many historians and anthropologivs have used Vchiaminov's works as windows to
early nineteenth century Aleut society. However, only a few other academics have used
Veniaminov's writing in works solely pertaining to the Aleuts.
Works pertaining to industry and trade are very important to this thesis. Stephen
Haycox' s 4hasiha.. ]4» 4merjaan Co/079; is one of the most useful for this study, Haycox
6 Sarfu Mftylfro Of Mosconi l"okeati. Notes on the Islands Of the unalasha Distnct Uniifiorlia lttle.-
Zapi.sitr Ob Osfriczvafah Oftdr.eta (Chialo, Chada: Iinestone Free Press, 1984),
argues that for much of Alaska's history, individuals moved to Alaska for the possibility of
wealth. This fiscal motivation played a large role in the Aleutians. Russians expanded east
for sea otter pelts, Americans and Scandinavians relocated to the Bering Sea for fishing. This
thesis focuses on these immigrants because they dramatically changed Alaskan society. Also,
even though Haycox' s work is entitled 4hasifac].. Ame77.aczw Co/oxp7, a lange pordon of the work
examines Russian America, Alaska under Russian rule. Haycox states that, in order to
understand the Amedcan history of Alaska, one has to have an understanding of its Russian
history. This thesis purposefully covers both periods of time because of this reason. Many
complex situations developed due to this complicated history.
Works focusing on Russian trade and industry assisted this thesis's understanding of
the complex relationship between Russian huuters and traders and indigenous Alaskans.
James R. Gbson's works including ``Russian Dependence on the Natives of Alaska" and
/qperz.a/ Rassz-a j72 Fro»#.er Amen.ca analyze the major role indigenous groups played in the
existence of Russian America, without indigenous labor, the colony would never have
reached the level of a permanent establishment. The works of Andrei dinev are also utilized
in this thesis. dinev points to the intricacies of native and Russians relations, especially with
his articles on hostage taldng and rogue Aleuts.  However, both Gibson and Grinev left the
social and cultural effects of Russian colonization to others to study. This thesis combines the
theories of Gibson and Chnev with an analysis of changing Aleut culture.
Althouch Sergei Kan's A4lemory Efermcz/ focuses on the Tlingits of Southeastern
Alaska, Kan's examination of Tlingiv reactions to Russian and American industries and trade
parallel many of the Aleuts' responses to imperial conquest. In his introduction to A4froap/
Ererrm/, Kan states his goal of explaining how the Russian Orthodox Church survived so
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long after the sale of Alaska. He discovers that the legaey of the Orthodox Church related
back to the Russian period. During the early nineteenth century, Tlingits converted to
Russian Orthodoxy. While the church believed this conversion solely demonstrated a newly
found belief in God, the Tlingits converted for a varicty of reasons. Tlingits may have found
a new understanding God, but through Orthodoxy they found a mchod of change that
updated their religion, but did not eradicate all vestiges of Tlingiv ways of life.7 A/ermory
E/erma[/ is important not only to Tlingit history, but also to broaden Aleut history. Kan
recognized the voice that Alaskan natives held in society, a point this thesis will try to
reinforce.
The indigenous Alaskans' switch from Shamanism to Orthodoxy is discussed by
many acedemics. One of the most notable works by academics in this field is S. A.
Mousali\mas. s Ilransition f tom Shamanism to Russian Orthodoxy, where he angiies that the
Russian Orthodox Church was successful due to its use of syncredsm, the purposeful
blending of Orthodoxy with Shamanism. Others argue that the achous of the Russian
Orthodox Church were as syncretistic as Mousalimas argued. InA4emory E/emcz7, Kan states
his belief that the Russian CThodex Church did not believe in preaching syncretism, but
rather permitted temporary allowances for traditional beliefs.8 Even thougiv the aedons of the
church might have resembled syncretism, the church never meaut to pemanently include
indigenous ways into church traditions. One of the newest theories on the longevity of the
Russian Orthodox Church comes from the work of Erik Young.  In his Master's thesis,
]  Sap/eiKan, Memory Etemal: Tlingit Culture and Riissian Orthodox Christianity throuch Two Centwies
(Seattle: Uhi`rtyr of Washington Press, 1999), kix-xiv.
8 |bid, 548-549.
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Young argues that the history of the Russian Orthodox Church allowed for more flexibility in
faith. The Russian Orthodox Church broke from the Catholic Church in the ninth century,
which meant many of the idcolodcal and philosophical developments of the Onodox
Church stopped whh the break. Therefore, for the Onodox Church, the language in which
schpture was preached was inelevaut as long as the message was spread. Young also argues
that this flexibility allowed CThodex clergy to be more accepting of other cultures.9  In order
to fully analyze the situation of the Aleuts, there needs to be understanding of the Russian
Orthodox Church's methodologies. This thesis aims to analyze if the Russian Orthodox
Church leaned towards a multicultural approach due to church idcoloSes or due to Aleut
resistance.
9ErikC.Young,"hdissiormySchcolsandtheEinlightementoftheAlaslmNatives:ATheologicaland
Sociological Survey of Russian Onodox and Protestant Missionary Efforts anong the Nalves of the Aleutan
Islands and Southeastern Alaska' (Thesis/dissertation (deg); Maluscript (mss), George Fox University. 2007),
58<3.
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Chat)ter Two: Russian Policies of Conquest Prior to Alasha
Beginning in the 1740s, Russia began to play a role in the New World by exploring
Russian America, Alaska's name under Russian rule.   However, Russian America did not
senre as the foundations of Russian colonization. In Russian America, Russians utilized
methods of trade relations and expansion first developed in Siberia. For many academies,
including James Forsyth, Russian America served as an extension of Russian castem
expansion which began in the late fifteenth century when Muscovy, the Principality of
Moscow encroached on sunounding lands. I    Although RLissian America differed from
Siberia in many wayfy Russian expanders of the empires utilized the similarities between the
t`ro reedous in order to better understand their role in the expanding empire. Goverrment
officials, Russian clergy, and pro7nysA/enrzrfu. Qussian hunters and traders) all interacted with
Siberian indigenous communities prior to arriving in Russian America. These imeractious
with Siberian natives molded the attitudes and actions of Russians. When Aleuts interacted
with Russians, whether clergy orpranywl/erm7.fa., prior relations in Siberia had aheady
altered how Russians acted towards Aleuts. Prior to Russian America, Russians aheady
formed ideologies and methods of expansion. This chapter examines how Siberian expansion
shaped Russia's presence in the Aleutians.
Mlch of the discussion in this chapter focuses on Russian Amchca's similarities to
Siberia, but some obvious differences occurred.  hhany of the differences relate to the
location of the two rerions. Siberia sits on the sanie landmass as the rest of Russia whercas
Russian America was located across the Pacific Ocean.  Many Russians and Cossacks
willingly moved to Siberia, but few volunteered to relocate to Russian America. Compared to
\ ]amesFas!rih, A History Of the Peoples Ofsiberla: R:ussia's North Asian Colony, 1581-1990 Oreni YodL
1992),Xvi-1.
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pordous of Siberia, the weather of the Aleutian Islands seemed extremely severe and the
rough Bering Sea looked treacherous. Also, in sections of Siberia, farmers harvested crops on
the fenile land. in contrast, Alaska suffered from a shorter growing season and less arable
lands, especially on the Aleutians. These differences led to large changes in population. As
stated by James R. Gbson, in 1719 Siberia, si]rty percent of male residents worked as
farmers. In 1833 Russian Amchca, a comparable stage of development, ninety percent of
Russian men werepronywl/erm7-b..  h Siberia, a large permanem Russian populalon affected
the lives of indigenous groups. I+onych/erm7-fr-did nut have to rely on Siberian natives to the
extreme degree as in the Aleutians. Also, whh a lai'ger Russian population, the Russian
Orthodox Church became a more permanent presence in Siberia without the conversion of
the indigenous population,2 The mix of individuals in Siberia differed from those of Russian
Amedca. Even thoughpronywl/exp7.fa. and orthodox clergy had prior relations with Siberian
natives, Russians had to adjust their methods in Russian America to work whh a much
smaller Russian society, One other major difference between Russian America and Siberia
involved the military. In Siberia, Cossacks armies bottled indigenous resistance. mre to
distance, military forces never battled Alaskan natives.3 These differences made Russian
American history unique when compared to Siberia. Also, even thouch Russians utilized
some of their previous expchences in Siberia, some situations in Russian America called for
new mcthods.
Just as the Aleuts responded to incoming Russian prom}/LEA/ermjAj and missionaries,
the indigenous groups of Siberia also changed aspects of their lifestyle as a result of
2 James R. Gibson, "Riissian Expansion in Siberia and America,' GeQgrtzphl-ca/ Revjei.J 70, no. 2 (1980), 128-
136.
3 FO|eyth. 32-34.
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incoming Russian populatious. As defined by the Soviet Union in the 1920s, twenty-six
different native peoples lived in various reedons of Siberia. Some indigenous groups, such as
the Kct, lived in relative isolation, while other groups such as the Chukchi were in almost
constant conflict with Russia.4 These different groups changed how they lived in response to
the growing Russian influence in Siberia. Later, RLis§ian settlers remembered these Siberian
responses and used this expchence to more effeetively control Russian America. For
example, when Russiaus faced resistance from Aleuts, they used past experiences and
knowledge from Siberia to subdue Aleut resistance and extract labor and pelts.  However, as
prwiously discussed, differences in population eventually resulted in different relations
between Russians and the indigenous groups of Sibeda and Russian America. Unlike in
Russian America, a large Russian population in the himdreds of thousands eventually moved
to Siberia. In Russian America, the Russian population never maintained levels of more than
a few hundred. However, during Siberia's and Russian America's initial periods of Russian
expansion, both rerious experienced similar encounters.
Govemmenta] Policies of Expansion:
In a time when other European powers were conquchng the Western Hemisphere,
Russia conquered a large section of the Eastern Hemisphere. To be exact, Russia conquered
Siberia, an area stretching over 2,800 miles, rougivly the width of the United States.5 The
sixteenth and seveuteenth centuries were eras of expansionism for the great European
powers. In North America, the French and English began establishing settlements and made
trade connections. In Central and South America, the Spanish and Portuguese expanded their
4Y`wiSlezfro,ArcticMirrors:RussiaandtheSmallPeoplesOftheNorthathaca::.ComeAIunivasirtyPress,
1994), 3.
5 fIrso 7.
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territory and exploited indigenous labor. The majority of European conquests in the New
World focused on gaining profits. The Spanish and Portuguese benefited from gold and silver
mines and the extremely profitable sugar plantation system. The British utilized the New
World for new trading cormectious, and the French accrued wealth from the fur trade.6
Russia also wanted to participate in this age of imperial conquest. This desire to participate in
Europe's imperial expansion played a role in Russia's decision for expansion, but other
fanors also contibuted.
Ihlring this age of discovery; Russia fooused on expanding eastward. Siberia lacked
gold and silver or a clinate suitable for sugar cane, but similar to French lands, fur bearing
animals lived in Siberia. (Actually, Russians discovered gold in Siberia in 1868, but this was
well after the start of Russian expansion into the rerion.7) The sable, a rather small animal,
has a dark and luxurious pelt and was extrelnely valuable. The exact value of furs would
fluctuate with the year, the quality of the pelt, and location of the trade. In 1595, the Russian
state sent the Holy Roman Emperor, Rudolf H, a dft of a variety of furs. Included in the rift
were 40,360 sable pelts at a value of 28,907 rubles.8 British and French traders in Nor(h
America served as Russia's only fur competitorfy but Russians had the upper hand. Unlike
the French, RLissiaus did not have to cross an ocean to reach fur grounds. This overland
hunting system led to better communication between promysA/ermjffi and the Russian
goverrment, which made the fur tlede more efficient and profuable.   Aspronywl/e7rmz.ffi
6 IohaB. KLcza. Resilient Cultures: Anierica's Native Peoples Conf rent European Colonizatom 1500-1800
dypper Saddle River, N.J.: Prenlice IIall, 2003).45-53,Ilo-115. 157-158.
1 Fongfty A History Of the Peoples Of siberto: Russ\a's North Asian Colony 1581-1990. I\6.
8 Raymond Itryr Ficher, 77ie J{zts:s7.a7. Fz" made, /jjo-/ 7cO, Uhi`edty of califonda Pdrlicatious in rmstory;
a3erkeley: Iros Angeles, University Of California ness,  1943), 109-Ilo.
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traveled farther east, however, communications became increasingly difficult.9 Even though
the Russian Empire only reached the New World in the eighteenth century, it had already
explored and profited from Siberia.
The Russian empire expanded by slowly conquering areas previously held by the
Mongols. Even though the Russian government endorsed the spread of Russian territory, the
goverrment had to collaborate with noble finilies in order to expand the empire. The
Russian state did not have the finances or military to control the indigenous groups of
Siberia, In order to marmge this situation, the government would bequeath land to certain
noble families, and then the noble families would have to undergo the process of subduing
the indigenous people already residing on the land.]° For e}rample, on April 4,  1558, Ivan the
Terrible wrote the following letter to the Stroganovs:
I, the Tsar and Grand Prince Ivan Vasilevich of all of Russia, have been asked
to grant to digorii Anikievich Stroganov that for which he pedtioned,
namely: the uninhabited lands, black forests, wild rivers and lakes and
uninhabited islands and marshlands in our prtrimony which extend some 88
versts, along the right bank of the Kama from the mouth of the Lyvaia, and
along the left bank of the Kama to the Chusovaia River. These uninhabited
lands extend for 146 versts. To the present tine no one has worked this land
nor established homesteads here. To date no tax revenue has been granted to
9F®ngrih.AHistoryOfthePeoplesOfsiberia:Russia'sNorthAsianColony,I581-1990,4041.
10 Ibid, 30.
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anyone, nor has it been entered in the census books, nor in the books of
purchase, nor in legal records.t'
Here, Ivan the Terrible portrayed the Kama Rerion as empty and waiting for Russian hands
to plow these fiulle lands when in reality many indigenous people lived under the control of
Khan Kuchum. Russians believed that it their richt to take the lands of Siberia. They also
considered the indigenous populations of Siberia unworthy of effectively cultivating the land.
This prejudice against indigenous groups would condmre in Russian Amchca.
h order to gain control of the Kama, the Stroganovs had to defeat Kuehum, the leader
of the Kama. The Stroganovs did not have an any to fight Kuchum, but they hired one.  In
1581, YinalL a Cossack mercenary, organized a Cossack army consisting of over eight
hundred fighters.  By 1582, Yermak's army controlled the Kama region by defeating
Kuchum With this victory, the Russian empire expanded into the Kana regivn and other
areas of Siberia by allotting land to noble families that would then become responsible for
subduing the indigenous groups already living on the land.]2 The Russian govemlnent
utilized this mchod of expansion and succeeded in enlarging Russia's area of influence.
Althouch Cossack armies expanded Russia's territory in Siberia, this mcthod of expansion
was not utlized in Russian America, because the cost of bringing a military force there
outweished the profits made from forceful expansion. Russian hunters and traders could not
rely on a military force to end indigenous resistance. Russian exploitation of the Aleuts could
have started decades earlier if a military force took control of the Aleutians. Alas, no Russian
" Tsar I`m Vlsilevich to Grigorii Stoganov, April 4, 1558, in RiAssza 's coxp4est a/Sfberia' ro Sfberl.a and
Rats:sz.an [4merz-ca /558-/ 700, ed. Basil Dlnytryshyn Oortland, Ongon: Wes(em hnprints,  1985), 3.
12 Fdrrfu 32-34.
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American military existed and fur traders had to deal with indigenous disobedience on their
Oun
Figure 1  The Initial  Etpansion of Mu`co`? "
Yermak's victory in the Kama rerion opened Siberia to Russian settlement and
exploitation. Before soldiers battled for ownership of the land, pro7nych/e72»jb-, Russian and
Cossack hunters, had aiready established trading connections with indigenous Siberians.  The
Prong/swermjffi were profu-seeking men who wanted to obtain as many pelts as possible. If
one arca became depleted of sables and other fur bearing animals, promych/erm7.fa. would
move to new hunting grounds. This exploralon for the best hunting areas hastened Russia's
"lmgGTdrenfrowaprneDowhca,"TheRiseOfMoscow."IfussianHeritage:Land,People.andCulture,
1997, httus/Asoace. Iibrarv.uitoronto.ca/citd/RussianHeritaf!e/2.RM/RM.6wh February 1, 2009,I.
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push into Siberia. By the early 1600s, Russian settlements began to form in Western Siberia.
By 1700, a century later, traders had already settled in almost all portions of Siberia. " With
this addition ofpronych/ermJ-di and other settlers, Russian influences entered parts of Siberia
before Russia established fomal nile. This push bypro7»}tch/e7mz.fa eventually led to the
Pacific and the Aleutian Islands.
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Figure 2:  MaTi on  Russian  EIpansion:  1300-179St-i
When an area was claimed for Russia, the natives living in that had region to pay the
jasczt to the Russian State. The &asck was a tibute that indigenous groups paid to the local
14 siezkine, 29-31.
]5 Image talm from Adam Ehison, Ehad Dinap and Alex Simm Thhap Gallery Of Riissia," April 30 2008.
I`tti]:/rfuaDs.unomaha.edu/beterson/funda/Mal]Links/RstRussia.htmFebnny12009,I.
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RLissian tax collector. In return for the I.nd, the indigenous groups of Sibcha would receive
protection from other invaders. This fasifzk was paid in fur pelts, so that the value varied with
the markct price of the fur.  For the Russian government, the fasczk became a large source of
revenue. h 1589. the state accumulated 15,000 rubles from furs. By 1680, Russia made
125,OcO rubles armually from furs. For the empire, fasabk financed much of the govemment's
spending.L6 For the Russian government, indigenous groups represented a source of income.
Russians viewed Siberian natives as infehor but also as a source of valuable furs. Later,
Russians expanded this view of natives as a source of income to the Aleuts.
Although the size of the land conquered by Russia was impressive, Russia's
administration of Siberia was not. Undl 1861, serfuom remained in effect in Russia, meaning
that a large portion of the population was not free to move as desired. Actually, to promote
population growl, the government seat exiles to Siberia. Russia's small presence in Siberia
allowed for corruption by local officials andpria7xptsh/ermi.fa. Russian polity dictated that
pronych/ermJ.dr. were only to hunt and trade for the Russian goverrment. However, many
promyswem7.A. lived in relative isolation from any Russian government official and could do
as they pleased. Also, RLLssian law required i.drmfr collectors to turn over all tribute to the
state, but many had little oversight.  A tax collector could confiscate rdank for his own
personal use. The government' s lack of coordination increased opportunities for cormption.
In 1721 the government executed Prince Gagarin, the governor of Siberia. In 1722, the
goverrment hanged the Voevoda oflrkLitsk, followed by scores of minor officials. ]7  The
Russian govemmeut could not effedively oversee hunting operations in Siberia. When the
16 |bid, 20-24.
17Ibid,61.
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pronywl/erm7.fa- and tax collectors abused indigenous communities, the government had little
power to stop it. Siberia's disorganized govemnental leadership only added to the problem.
In Russian America, government officials were not executed, but due to the distance from
Russia and a lack of population, cormption continued, In Russian America and in Siberia, the
govemmeut could not stoppromywl/ermjfa or government officials from abusing the system.
Until the nineteenth century, Russian administration strugtled due to constant
conflict. In the seventeenth century, the Yakuts of central Siberia were very suspicious of
Riissian settlers hunting on their lands. h 1684, the Yalnits led a full revolt against the
Russians, but were defeated due to Russia's superiority in weaponry. The Tungus, also of
Central Siberia, opposed Russiaus not with violence, but by refusing to accept Russians into
society; they strontly enforced bans on miscegenation. The indigenous groups of
Northeastern Siberia were even more resistam. The Chukchis continually rebelled. By 17cO,
the rerion was proclaimed as part of Russia, but fighting ensued. In the 1740s, all three major
tribes of the Northeast: the Chuckchi, Yakagiv and Kolyma united against the Russians. h
1742, Empress Elizabeth ordered a war against the Chukchis which lasted until 1764, ]8 The
Russian government stniggived to extend its political control over Siberia. The govemmeut
constantly called up Cossack armies to subdue indigenous resistance. This constant conflict
affected policies in Russian America. First, the Russian government grew accustomed to
indigenous resistance and became experienced at squashing rchellious. Secondly, the
government reeognized the financial price of fighting indigenous resistance. Amies were
expensive to maintain, and in Siberia mercenary forces were in constant use. Russia could
t8 Fdrgiv 57«,141-150.
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not afford to fight Aleuts for decades; it would bankrupt the empire. Russia needed to use a
different method in Russian America, one that would not lead to constant resistance.
J}ongrsAle7Indb.: Expanders of the Empire:
Before Cossack mercenary groups battled for control of Siberia, pronyLsife7zpz.&
already began to explore and profit from the resources found in the Siberian wildemess. This
system of exploitation and trade began with Russian interactions with indigenous Siberians
and would condmre later whh indigenous Alaskans. Although this system was not
formalized, a consistent pattern evolved concerning how to extract pelts with the least effort
and maximum profit. This pattern consisted of negotiation and domination of indigenous
groups. Somedmespromywl/ermjA7 would trade Russian finished goods for sable and fox
furs.  In other situations, pro7nywh/ermjfa would practice ancmap/, the practice where they
would take hostages until natives produced the required number of pelts. Russians have a
long history of using ananapJ. The longevity of this method of domination is shown in the
word's origiv: ananrty is a Tatar term, but is Arabic in oriSn. ]9 4manrty/ had been practiced
for hundreds of years before pro7»}Iwl/erm7.fa used it to dominate Siberian natives, and
pro7nywlferm7'b. contimed this domination in the Aleutian Islands.
Throuchout expansion, pranywh/ermjfi developed relations with many different
Siberian indigenous communities. As found later in Russian America, a variety of
relationships developed with individual pronytch/ermffa- and specific indigenous
communities. In the following excerpt a Yckagiv recounted what happened when a small
Cossack hunting party came into contact with members of their village.
19 Ibid, 41.
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Our friends star(ed telling us something, but we did not understand
anything and pointed to our ears.
They showed us something curved and shiny. We took it, looked at it,
something was cut out of the middle. They put something in there, then
brought some fire. Then they put that thing to our mouths. Then everyone
took that thing and started suching on it. We sat and talked by gestures. They
told us:
`Next summer come back again. We will bring you various things."
Then we got up and started to leave. Our ffiends gave us some a]res and
knives and, in addition to that, gave us all kinds of clothes.20
In the previous excerpt, Russians and Yckagirs traded and interacted on ffiendly terms.  The
two groups willingly sat togcther and shared a tobacco pipe. They seemed to be on a level
playing field,  Neither the Cossacks nor Yulragivs had been forced into the situation. This
excerpt resembles a middle ground like the one described by Richard White in thepcz); d'en
Amrf . In a middle ground, neither the colonizers nor the natives held a dominant position over
the other.2L In certain situations, as in the one described above, promysfa/emz-fa- and Siberian
natives would willingly trade with the other in order to attain desired goods. As doclmented
here in Siberia, middle grounds also developed in Russia America. In many instances,
promywl/e7rm7.fa. were the only Russians living in an area and would have to rely on natives.
Even though certain exchanges in Siberia served as middle grounds, many instances
in Siberia lacked tnie middle grounds because promyshlenniki often dominated relations.
20 sierfue, 15.
2:i Richrdwhilne, The Middle Gro.Lnd: IrLdians, Empires, and Repriblics in the Great Lches Region,  1650-1815,
Camhidge Studies in North Arican Indian mstory; Orew Ychs 1991), X
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Cossacks and Russians often controlled circumstances; they had superior teehnology and
weapons, James Fors)th sums up the situation in following statement:
The Russian conquerors of all classes treated the native peoples of Siberia as
enemies so infedor to themselves in way of life and military potential that
they could be disposed of callously and unceremoniously, and exploited for
the enrichment of the invaders. It was quite usual for amed bands of Russians
to hill natives whom they encountered and divide the booty, and it has been
said that in the first stages of conquest the natives were himted like animals.22
Although Forsyth's depiction of the situalon seems a little harsh to believe, it emphasizes the
racism and brtitality ofpronych/erm7.fa.. Russians felt supedor to indigenous groups. When
pronych/ermzb-did not have control of relations with natives, a friendly middle ground could
develop. However. whenpronywh/ermjffi held a dominant position, they could more easily
obtain furs through brutality. In Siberia, most interactions with indigenous groups resulted in
the domination of natives. In Russian America, rdatious continued to be a mixture of
Russian domination and middle grounds.
The Russian Orthodox Church:
Iwhg Russia. s expansion from a small Principality of Muscovy in the fifteenth
century to a grand empire in the nineteenth century, the Russian Orthodox Church fulfilled a
variety of roles. Ihiring this time, the church sent an alTay of missions which held different
ideologies. As discussed by Sergei Kan in his chapter in O/J{e/7.g7.o7. ndrfup7.re, Russian
Orthodox missions held a variety of ideologies with tyro ideological traditions serving as
22 Forth 34.
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poles when beliefs could easily fluctuate. The fist tradition involved the forceful elimination
of pagan relidons in order to effectively spread their version of God's message without
interference from previous beliefs. The second tradition involved the importance of a gradual
and cautious missionary effort which was more tolerant of indigenous customs and
languages.23  These two different traditions developed due to the church's connection with
the Russian government and the church's reactions to previous missionary attempts.
The history of the Russian Orthodox Church explains some of the complerndy in
missionary traditions.  In 988, Vladimir, the Chand Duke of Kiev, converted to Orthodox
Christianity, officially creating the Russian Cmodex Church, the state religion.  The Russian
Cmodox Church, as with many of the other Orthodox Churches, is autocephalous, meaning
that it is self-governing but not independent. Therefore, the church could act on its own
accord as long as these actions fit with the goverrment's policies.24 When the Russian
goverrment adopted policies that changed native customs, the RLlssian CThodox Church was
obligated to follow in similar pradices. When governmental policies advocated a willingness
to accept the customs of the ``noble savage," the church's missions would follow similar
ideologies. Even though the Russian Orthodox Church's policies were to align with the
govemment' a, church officials, not government administrators, ran church operations.
Beginning in 1589, the Patha[ch of Moscow served as the head of the Russian Orthodox
Church.25 When the Russian Orthodox Church deeided to send missions to Sibcha, the
Z3Rdrp.KhedalgmrstqiMichachChad.OifReligionandEinpire:Missions.CorTverston,andTolerancein
rs\ar7.st JdrAssz-a athaca: Comet University Press, 2001),  173-174.
24 A. A. P±eiskiL The Russian Othodr Churol... loth to 20th Centuries. Manthro`-givthe Ages:,
avloscow: Progress P`d]lichers, 1988), 4-12.
Thd, 57"-
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Patriarch of Moscow decided on methods used for conversion, as long as this methodology
did not conflict with the govelnment.
Ifuring Russia's expansion in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, cormections
between the Russian Orthodox Church and the state were blulTed to a further extent due to
policies pertaining to citizenship. Ifuring this expansion, the government did not consider the
indigenous groups living in Sibeda citizens of Russia even thouch Russia claimed ownership
of their lands. Only after conversion would the state recognize native citizens. As foreigners,
natives did not receive the same rights as Russian citizens. Some natives who converted to
Christianity reaped the benefits of citizenship.26  The indigenous groups of Siberia, such as
the Mansi and the Yalragir, could have converted to obtain the opportunities available to
citizens. By including relictous beliefs into Riissian laws, indigenous groups had the
opportunity to use Christianity as a tool to improve their position in society. In Russian
America, Alouts also used Orthodoxy as means of increasing their power in society.
The Russian Orthodox Church's missionary work concerning the conversion of the
indigenous groups of Russia was rather limited for much of the time of expansion. The most
famous first mission occuned in the 1380s, when St. Stchn traveled to the Pen region in
hopes of converting natives. Legends tell how even though Stefan burnt pagan idols, the
natives converted to Christianity due to Stefan' s respect for their Shaman.27 This mission
pulls from both traditions discussed by Anthropologist Sergei Kan Stefan offended natives
by burning idols, which aligns with the first tradition that emphasized eradication of the
indigenous culture, and simultaneously gained their respect by admiring the shaman, an act
26siezkine, 43.
27 Gerari,  199-120.
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in keeping with the second tradition. This respect of the shaman allowed for native
conversion. Stefan's respect for native lcadership would later be utilized in Russian
American.  Except for one other small mission in 1621, Russia was not interested in
converting natives. Russia expanded into Sibcha for riches; prom}zch/em7-fa. fooused on furs.
If furs were not involved, RLissians and Cossacks hunters and traders left native life
unchanged.28 Obviously, the fur trade altered native ways of life in both Siberia and Russian
America, but the fur trade left indigenous religion relatively unaltered.
In the eighteenth century, Peter I changed the structure of the church and its missions.
In 1721, Peter I removed the Patriarch of Moscow and created the Holy Governing Synod.
This church council not only ruled the church, but it also served as a department of the
imperial government. This action blurred the Russian Onodex Church whh the state even
further than before. Peter also used the church as a means of expanding his refoms to better
the Riissian Empire. For Russia to become a modem and progressive empire, Peter believed
it needed to be civilized in the manner of western Europe. In order for Siberian natives to
become civilized, they needed to convert Christianity. In 1706, Peter ordered Filofei
Leshchinskii to travel down the Ob RIver to bum pagan idols and convert the natives to
Christianity. However, this attempt failed when the Mansi, the indigenous group living by the
Ob River, decided to move as far as possible from Russian settlements.29 This mcthod of
missionary work resembles the first tradition mentioned by Kan, where indigenous cListoms
were not acceptable to the church. The result of this mission demonstrated one outcome of an
28 sierfue, 41-
29 |bid, 48-50.
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intolerant mission: the natives would simply move away. With the vastness of Siberia, this
option was readily available in remote locations.
After the reign ofpcter the drcat, the success of missions were limited. Native
colIversion was no longer a priority of the government. However, the Russian Orthodox
Church continued to organize missions in Siberia. In 1745, all of the different native peoples
of Kamchatka were baptized and converted to Christianity. These conversions, like many
others in Siberia, consisted of baptisms without explanations of what it meant to be Christian
and the threat of violence if natives refused to convert. In other situations, natives were
bribed with gifts in order to convert to Christianity. These types of conversion resulted in few
trile followers of christianity. As a result, many natives called themselves Christians to
appease the Russian government, while still practicing native religious at home.30 These
Large-scale conversions, as in Kamchatka, did not create a true Christian population. Native
Siberians utilized baptism as a means of appeasing the Russians, while also condnuing
traditional shamanistic beliefs.
In Siberia, Russian Orthodox clergy foreed Christianity onto indigenous populatious.
However, these conversions did not turn natives into believers of orthodox Christianity. In
order to have faithful Orthodox Christians, clergy needed natives to convert voluntarily, not
by force. This voluntary conversion occurred on a small scale throughout Siberian expansion.
Whenprom}rch/eJ2njfa. married native women, sometimes these wives would convert to
Onodoxy. Ifuring the 1820s, the idea of voluntary conversion became more popular. in
1819, Nicholas I appointed Mikhail Sperankii to a position advising Russia how to best
organize and govern Siberia. Sperankii recommended to the government that the Russian
30 |bid, 50-53.
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Orthodox Cliurch convert by persuasion, not by force.3L These voluntary types of conversion
align with the second tradition discussed by Kan: to be effective, conversion needed to be
gradual and tolerant of some aspects of traditional life. The Russian Onodox Church
seemed to have leaned from its mistakes prior to 1819 because the missionary tactics in
Riissian Amchca were mich more accommodating than in Siberian missions.
Conclusion:
The situalon in Russian America was not identical to events in Sibcha, but many
similarities are visible. Both Siberia and Russian America became a palt of Russia's imperial
expansion. In both areas, the government strugored to effectively control trade. More
importantly, Russia began a pattern of interactions iwhh indigenous groups. Althouch Russia
never broucht a military or a large peasant population to Russian America, pronych/era.fr.
and the Russian Or(hodex Church crossed the ocean to the North America. J7onych/erml.fa.
brought knowledge attained in Siberia to Russia Amedca. When Aleuts resisted
pronych/erm7.# 's actions, this resistance resembled Siberian indigenous resistance. Although
a slightly different situation occurred in Russian America, Siberian interactions had given
pronych/ermi.A. ideas on how to most effectively deal with Aleuts in order to obtain the most
firs.
The Russian Orthodox Church seemed to have leaned the most from experiences in
Siberia. Forced conversions of endue tribes did not lead to fathful Christians.  In the 1740s,
Bering discovered the Aleutian Islands. While Russian vessels explored the Aleutian Islands,
the Russian Orthodox Church attempted to convert Aleuts by persuasion. and not force.
When conversions failed in Siberia, the church recognized its mistakes and tried to ullize a
more effective method of conversion which made allowances for some native traditions. The
3t "d, 4|, 8lL87.
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Russian Orthodox Church did not utilize more flexible mission ideologies in Siberia until the
1820s. However, the church's actions in Russian America beginning in the late 1700s
demonstrated the Russian Orthodox Church' s comprehension of previous failures and the
necessity to alter mchods of conversion,
Overall, by the time Russians entered the Aleutian Islands, goverrment officials,
clergy, and pronysA/era-A- all had previous experience working in the newly conquered land
of Siberia. These expedences molded and shaped the colonization mchods used in Russian
America, These same methods would be used to alter Aleut society.
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Chapter Three: A[euts in Russian America 1742-1867
In the 1740s the Aleuts, the indigenous people of the Aloutian Islands, began to
experience changes to their way of life due to Russian colonization. Beginning with Vitus
Bering's second expedition in 1741 and continuing until the sale of Alaska in 1867, Russians
imposed Russian society and industly onto the indigenous groups of Russian America,
AJaska'snaneunderRussianrule.]However,thenativesofRussianAmericawerenot
passive victims to the incoming European power. Aleuts utilized their power in society to
control the amount of change affecting certain parts of Aleut culture and society. Although
Russians held the majority of power in Russian America, Aleuts maintained var)ring amounts
of control over different aspects of society. In trade Aleuts acted in a variety of ways
depending on the situation at hand. Ihing some occasions, the Aleuts violently resisted the
initial Russian presence In other instances Aleuts willingly traded for Russian goods.
Through the Russian CThodox Church, Aleuts used Christianity as a tool that enabled them
to keep certain rituals and customs alive. Ifuring the Riissian period, Aleuts did not possess
all the power in society, but they utilized the power they had.
These changes to Aleut economy, socicty, and religion during Russian rule did not
indicate the desfroction of Aleut culture.  As with all societies, Aleut culture changes over
time. In "Transforming Memories and Histories: The Meaning of Ethnic Resurgence for
Mayan Indians," Kay Warren argues that when indigenous groups vary their lifestyles, these
changes are not certain death to the indigenous culture but rather the formation of new
identities and the reshaping of existing identities.  hdigenous groups have several identities
including a continually forming traditional cthnic identity and a national identity. Native
'Inthischapter,theareawhichisc`menrtythesrateOfAlastrawillberefenedtoasRussianAmerica,the
official name under Russian colonization, or as A]astEa.
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rituals are continually renewed over generations. In the same light, European conquest did
not occur overnight; a group's national identity evolved over decades. 2   In other words,
citizens of the Uhites States have a national identity while at the same time have an ethnic
identity.  The Aleuts had a changing ethnic identity prior to Russian arrival and continued to
have an ethnic identfty after. During Russian rule, Aleuts developed a national identity that
evolved with the changing state of affiirs in the colony. Berinning in the 1740s and
condnuing until the sale of Alaska, Aleuts participated in Russian colonial society. However,
due to a lack of Aleut sources it is impossible to find exactly how Aleuts felt abouit their
place in the Russian empire, Indigenous identity is complicated and continually evolving. As
discussed later in this chapter, Russian culture had a large impact on Aleut indigenous
identity.
Although this chapter attempts to answer many questions concerning the Aleuts'
power and identity, answers to these questions are limited due to available sources. Althouch
docLments from the Russian government, Russian American Company, and the Russian
Orthodox Church, are all utilized in this chapter, no Aleut sources were used. If Aleuts had
whtten their own accounts of their time under Russian rule, none of these records survived,
Many of the ideas discussing Aleuts' thougivs concerning their situation have been
extrapolated from Russian sources, Therefore, this chapter answers some questions, but will
not answer without a doubt how Aleuts felt about the different aspects of Russian society in
Russian America.  Unless new Aleut sources are uncovered, certain questions concerning the
Alouts will always remain unanswered.
2 Kay 8. Wanq Thnsfoming hfroches and Histories: The hfaring of Ethnic Resurgence for Mayan
lnffians,. in.4mericas.. jvew /»/exprerfuAe Essqu;, ed. Alfred C. Stqu (Oxfnd Univerty Press, 1992), 194-205.
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During the Russian administration of Alaska, a variety of relationships developed. In
certain circumstances a middle ground developed. /» 7fae Mf.dnye Gro®md RIchard White
argues that for a period of time during colonial rule  in the in thepap; d'en Amif, the vast
region surrounding the Cheat I.akes, neither settlers not Native Americans held a dominant
position and Cloth sides had to cooperate with each other. In White's introduction, he explains
what occurs in this phenomenon.
The middle ground is the place in between cultures, peoples, and in bet`veen
empires and the nonstate world of villages. It is a place where many of the
North American subjects and allies of empire lived. It is the arcs between the
historical foreground of European invasion and occupafron and the
background of hdian defeat and retreat,3
Even though White wrote this description for the pg/ d 'en haf, certain trading relationships
in Alasha also served as middle grounds. Although situations changed whh time, in some
instances neither the Aleuts nor Russians could dominate relations and both sides traded
amicably. Anthropolodst Lydia Black emphasized this idea of a balanced trading
relationship in Russian America. However, Black recognized that not all relationships in
Russian Amedca resulted in middle grounds. rmddle grounds and other types of trading
relationships will be examined in this chapter.
Trading and hunting relationships between Russians and Aleuts played a large role in
the changing dynamics of the Aleut economy and society. James Gbson argues in both his
book /qperricz/ R«ssZ.a jn Fro»tr.er 14men.ca and article ``Russian Dependence on the Natives
of Alaska" that indigenous groups played a major role in the longevity of Russian America.
•Ri!chardv\lhilte,TheMiiddleGround:Indians.Empires,andReprblicsintheGreatLdesReglon,1650-1815,
Camhidge Studies in Nrfu American Indian Hitry, Clew YchL 1991), X.
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Although Gibson does not emphasize many of the cultural and social changes in Aleut
society, he demonstrates the importance of indigenous labor in keeping the colony
functioning. Aleuts played a major role in the acquisition of sea otter pelts. This chapter
utilizes Gibson's analysis on Aleut labor, but will also examine how the Aleuts' place in the
Russian labor system led to changes in social structure and in daily activity.
The role of the Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska is one of the most vigorously
debated issues in Alaskan indigenous history. Academics, such as Sergei Ken and S. A
Mousalimas, questioned why the church took such an open armed approach to indigenous
culture and why Aleuts converted to Orthodoxy. They wondered if these conversions were
futhful or just a method to subdue Russian pressures. This thesis follows the theories of
Sergei Kan. h A4e77Iory Efema/, Kan argues that the Russian Orthodox Church found that if
clergy allowed a certain amount of indigenous customs to condone, then natives were much
more open to receiving the word of God. These allowances by the church were to be
telnporary but have persisted as a portion of Alaska's Russian Cmodox Church until recent
decades. Kan discovered that Thngivs converted and stayed with the Russian Orthodox
Church beeause they recognized how to use the church as a tool in maintaining indigenous
identity. Kan does not discount the fact that some natives converted to Christianity due to a
new belief in God, but indigenous conversion was not a simple decision.4   Kan's analysis of
indigenous reasoning is extremely important to this thesis. Although Tlingits resided
hundreds of miles from Aleuts, the Russian Olthodex Church kept the same methods of
conversion at both locations. Both Aleuts and Tlingivs reeognized the opportunities available
in the church.
4 SergdKan, Memory Eternal: Tlingit Culture and Russian Orthodox Christianity throuch Two Centuries
(Seattle: Uriverstry of Washington Press, 1999), Xix-inri.
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The Aleuts:
The Aleuts, the indigenous people of the Aleutians, were just one of the many groups
living in Alaska during Russian rule.  Figure One depicts the region inhabited by Aleuts in
comparison to other indigenous Alaskans.
Figures:MaporanthelndigenousGrmpsorAlashas
At one point, approximately ten thousand years ago, the Aleut, Alutiiq, and Eskimo all lived
as one indigenous group, but over time the different cultures evolved based on their
surroundings.6 Much of this difference related to the geographical area in which the Aleuts
5 Image taken from Carol Bamhardi, bA IIistory of Schooling for Alastm Nrfure  Paple," Jozfma/ a/Jlmen.can
Indian Edrication 40> co. \ (Zcol), 2.
6 William S. haiichlin, .4 4eaArs.-Szin/ivors a/l"e Bering Za»d Br7.Age, case Studies in Cultunl Anthropology;
QTew Yolk: Holt, Rinchar| and Winston, 1980), 10.
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lived. The Aleutians are a chain of volcanic islands; trees are nonexistent. The islands
contained very few nutritional plants or animals.  The Aleuts had to rely on the sea for
protein and tools.7 Ifue to this dependence on the sea, Aleuts became excellent hunters.
Parents instnJcted their sous as young as six years old on how to build miiscles that would
allow them to accuntely and easily throw a spear. Starting at the age of thineen, an Aleut
boy began to train in a kayak whh his father and uncles. The village gave an Aleut his own
kayak by the age of fifteen. The Aleut kayal[ the ber.drfa, was considered the best of any
kayak produced by an indigenous group in Alaska. Ch Saptenber 9, 1741, Aleksei Chirikov
gave the following description of a group of men in Ga7.drihas:
At 10:00 AM we sighted seven small boats, with one man in each, who
appeared paddling towards us. These boats are clout fifteen feet long and
three fect in the middle. The bow is very pointed and the stem rounded, the
crafts are completely covered with the hides of seals or sea lions.8
This excerpt taken from Chirikov's expchences during the first Russian exploration of the
Aleutian Islands details the ddt-7idrlha before any Russian influences altered the vessel. From
his attendon to detail, Chirikov seemed impressed by the Aleut kayak.
The Aleuts' expertise at seafaring led to many village intercomectious. In the pre-
contact era, Aleuts lived in villages with populatious of two hundred or more individuals.
Aleuts traveled island to island to trade vTh other villages or simply for social occasions. As
reeoulited in William Coxe' s 1780 edition of 77Ie Jt"Ss7.cz» D7.scovew.es 6e~een i4s7-a cnd
7 Lydia T. Black, 'Volcanism as a Factor in Htiman Ecology: The Ale`dian Case,n Ethnchfstny 28, no. 4
(1981), 313-329.
8 Aleksei Chirilrm7," Raput Of the Bering Expedition, "Squenber 9, 1741, in Basil DDrytryshyn and E. A P.
Va\\givanTl\onas C"Tthan:Vai\gban. Russian Penetration Of the North Pacif ic Ocean.1700-1799: A
Dooumeutap/ Recont7, To Sil]eria and Riissian Amchca a}ortlan4 Ch, : Ongon REstorical Society, 1986|  135.
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4mer7.ca in 1764, MalEim Lasaroff commented that Aleuts traveled so much that it was
impossible to obtain an accurate census of Aleuts.9 Visiting neighboring islands was a nomal
part of Aleut life. However, Aleuts did not act as one tribe and were not ruled as one
cohesive community. In reality, in pre-contact times and during the Russian era, different
Aleut villages battled one another for better islands and hunting grounds. Scientists and
scholars clustered Aleuts togcher as a cohesive group due to sinilarities in culture, biology,
and language. Although each community differed slightly from the next, most groups lived
relatively the same lifestyle. Biologically, Aleuts are unique from other Native Amedcan
groups, Aleuts share some biolodcal variations with the Eskimos including a large mandible
and a defect in the spinal column. The Aleuts are the only Native American indigenous group
with three blood types: 8, A, and 0; all other indigenous North Amdicaus only have blood
types A and 0. Also, Alouts had a unique language different from any other indigenous
group.MuchoftheprecontractfightingoccurredbctweenAloutsofdifferentdialects,L°
Although Aleuts differentiated themselves by dialects and from other indigenous groups,
Aleuts did not have a national idemity prior to Russian contact.  Aleuts recognized
themselves as a member of an individual Aleut village instead of a member of a cohesive
Aleut community.
Before Russian contact, Aleuts had a vibrant culture. Aleuts followed Shamanism, a
religion similar to the beliefs of Siberian natives and other Native American tribes. For
Aleuts, the world had a creator and both good and bad spirits. In order to keep the spirits at
peace, Aleuts needed to include spirits in all major aedvities and rituals. Not all Aleuts
9 Winian Coxe, 7He RaAssjan D}-seove77-es' between ,4s7a and.4mer7.ca, huh of America Facsimile Series; No.
40 (Am Albor P\dich}: Uhi`rty Micndlms,1966), 75.
io _ 4-|7, 50-54.
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communicated with the spirit world, only a shaman could. Whenever a celebration or
ceremony took place, a shaman served as an intermediary between the spirit world and the
Aleutcommunity.]]EventhouchAleutsconvertedtoRussianOrthodoxyduringcolonial
rule, the shaman and traditional spirituality continued to play a I.ole in the lives of Aleuts.
Althouch many parts of Aleut culture are unique, the similarities between Aleut and Siberian
Shamanism allowed the Russian Onodox Church to utilize previous knowledge on methods
of conversion.
Industry and Trade:
Jfro7xptsA/e7zrrifa, Russian hunters and traders, journeyed to the Aleutians and other
areas of Alaska for one pufpose: to proft from the fur trade. Fhonywl/e72»7.fa. had already
traveled to all regions of Siberia in search of the valuable sable. In the Bering Sea,
pronyLSA/ermjfi aimed to continue this line of wealth by hunting sea otters. The government
advocated this expansion and allowed private companies to finance individual expeditions.
As in Siberia, in the initial years of Russian America, indigenous groups paid tribute in the
fom of furs to the Russian government. Hunters sent ten percent of all furs collected in
Alaska to the Russian government. Although not all companies gained riches, some were
successful. From 1765 to 1778, five companies made eight voyages to the Aleutians and
procured roughly 163,000 rubles worth of fur. 12  However, Russian expansion into the
Aleutians and coastal Alaska did not run as smoothly as entrepreneurs and the government
hoped.
I ' Dorotry NIrian Jones, 4/e«ts i.n Tranrin'on.. 4 Coqui.Son a/Two W//ages (Seame: Uhiversity of
Washing8on PI`ess, 1976),  15-17.
T2lamespLCitrrsxn,ImperialRussiainFtontierAmerioa:TheChangingGeograpkyOfsxpplyOfRussian
America, / 784-J867 (Now York: Oxfind Uhi`rtyr Press, 1976), 4.
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In Sibeda sable hunts ocoulTed on land, but in the Aleutians, sea otter hunts occurred
in the treachel.ous Bering Sea. A sea otter pelt was valuable becaiise of a high luster, dark
color, and large size; a pelt averaged approximately five feet long by twenty-four to thirty
inches in width and half an inch to three quar(ers of an inch thick. L3  In 1810, a prime female
sea otter pelt sold for as much as 1,000 rubles but averaged 561 rubles, still a valuable profit.
Ifue to overhunting, pro7nysA/ermjb. faced the ever increasing problem of finding sea otter
hunting grounds.  Sea otter populations easily becaine depleted due to overhunting and a low
fndlity rate. Female sea otters only produce one pup per year per dam.  However, the most
important issue in sea otter hunting became how to effectively catch a sea otter, which took
years of practice. In Siberia, pro7xp/sA/erm7.fa. hunted approximately at the sane rate as
indigenous hunters. In the Aloutians, pronywlfermr.ffi were unprepared to hLmt for sea otters
themselves; it was extremely difficult and dangerous. ]4 Ferdinand von Wrangell. covemor
of Russian America in the 1830s, commented that, "Of all hunts, the sea otter hunt requires
the most experience, skill, and patience. Fur seals, sea lions, and walruses, despite their
strength and size, are caught more easily and quickly."]5 From the perspeedve of
pronyswerm7.4., sea otters brought in large profits, but the challenges of the hunt were too
great. J7onywh/emuz.fa- would rather trade for pelts than hunt for sea otters themselves.
mffioulties in hunting just served as one of the problems in Russian America.
Colonial officials faced a lack of willing and able Russian immigrants. Until 1861, just six
13Ibid. 34.
"JamesR.Gibson,''RussianDqudenceontheNItiveofAlaska,-in]4n4/ndjintho/qg)/../nJapre¢»glife
Pdsf, ed. Stqinen W. hdrgiisso Mrty Childers Haycox (Seattle: University of Washingtm Press, 1996), 22.
\SG. EL voa Lmgsdrfu Vayages and Travels in Vchous Pats Of the World During the Years 1803, 1804, 1805,
/806 and /807 (Caliste Ph) : Prided ty George Phitips, Place: United States; Pemaylvania; Cadiste, 1817),
241-
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years prior to the sale of Alaska, a large majority ofRussia' s population felt the constraints
of serfdom. Of those free from serfuom, few desired to travel to Russian America. ]6 In 1839,
the Russian population of Russian America, including settlement in California, climaxed at
823 individuals; however, the population remained around a few hundred for the majority of
Russian rule. In 1799, at the start of the Russian American Company only 253 Cossacks and
Russians lived in all of Russian America.L7 This small population meant that the Russian
government and entrepreneurs had to utilize mchods that supported the colony on such a
limited Russian population.
Russians first entered the Aleutians after the 1740s fur rush. In 1741 Vitus Bering and
Alexi Chirikov commanded the two vessels of the Second Kamchatka Expedition, an
expedition ordered by the government in order to find North America. Althouch Bering died
in a ship wreck on the return voyage, the surviving members of the expedition returned in
1743 with a large quantity of furs procured on the Aleutian Islands. This load of valuable sea
otter pelts started the fur ruck that would eventually lead to the Russian colonization of
Alaska, Althoughpronych/erm7.fa. did not press forward beyond the Near Islands until 1756,
by 1780 Russians had advanced across the Aleutians to the coast of mainland Alaska. L8  For
pronyswe7zrm-fa, riches served as the main purpose for expansion into new hunting grounds.
As in Sibcha, pranyLswermjfi used relationships with indigenous groups to obtain the most
pelts with the least amount of effort. However, as in Siberia and the American frontier, riches
were not as readily available as huflters and traders had dreamed. In reality ten percent of
" Seethen W, Haycex, +4rfu.. [4n [4men.can Co/any (Seanle: Uhi`RIsity of Walington Press, 2002), 56.
\7 S. G. Fedsoohra. The Poputaton Of Russian America () 799-1867): The Russian Population Of ALacka and
Ca/I/omja aairiranks: Insfroe Of Social, Economic and Govemmm Resealch, Uhiverrty of Alaska, 1973), 2-
6
18  Raymond H. Ficher, Finding Anlchca,-in.4n 4/drt4»zho/qg)+.. /nzepre4.ng the Past, ed. hthgusso Mrty
Childers Seaphen W. Haycox (Seame: University Of washingm mess, 1996), 6-18.
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profits weut to the Russian govelnmeut while investors received approximately half of the
remainingprofits.L9ForRussianpronych/erm7.fa.,themorerichesextractedfromnativesthe
better. Even thoughpro7ny§Wexp77-fr-received less than half of the profits procLired from sea
otter hunting, the more furspromysth/e7m7.fa- obtained, the larger the piece of their profits
beeame.
When Russians first arrived in the Aleutian Islands, the Aleuts had already
established trading and hunting relations with Aleut villages and other indigenous
communities. During the pro-contact era, Aleuts tleded with the Koniag and other indigenous
groups in order to obtain desired goods not available on the Aleutians islands. For example,
in the late 1700s Russians noticed that Aleuts wore rain coats made from bear innards. The
rain coat came from mainland Alaska where bears lived. The Aleuts must have procured the
rain coats throuch trade "th other indigenous groups.20 Also by the time of Russian contact,
Aleuts had aleady allocated specific hunting grounds for particular Aleuit communities.
Individual Alout communities had already established exactly who hunted where. Russians
were invaders to a preexisting system. Aleuts were hostile to unwanted invaders. When
Riissians brougiv 9fts to Aleuts, this would help relations, but for the most palt, Russians
were trespassers in Aleuts' lands and seas.2' Prior to Russian contact, Aleuts had trade
relations and also lmew the importance of property ownership. Aleuts did not intend to
simply hand over hard fought Aleut territory to undeserving Russians.
"Hayoox.Alaha:AnAmericanColony,SS.
2°LydiaBlad[jzatss7.ans7.n.4/asha../732-/867(UniverityofAlastfaFallbanks,2004),11.
2' R G, Liapunou, "Relations with the NIthhes of Rlissian Amchca," inRaAss7.a's4me».cagl Co/ony, ed. S.
Ffederick Str, Ourham: Duke Uhiversity Press, 1987), 108-109.
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During the first few decades of contact with Russian traders, a variety of Aleut-
Russian interactions oceuned, including several violent confrontations. According to
government records and analysis by Mari Saidy between 1741 and 1749 five Russian vessels
reported eleven instances of contact with natives. Of those eleven incidents, on three
occasions Aleuts instigated violence towards Russians and on one occasion Russians initiated
hostilities towards Alouts. Bct`veen 1750 and 1759, seventeen ships reported twerty-three
separate instances of contact including nine violent encounters. Aleuts initiated violence five
times while Russians instigated violence on four occasions.22 Although some Russian vessels
probably left out instances of contact from official rapoTts, patterns of relationships are
evident.  In some instances Aleuts forced Russians to flee, while in other situations, Russians
forced Aleuts to give hostages for pelts or would threaten Aleuts whh guns. Although
Russians controlled the majority of the trading relationship, contact depended on the speeific
community. In the early decades Of contact, the power in trading relations seesawed bet`veen
Aleuts and Russians.
When Aleuts controlled the situation, they tried to forcibly remove pronyswerm7.fa.
from Aleut indigenous lands and seas. Captian Petr Kuzmich Krenitsyn and Captain
Lieutenant Levashev found that Aleuts took advantage of any situation that gave them the
upper hand. Alouts "subscribe to one thing: if their side is stronger, they will kill everyone
whout exception, not realizing that the following year many [more] will come. They think
that the ones they kill are the only ones, and no more will come."23 Aleuts might have
thougiv that if they killed all the Russians in the region at a certain time, this would have
2hth Sarky, "Earty Outact befurm Ale`its and Russians. 1741-1780,. .4Aastha Hfstny I, no. 2 (1985), 45.
23CqurinmerKilzmichKrmitquandCaptainLianenamMilhailrmidevichLevachev.1771,in
Dur5rf|rstqrnandCmrrfu:Van:8han.RussianPenetrationOftheNorthPacificOcean.1700-1799:A
Docunentar)]Record,2SO.
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ended Russian expansion. Clearly, Aleut attacks did not result in the end of Russian
penetration into North America. It did succeed in placing fear in somepronysfo/erm7-fr. from
visiting certain villages. When Aleuts attacked Russian trading parties they attempted to
massacre the entire group. As described by Or(hodox clergymen Ioann Veniaminov, Aleuts
would rehearse attacks on Russian trading crews. At the trade twro Aleuts would stand beside
each Russian. When the Russians opened the fur bundles, Aleuts would stal) the
prong+wh/ezz»7.fa- to death. 24 In resistant communities, Aleuts used their power to the fullest
ability to rid the Aleutians of Russians.
In many circLmstances, prartyswem7-b- forced Aleuts to give into Russian demands.
J707ny+sfo/e7zrz7.fa. either used straightforward force or anczrarty, the practice of hostage taking
for furs. I+onych/e7z»7-dr- needed Aleuts to use their skills in hunting sea otter pelts. Unlike
ALeuts, pronywl/e»w#7 could tl]reaten Aleuts with freams. Often pro7»ysfr/e72»7-fa-used the
ananrty. Althouch originally used as means of peaceful relations, with anancrty, hostages
were given to the prartys:fr/em»7-fa. until the indigenous community delivered the required
number of pelts. However, in the Aleutians, pro7»ysA/ewifa. forced groups to send hostages
and even greater problems developed when villages refused to send hostages.25 In 1790
pronywl/ermj* Ismailov killed one hundred and fifty to two hundred natives when a village
on Kodiak Island refused to send hostages. Even when anzzmaflfy was not used,
pra7xp+swe7zro7.fa. abused Aleuts in other ways. On June 7,  1789, tribal Aleut leader AIgamaling
claimed to the govemlnent inspector that promyisA/erzrar.A Psnenichney treated Aleuts
Z4 SarfuMenq)Ofi^an Of Masconr \mcikenrrdi. Notes on the Islands Of the Unalaska District Uniif eorm Title:
Zap\ski Ob Ostrovckh Otdiela. V. 2. E.glich. Selections O\eni HZNItry Ccm.. HrmanRctalons ArmFHes,
1970), 6566.
25 Andrei V. Grinev and Richard L. Bland, "Naive 'Amanat)I in RIIssian Amchca, n Eqrojrea7z Re`;i.gw a/IvrfuJe
-4mer7car Sfrodies 17, no.  1 (2003), 7-10.
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tyrannically. He forced them to hunt in the worst winter stomp causing the death of three
Alouts. On other occasions Psnenichney whipped six Aleuts to death. In another instance,
more than three hundred Aleuts starved to death whenpronywh/erm7-b-deprived them of
food.26 When Russians held a dominant position, as they did in most situations especially
after the 1760s, pranyffiwermz.dr. used their power to obtain as many furs as possible. Some
pro7»)twl/erm7.fa. such as Psnenichney tyrannically colltrolled relations. However, not all
prony§A/e72ndffi dominated and abused natives to such a horrible level. Aleuts were the labor
source; their death led to labor shortages in sea otter huming.
As previously discussed, some contact resulted in Aleut dominance while other
resulted in Russian control. However, somctimes a middle ground developed. As argued by
Lydia Black, certain trading relationships especially those in the western Aleutians during
initial contact, resembled a fniddle ground where neither Aleuts nor Russian pro7nych/ermz.b.
held a dominant position. In the 1740s and 1750s, Russians lacked knowledge of local
conditions and relied on Aleuts for information concerning the rerion. Black argued that
Russians lacked the financial support for large amounts of gLm powder. Without ammunition.
Russians did not dominate all relations. Therefore a middle ground developed.27 As
recounted by William Cexe, pronysihfemn7.A. Iineff and Sheffyrin spent much of 1757
living amicably with the natives of an Aleutian Island.28 Ihmeff and Sheftyrin needed Alouts
for furs and Aleuts received Russian goods from thepronych/erm7.fa., Both groups needed
somcthing from the other and had to coxpromise to get what each side needed.
26 "Raput Of complaints by NIti`us in Unalasta to Govemmem inspectors 1789-1790," July, 1790, Documents
J{alathne /a the JJfslory a/L4/d@faq Ytidin Collection ([College: s`n.I, 1938), 237,
27 Lydia Pierce and RIclial A BlactL .4Afag an Ezhnch7.stay a/ire Jyestirm 4 4caid.ans, Alastfa History
acingstoq, OI]t,, chada: Linestme Pnas 1984), 78€2.
28 coxe, 45-
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ling the decades of various relations with Russian traders, Aleuts utilized Russian
teehnologies to improve their goods. Within a decade of contact, Aleuts modified 6a7.drag,
Aleut large boats, using Russian methods so they would run smoother.29 Even Venianinov
noted that Aleuts incorporated Russian items such as axes, knives, guns, and needles.30 In
1762, Stephan Cherepanov noticed how even when mctal tools were not traded or given to
them, Aleuts  crafted small knives from nails that washed up onshore from shipwrecks.31
Alouts utilized Russian goods and technologies to improve daily activities. Alents decided
which Russian goods to incorporate into their lives. Aleuts, not Russians, chose which tools
to add to their homes.
In certain instances, Aleuts did not follow the same path as other members of their
community and became a part of the "Fifth Column." Andrei Grinev argues that a ``Fifth
Column" of natives developed in Russian Amchca. These indigenous `1raitors" sided with
RLLssians for personal gains.  In 1760, an Aleut woman saved the crew of the Sv.  Ffadr.mi.r by
warning them of a planned native attack. In many circumstances indigenous infomants told
of inpending attacks on Russian traders in order to receive dfts of European finished goods.
On other occasions, natives taken as hostages by Russians developed long lasting relations
withpronych/ermz'& and serve as infomants for years. However, hostages could reverse the
situation and spy on the Russians. In other instances, Aleuts would informpranywl/ermz.b. of
acts of intertribal warfare. In 1763, the Fox Aleuts alerted traders of an upcoming attack by
29LydiaPie[ce,RichndA.BlactLKatherineLAmdlandMctor`unSarah,7HeHjsfnyandEzhachjstoryo/the
+4/ezwh.ans East Boroa.gA, Alastra mstory (Kingston, On : Falfoariks, Alaska, 1999), 10.
sO\rm!cke;ndi.NotesonthelslandsOftheUnalashaDistrict,2RE.
3' Stepan Chapanov,  "Accounts Of chapanov's Stay in the Aleutian Islands,1759-1762," Augus( 3,1762,
inDngTtrystryn and c"rthatNanchan, Russian Penetration Of the North Pacif ic Ocean, I 700-1799: A
DoalmentaryRecord,ZOO
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theAndreanofAleutspurelybecausetheFoxAleutshatedtheAndreanofAlCuts.32
Although these individuals of the "Fifth Column" never held a majority in indigenous
society, these individuals had a distinct indigenous view.
miring the first fifty years of trade relations, a variety of interaedons occuned. When
Aleuts held the power in relations, Aleuts could violently dominate the situation. However,
after the 1760s, Russians permanently held the dominant position in relations. In the long
nm, Aleuts never stood a chance at controlling relations. Russia's superior fireams and other
advanced teehnoloties eventually led to the domination of Aleuts. Aleut communities that
resisted were controlled into siibmission by deadly Russian revenge for disobedience.33 The
previously discussed atrocities bypro7nych/ewi* Psnenichney may not have been as
tyrannically insane as first thought. The Alout village he abused could have refused to
cooperate with Russians and Psnenichney used deadly force to halt fi]rther disobedience.
Even though Aleuts lost much of their power in trading and hunting relations, early
resistance demonstrated how Aleuts felt towards incoming promysA/ezz»z.di.
The Russian Americati Company and A[euts:
Stating in 1799, the Russian government authorized the Riissian American Company
to hold a monopoly over hunting and trading in Russian America. The Russian American
Company played a major role in the lives of all Aleut communities. The Russian goverrment
created the company as an institution to cheek the power of abusive pro7nys4/eerl7.fa..
However, abuse and domination continued during the company's administration. The
Russian American Company was a joint stock company, like the British East hdia Company,
32 Andrei V. Grinev and Richard L. Bland, "A Fifth Column in Alaska: Native Collaborators in Russian
Amrfuca,.+1/lclflha J7i.story 22, no.  I @007|  I-18.
33 Ghoso:n.Imperial Riissia in Frontier America: The changing Geograpky Of sxpply Of RiLssian America,  1784-
1867, 34.
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However due to initial financial woes and administrative mismanagement, by 1818 the
Russian government played a major role in the administration of the company. Instead of
aedng as an independent capitalistic company, the Russian American Company became a
means of goverrmental influence in Russian America without direct goverrment
involvement34 The Russian goverrmeut could use the Russian American Company as an
instrument to implement Russian ideolodes, but not an institution causing foreign conflict.35
This increase in government control is visible in the second and third charters, which
emphasized native and Creole rights.
However, distance stopped the government from maintaining effeetive control over
aedons by Russian American Company employees. Both the Russian government and the
hcadquar(ers of the Russian American Company were located in St. Peterrfug. Icoers sent
from St. Petersburg to New Archangelsk, Russian America's capital traveled 12,000 miles
before reaching their destination. Ch average, mail delivery from the colonial capital to St.
Petersburg took turo years to arrive.36 With a lack of communication, Russians in the colony
whether government officials orpronych/ermz.fa., had more freedom to do as they pleased.
This allowed room for corruption and abuse towards indigenous groups.
Much of the Russian American Company' s actions during the initial charter occuned
under the administration of Aleksandr Baranov, who viewed Aleuts and other indigenous
groups as a labor source. He felt that Aleuts needed to have an allegiance solely to the
Russian American Company and felt that the Russian Onodor Church would only distract
34 Ana|ole G. Mazour, The Russian-American Compally: Private or Gouemment Enteqrise?,. 7%e Paci/}c
fffsfon.cndjiew.ow 13, no. 2 (1944),169-173.
35Haycoex,Alaska:AnAmericrmColony,88&:9.
36 Gfroson+ Imperial Russia in Front\er America: The Changing Geograpky Of Sxpply Of Russian America,  1784-
1867, 45AI.
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Aleut workers from their hunting duties. However, during these initial decades, Baranov
pronounced the Russian American Company's goal of protecting the Aleuts.37 Baranov
needed the Aleuts as a labor force. but did not deliver the protechon promised. I.ogistically, it
was inpossible to stop all abuses frompronych/e»zzjfi. Russian America was too vast a land
to effectively govern on such a small population. Also, Baranov needed Aleuts to supply
food. The trusportation costs of foods and other supplies from RLissia were extremely high.
Baranov needed Aleuts and other natives to grow erops for Russian American Company
employees. However, Aleuts never practiced agriculture before Russian arrival, and the
Aleutians only had a 170 day growing seasons. Both of these factors led to failures.38 Ihing
the first twemy years of the Russian American Company, Baranov used indigenous labor and
attempted to protect Alouts, but failed to stop abuses. Instead of viewing Alouts as a people,
he viewed them as a labor source.
Under the second and third charters of the Russian Amchcan Company, the rights and
duties of natives were more clearly defined.   Sections Forty-Two through Fifty in the 1821
Charter stated the Russian American Company's duty to protect the Aleutian Islands'
indigenous population and recognized these natives as Russian subjects, Sections 143 and
271 in the 1844 Charter stated that Russians had a duty to protect natives and improve their
way of life.39 These protective principles seemed good in theory, but in reality the distance to
mainland Russia led to disobedient pro7nych/ermrfu. and other Russian American Company
employees. Also, even thouch Aleuts in the eyes of the law were treated as equal, Russians
•7 Liapunng 125.
T8 Gfusr)in. Imperial Russia in Frontier Arrlerica: The Chan9Lng Geograpky Of s:Iu)ply Of Rilssiarl America. 1784-
/867, 60, 96-103.
39`TladiriiGso`istri.R&.ssianAdministrationOfAlashaandtheStatusOftheAtckanNatives,SenateDo®men
(Wdshiig(on: U.S. G.P.0., 1950),4445.
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did not view them as such. For example in his last report on Russian America, Captain P. N.
Golovin demonstrated his discrimination towards the Aleuts by blaring them for their poor
living conditions, not the Russian American Company.40 In the eyes of Russians, the Aleuts
caused their own problems.  They blamed the victims, not the instigator of the problem:
Russian American Company policies and workers. Overall, Russian Amchcan Company
charters attempted to create policies of equalities, but in reality the guidelines were
unenforceable and with small wages and poor woiking conditions the status of natives fell.
The rights of Aleuts and other Alaskan natives were also demonstrated through the
Russian Amedcan Company's policies towards trade relations. As argued by Sergei Kan,
Russians did not want traditional ways of life to be lost to European fashions. The Russian
American Company attempted to block the sale of alcohol in Russian America. Company
officials also waned to preserve traditional hunting methods.4L Both prohibition and the
promotion of traditional hunting mcthods were profitable for the company. Aleut sea otter
hunts were already the most effective creating the most profits, and alcohol use could have
led to drops in hunting rates. Even though these policies helped the Riissian Amchcan
Company, they also allowed certain aspects Of Aleut culture to continue.
Although certain portions of the 1821 and 1844 chaters atempted to protect the
position of natives, other sections demonstrated the company's control over Aleuts.   Section
Fifty-One of the 1821 Char(er, as in other charters, stated that fifty percent of males eighteen
to fifty in the indigenous population of the islands were to hunt for the Russian American
Company. Section Fifty-Six of the same charter also declared that those natives not
4° Pa`rct NiboAas`hoh Goihovin, The End OfRussian America: Captain P. N. Golovin's Lad Report, 1862. Norfu
Pacific Studies quand: Chegon Historical Society, 1979), 23.
41  Kan,  |18-119.
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employed by the Russian American Company were allowed to fish on their home shores, but
are not allowed to travel to other shores.42 These conditions Created a quasi-feudal system
where the native islanders became serfs for the Russian Amdican Company. Aleuts received
such a meager wage that even the Board of Directors of the Russian American Company
suggested giving the Aleuts a small raise.43 Although this same council realized the
importance of keeping the Aleuts in submission, they cousidued the current poliey `the least
offensive to the Aleuts and not discreditable to the Company."44 The Russian American
Company might have attempted to protect natives, but as in all companies, profits not the
wellbeing of indigenous workers were the main goal. Aleuts recognized the serf-like
positions the company at(empted to place them in. At the same time, Aleuts recognized their
status as the most skilled sea otter hunters.
In fact, Aleuts recognized their constrained position and attenpted to nchfy Russian
American Company officials of abuses bypronych/ermjA7 and how company policies
negatively affected Aleuts. As sea otter hmting grounds became depleted. company officials
mandated Aleuts to relocate to new hunting re¢ons. Some Aleuts moved with
pranych/ermi.fa. to southeastern Russian America. Once there, Aleuts becalne entangled in the
midst of the Russian and Tlingit battle. Tlingits argued that Aleuts helped Russians and
deserved to be punished just as much the Russians. In 1802, Thngivs killed hundreds of
42Gsmrstri.RussianAdministrationOfAlaskaandtheStchLsOftheAlchanNathres,45.
" Bud of I-rs to Admiris"orLGened Mrmriev, March 4, 1820, I)ocrments Re/give fo the Hjstny a/
j4/dsfao, Rilssian Amchcan Colnpany ATdires ([College: s.Ii.), 1938) 223.
" Board Of Directors to Adrinislratorrfueral Mtrmtiev.4 hrfu 1821. Doexme»ts Ralathie to lhe JJi.stay a/
4/nd, Riis§ian Amchcan Company Argivres ((College: s.n.), 1938), 224.
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Aleuts solely due to their status as Russian Amedcan Company workers.45 In this instance
and in other act of violence in Sorthcast Russian America, Aleuts suffered due to their
perceived alliance with the Russian American Company, From the Tlingit perspective, it
seemed as if Alents jumped at the opporfunity to work for the Riissian American Company,
For the Aleuts, working for the Russian Amedcan Company was an obligation placed on
them, and not something they necessarily wanted.
Although many Aleuts were forced to relocate easterly, others were moved to the
Pribilof Islands, the islands of St. Paul and St. George. The Pribilofs are located north of the
Aleutian chain in between mainland Alaska and Asia. At the time of Russian expansion, the
islands were uninhabited. Jfronywl/e7rmjfr. leaned from Aleuts that fur seals used these
islands as breeding grounds. In 1790, Russians relocated fifty Aleut men and thirty Aleut
women from Unalaska to the Pribilof Islands.46 This first group of Aleuts became the first of
hundreds forcefully relocated to the Pribilofs. From 1786 to 1832, Aleut and Russian hunters
killed 3,178,562 fur seals at the Pribilof Islands.47 For their hard work, Aleuts received
insufficient wages, nut even large enougiv to live on. In an 1864 Russion Orthodox Church
rapor(, Bishop Peter explained the unescapable position. Aleuts received between 40 and 75
kopeeks (1/100th of a ruble) for each of the 50,000 fur seal skins, but by the time Aleuts used
this money to pay for the European goods nessecary to live on the Pribilofs, Aleuts were
indebted to the Russian American Company and had to hunt for longerjust to pay off their
45 Basil Dnytrychyn and E. A P. Val|ghan Thomas Crowmhat-Van8han. 7He RiAssjan Amen.ca7. Co/o777.es,
)798-1867.-ADooumentoTyRecord,ToSiberiaandRussianAmerica(FT®mand,Or.i-.Chegrol]islchcal
Society Press, 1989), ]drrii.
46 F|hack. Russians in Alackal:  1732-1867,133 .
"DngTttystquandChaTrm:Vz"givTheRussianAmerioanCotonies,1798-1867..ADocamentayRecord,
Lviii,
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debt.48 As in other locations, Russians placed Aleuts in perpetual debt peonage to the
company, However, the plight of relocated Aleuts was worse than Aleuts hunting for the
company in home waters. As recounted in an 1821 Russian American Company dispatch in
the preceeding year Aleuts relocated to the Pribilofs urgently requested to be transfifrod back
home.49 Aleuts on the Pribilofs recognized the hardships of living on the Pribiloft and tried to
improve their living condition by returning home. They had to petition to the  Russian
American Company in order to receive permission to move. This pleading to the company
demonstrates how Aleuts worked within the Russian system in order to try to improve their
position.
As with natives, Creoles formed a labor group for the Russian American Company.
Jfronywh/erz»7.fa. were known to take native women and make them their wives. These unions
resulted in mixed children. These Creoles, half native and half Russian, became very
inportant to colonial society. Creoles were a comection between the two cultures. The
indigenous groups of the area were matrilineal, therefore some Creole children kept strong
connections back to their native roots. However, the indigenous community derided whether
to accept the Creole into the community.5° Russian polices viewed Creoles as equal to
Russian subjects. The 1821 Charter Section Forty-Cue stated "Creoles are Russian subjects
"Th the right to have lawhl protechon equal to Russian commoners.5] In actuality, as with
48BishapPcter,"ReportOfChaditionsOfAlastmDiocesein1864,"DoczimentsRehatwe/otheJJi.sloryo/
+I/lczafaq Alastfa Chird Collrfuon, ((College: s.n.I,  1938).  147.
49RussianAmericanCompanyhfainAdministrationtoMtwi1.hharev,"DiquchRegardingAleutswho
wished to be Reamed to Their O"m Islands," Jammy 6, 1821. in Dmytlyshyn and Crownhar(-Vliighan, 77Ie
Russian Americrm Colonies, 1798-1867.. A Documentary Record, 33]-338.
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natives, Creoles were not equal to Russians. To Russians, Creoles ranked below Russian
subjects, but above natives. Indigenous communities could accept a Creole into AJeut
society, but often rejected them, and Creoles became outcasts.
h the eyes of the Russian American Company officials, Creoles represented a labor
force. People already in Alaska were seen as a great asset. The Russians viewed the Creoles
as the next generation in RLlssian America. Beyond the 1821Charter statement of rights, the
char(er also stated that Creole employees of the Russian American Company were to be
treated the same as Russian employees. The Russian American Company wanted to mold the
Creoles into skilled workers. The Company would pay for the higher education of creoles so
that they could become doctors or military officers or other high ranking officials in the
colony. The Company's char(er stipulated that each Creole after training must work in the
colony for the next ten years. 52 For the Russian American Company, Creoles represented an
impor(ant commodity. Company charters delnonstrated the reapect given to Creoles.
However, the Russian American Company needed Creoles to work as laborers in the colony,
Ihiring the late eighteenth cent`ny and early nincteenth century and through the
actions of the Russian American Company, the Russian goverrment attempted to have more
amicable relations by rewarding honorable indigenous chiefs whh medallions. As argued by
Jonathan R. Dean, the Russian American Company awarded medallions to indigenous chiefs
as a sign of goodwill between the company and natives. Dean argues that, by giving out
medallions. the Russian American Company followed in the same line as the British In
ColonialismanditsFormsOfKhowledge:theBritishinlrfu,Berr\ardCchntho;hachredtrfu;k\alk.
in colonial India, the British utilized indigenous symbols of status such as cloth to denote
British acknowledgment of the Raj, the ruling kings of certain Indian provinces. Dean argues
52 |bid, 43.
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that the Russians, like the British. used local symbols to denote I'ecognition of honorable
natives. Instead of cloth. Russians gave medallions to Tlingivs,53 Russians used medallions as
signs of acknowledgement for more groups that just the Tlingits, but also with the Aleuts as
evident in Figure Four. The Russians crown minted this medallion in 1785 so that it could be
given to honorable Aleuts by members of the Billings Expedition. The Russian government,
either through the Russian American Conxpany or through other expeditious wanted to
express their value for indigenous groups, Although Russians viewed Aleuts and other
natives  indchor to Russians, they recognized that the colony needed wothng relations with
indigenous communities. By distributing medallions, Russians were attempting to show their
recognition towards Aleuts that worked with the Russian system of labor. These tokens only
played a small role in the indigenous relations. However. the medallions must have created
better relations if they were given out to Tlingivs decades after Aleuts.
Figure 4:  MedaHion  Given to A|euts54
53 Jonathan R. Dean, "Uses Of the Past- Ch the Nuthwes( Coast: The Russian American Company and Tlingit
Nobility, 1825-1867,. Ezhachi-story 42, no. 2 (1995), 266-285.
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By accepting the medallions, Aleuts could have added to their Russian national
identity. The al]ove medallion depicts Catherine 11, Empress of Russia. In a certain light,
Aleut acceptance of the medallion could be seen as acceptance of the Russian government.
However, no evidence erists relating how Aleuts felt about the medallion. Was the medallion
just seen as a gift or was it a sign of Aleut acceptance of colonial rule? No surviving records
speeify if Aleuts even knew who Catherine 11 was. Nevertheless, Aleuts accepted the
medallions regardless of their reasons.
Ihiring the Russian American Company's administration of Russian America, Aleuts
suffered from low pay and poor working conditions. The Aleuts had little power to change
their position. However, certain members in the indigenous community  attempted to
improve circumstances by reporting conditions to company officials. Pribilof workers used
Russian channels to ask for a relocation. By using Russian methods to try to modify their
position, Aleuts were molding their national identity. The Russian American Company was a
Russian institution in which Aleuts played a role. Under the Russian American Company
charters, Aleuts were obligated to work for the company. Ironically, these same charters tried
to protect Aleuts from abuses.
Ren8ion:
Out of all parts of Russian society brought to Russian America, the presence of the
Russian Orthodox Church had the longest and arguably the largest impact on Aleut society.
Ironically, early nineteenth century missionary attenpts on the Aleutians had longer Lasting
affects that indigenous conversion in mainland Russia. Inie a variety of reasons, including
language and education, Aleuts created a strong connection to the Russian Orthodox Church.
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Although a limited number of clergy resided in Russian America, the Russian
Orthodox Church was al]le to spread God's word. Prior to the 1820s, when the church sent its
first permanent priest to the Aleutians, Aleuts were already familiar whh Russian Orthodoxy
because of prior sermons by traveling clergy. Often in the late 1700s and early 1800s, Aleut
villages did not have a church or chapel to hold ceremonies, so visiting clergy preached
under a teat put up in the same place on each Christian ceremony,55 Prior to permanent
clergy, seveml priests stopped at Uhalaska and baptized many Aleuts. In 1790, Father Vasili
Sivtsov, chaplain for the Billings Expedition, perfomed baptisms and marriages for local
Aleuts. Begivng in the summer of 1795, meromonk Makarii stayed on Uhalacka
approximately for a year. In 1807, Heromonk Gidcon, on his way to Kodick Island, stopped
at Uhalaska and baptized and married Unalaskan Aleuts. Although none of these Cmodox
clergy stayed pemanently in the Aleutians, the Aleuts seemed to have received some sort of
understanding of orthodoxy through these visiting clergymen. On August 3rd, 1824, Ioann
Veniaminov, the first pemanent clergy at Uhalaska, blessed the marriage of two Aleuts.j6
This event occunedjust three days after his arrival. a short amount of time to prcach
Onhodoxy.  Therefore, the Aleuts must had some understanding of christianity prior to
Veniaminov' s arrival ,
Aleuts accqued Russian Orthodox clergy in their society for a variety of reasons; the
church's ability to mix with and assist Aleut leadership became one of the biggest factors.
Makarii, the monk that lived with Aleuts in the I 790s, carried a pedtion from Aleuts
55 Bichap lmckentii, "Regulations," June I, 1843, Doowme»ts RehaA.ve fo lhe J7jslny a/fl/lasifaa, Alalra Chid
Collection, vol.  I ([College: s.n]. 1938), 140.
S6 SdrMapoffro OfMosoonr \rmLj\schi. Jounals Oflhe lhiest loann Venianinov in Alaska 1823 to 1836,
The Rasmuson hiblary mstorical Trfuslation Series aairindrs: Uhiverity of Alaska Press, 1993), 18.
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protesting actions bypronysb/e7mi.fr..57 The Russian Orthodox Church could be used as a tool
in assisting the Aleuts' fight in obtaining better treatment. The clergy as well as the Aleuts
vieeved the abuses pelpetrated by pro7nywh/eizrar.fa. during the Baranov era. Ifuring Baranov' s
administration of the Russian American Company, he discouraged Russian Orthodox
missions for indigenous populations. As recounted by Heiromonk AfanasiL Baranov banned
all interactions with natives unless approved by Baranov first, and clergy were supposed to
avoid indigenous populations as much as possible.58 clergy viewed Baranov's decisions as
restrictive and oppressive. As previously discussed, Baranov felt indigenous workers should
only pledge allegiance to the Russian American Company, not Russian Orthodoxy.   In the
early l800s, Aleuts were frustrated at the lack company protection by the company, and
Orthodox clergymen became aggravated with the lack of assistance the company gave to the
church. This communal frustration concerning the administration of the Russian American
Company joined the two groups closer togcher. This connection, combined with other
church actions with Alout leadership, led to Aleut acceptance of Russian Or(hodoxy. In the
initial years, Aleuts accepted the church because aligning with the clergy strengthened the
Aleuts' position. This alliance with the church shaped the Aleuts' indigenous identity a few
different ways. First, Russian Onodox clergy now had to be placed in the Aleut hierarchy.
Also, by accepting Chihodox clergy, aspects of Russian Orthodoxy began to enter Aleut
reliSous beliefs.
During his time on the Aleutians, Ioann Vchiaminov became closer to the Aleuts than
almost any other clergyman in the Aleutians. His views on Aleuts affected both his
57"d, XXV.
58 Ifieromonk Afanarii, Rqut Derailing Com|]laints Agains( Alcksnadr Baranov," August I, 1804,  in
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leadership as a priest in the Aleutians (in the 1820s and 1830s) and later as Bishop of the
AhashaThocese. in his Notes on the Islands Of the UnaLaska District, Vdramin!orv
commented on the qualities of the Aleuts. He found Aleuts `tireless in work and walking.
Aleuts especially astonish with their tirelessness in baidarka travel, " Veniaminov contimled
by commenting that "They have fine memories and lively imaginatious."59 Though these
excerpts, Veniaminov' s respect for the Aleuts is evident, and the Aleuts respected
Veniaminov in retun. Throughout his journals written during his tine in the Aleutians, Aleut
I.espect for Veniaminov is repeatedly demonstrated. For e]rample, on May 5,  1827,
Veniaminov twas met "th obvious joy by each and every person there."6° Aleuts seemed to
have accqued Veniaminov for the recognition he showed towards their people.
However, even Vchiaminov held negative feelings towards some aspects of Alout
c\\:ln\re. h his Notes on the lslchds Of the tinaldsha District, he desch:bee the woul chic o£
Aleuts,
The Alouts are lazy. This must be stated directly without any evasions. Very
often one can observe an Aleut who sits doing nothing at all, while he ought to
take advantage of the circumstances or the weather. Only in summer, he is
somewhat more active but even then no great zeal is seen.6]
Veniaminov also commented on Alout living conditions.
The Aleuts are rather slovenly. AIL refuse is throun out at the entry of the
yurta. They prepare food very carelessly. Household utensils are almost never
S9 lrmdkerfui. Notes on the Islands Of the Unalaska District, \€3-165 .
cO haLj\sedi. Journals Of the Priest loann Veniaminov in Alaska, 1823 to 1836. 49.
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washed. Even in places from where they fetch water for drink and food is
frequently disgusting foulness. Children are almost always dirty, soiled, and
theirhairtang|ed.62
Like other Russians, Vchiaminov commented on what he viewed as the negative aspects of
Aleut culture. In Veniaminov's point of view, the Aleuts had an interesting way of life, but at
the same, time Aleuts needed the Russian Orthodox Church to help fix Aleut ways not up to
Russian standards. For Veniaminov, the Aleuts needed the church's help to become a better
society. Aleuts probably also held a complex view of Russian society. Some clergy like
Vchiaminov were very helpful, while other Russians like certainpromywl/err.j& were
abusive. Oner Russians, likepro7nywl/crmjA7, focused on Aleut balbarity to stress Russian
superiority and the necessity of Russian leadership. For somepronywh/emzfa, Aleuts were
too primitive to effectively manage their own hunting operations. The attitudes of different
groups were very coxplex and depended on the individual communities.
Veniaminov also played a major role in the Aleut language. However, the Russian
Orthodox Church as a whole always endorsed the use of indigenous languages in Russian
America. In a «faczse (imperial proclaniation) from the emperor and the Holy Governing
Synod aead of the Russian Onodox Church) on January 10, 1841, the Holy Governing
Synod clearly stated regulations concerning language. Clergy needed to lean the native
language, translate Holy Scripture into this native language and then teach this translation to
at least fifty natives.63 The Russian Orthodox Church recognized that natives understood
62 Ibid,  180.
63  Holy Governing Synod to lmckendi, ceukase of the Emperor," Janiary 10, 1841. Doc'eime»1s Jig/chie /a Zde
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God's message more clearly if clergy gave semous and other religious lessons in the native
tongue. Until clergy became fluent in the native language, the church would procure an
inteipreter to travel with the preacher and translate God's message to the church's followers.
Before Veniaminov gained a comprehensive knowledge of the Aleut language, he used an
interpreter who translated his semons and lessors to the Aleuts of uhalaska.64 The church's
utilization of interpreters and emphasis on using native languages not only resulted in a
clearer message by natives, but also added to Aleuts' comection to the Russian Onodex
Church.
The Russian Onodox Church's ideoloSes on the use of native languages colrelated
to the foundations of the church ln "Mssionary Schools and the Enlightenment of the
Alaskan Natives," Erik Young argues that the Russian Onodox Church was more open to
the use of native language due to state comections in the church. The Russian Orthodox
Church. as in all the different orthodox churches, uses the state language during relictous
services, in particular Slavonic. By communicating in the language of the state, followers
readily understood the morals and lessors of orthodox Christianity. In the same light, the
Russian Onodex Church aimed to preach in indigenous languages so that native followers
could also receive a clear understanding of Or(hodoxy.65 This flexibility in language
strengthened connections with the indigenous community.
Veniaminov strengthened connections between Aleuts and the Russian Cmodox
Church even more by creating the whtten fom the Aleut language. As Veniaminov put it,
ca  Trmckchi. Journals Of the Priest loann Venianinov in Alcka, 1823 to 1836, \8.
65ErikC.Young,ThdissionarySchoolsandtheEDligivementoftheAlainnNatives:ATheologicaland
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`Until 1828, the Aleuts possessed neither books, literature, nor a witten character.'ff niring
his stay in Unalaska, Veniaminov worked with local leader lvan Pan'kov to create an Aleut
written language that utilized the Cyrillic alphabet as a basis. The process took years to
complete. First Veniaminov and Pan'kov had to develop an alphabet then they ereated a
dictionary of Aleut words. In the final step, Veniaminov used the Aleut dictionary to translate
scripture into the Aleut language which Pan'kov revised.67 Anthropologist Lydia Black
argues that the success of the Aleut whtten form derived from Pan'kov's contribution to the
collaboration. Aleuts respected Pan'kov; therefore, they respected the work he completed.68
To create the whtten form of the Aleut language, Venianinov relied on native leadership,
just as clergy had relied on Aleut leadership previously in becoming a portion of Aleut
socirty.
By crcating the whtten form of the Aleut language, Veniaminov created a permanent
link bctween the Russian CThodox Church and Aleut identity. As angued by Lydia Black,
with the Aleut written form, the church became a vehicle for idendty solidarity and
maintenance. During the Russian period, Aleuts wanted to keep parts of their traditional
culture alive, especially language. The when Aleut language strengthened Aleut indigenous
identity.69 Even though Veniaminov created Aleut literary due to his obligation to translate
Russian Orthodox scripture into the indigenous language, it meant much more than that to
the Aleuts. It added to the uniqueness of the Aleut identity.  Alout writings becanie another
66 RIchnd Henry Mann  Gcoghegap lmckentiisaint, hdetropolitan of Mascow, 77}e Ahaf/ hagziage.- 7fae
Elements OfAleut Grarurriar with a Dictionar}r in Two Parts Containing Basic Vbcabularies OfAleut and
Ehg/i.siA, ed. Flederidra I. (Washington: Dqu Of the Interior, 1944), 18.
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example of how Aleuts differed from other communities. The Aleut alphabct became
something that Aleuts could pass down throuch the generations. Even though the Russian
Orthodox Church played a significant role in the development of the whtten language, Aleut
literacy added to the Aleuts' indigenous identity, not its national identity.
Russian Orthodoxy added to Aleut identity in many ways beyond language. In 77!e
Transition frcrm Shanahism to Russian orthodoxy in Alaska, S. A. Mousalina:s argued that
the Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska purposely utilized syncretisln, the mixing of
Orthodox and indigenous religions, in order to increase indigenous converts. This thesis does
not advocate the idea of a purposeful Russian Orthodox Church syncretism. The Russian
Orthodox Church in Alaslra incorporated certain aspects of Shamanism, but these changes
were to be temporary and were not supposed to result in altered church beliefs. Even thouch
these changes were supposed to be temporary, they lasted for decades, but the intent behind
these actions was not ayncredsm. However, many of the items touched on by Mousalimas are
still relevant to this thesis. Even though the ideologies of Alout Shamanism and Russian
Onodoxy differ drastically, certain rituals and traditions were very similar. In both cultures,
icons played a major role in spirituality. In Orthodoxy, icons rquesent the physical union
between the divine and the fallen. Therefore, every Russian Orthodox Church or chapel was
required to display a certain mmber of icons. In Alout rituals, shamans wore tribal masks
that assisted in communications with the spirit world. The position of the shaman and the
priests also paralleled. Both assisted their communities to reach the spiritual/holy world.7°
These parallels between Russian Cmodoxy and Shamanism helped Aleuts to understand
7°S.A\M!ousa^inas,TheTransitionfromShananismloRitsstanOrthodonyinAlaskaquoviaenca,RI:.
Berghahn Books,1995),  31-159.
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what it meant to be Orthodox. Nevertheless, these specific similarities existed without clergy
modifying church traditions or rituals.
However, clergy did modify some portions of orthodox beliefs in order to obtain a
stronger comection with indigenous converts. As evident in later Tlingiv translations of
scripture, Veniaminov used words familiar in Shamanism to explain Christian concepts.  For
exanple, in Vchiaminov' s Tlingit translation of scripture, he used shagcow to represent god.
SThagco77 oriednated from hac7 shagoon which represented the ancient spirits and destiny
spirits which Tlingits would call upon in times of great need. The concept of a soul translated
ino chasejh4r, meaning breath or life. Venianinov used two words to explain sin: /Fgacbczs
/'zfsfafe which in Tlingit meaut taboo and evil.7L Although this relates the Veniaminov's
Tlingit translations, and not Aleut translations, it is probatle that Veniaminov's Aleut
translations also utilized indigenous words to explain Orthodox ideas. Veniaminov used the
indigenous words so that natives could obtain a better picture of christianity; however, the
trauslatious resulted in more connections with Shamanistic beliefs. Vchaminov aimed to
sprcad Othodoxy, but his translations apread a hybrid of Onodoxy and Shamanism.
Vchiaminov' s contribution to the conversion of Aleuts extended beyond translations.
During his time as Bishop of the Alackan Diocese, he encouraged other clergy to practice his
opemess to the traditional culture. Venianiinov believed that all cultures had some good
natural laws in place in the society. The indigenous groups should be encouraged to follow
these natural laws. He also encouraged missionaries not to be extremely vocal against the
polygamy in native society.72 Although not all clergy accepted apects of Aleut culture as
71 Kan,  134-135.
72 nrid,  104-i35.
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readily as Veniaminov, this approach resulted in the greatest cormection between the Russian
Orthodox Church and indigenous Alaskans. Inn/e7»07y E/emc7/, Kan argues that Tlingits
recognized that they could use the Cmodox Church as means of maiutalning portions of
Tlingit culture. The same line of thought might have occuned to the Aleuts. Aleuts could
have reeognized that their world was changivg, but, by joining the Russian Cmodox Church,
certain Aleut customs and traditions could continue. Although no written sources verify if
Aleuts recognized this opporfunity, aspects of Aleut culture continued with Aleuts'
conversion to Orthodoxy.
This comection becomes more visible in light of the situation on the AleLrfuns under
Russian rule. During the fist fifty years of Russian contacL the Aleut population decreased
by approximately two thirds from pre+contact levels.73 Academies such as Vyacheslav
Ivanov argue that syneretism did not occur with the Aleuts because Aleuts of the nineteenth
Century had changed since Russian contact. 74 Yes, those of the nincteenth century were
different from pre-contact Aleuts, but Ivanov did not factor in Aleut idendty. Aleut ethnicity
evolved during the Russian colonization of Alaska. By the mid-nineteenth century, Aleut
indigenous identity had changed to include Russian Onodoxy.  The Alout community did
not have to include Russian Orthodoxy into its identity, but Aleuts recognized what they
could gain in incorporating Onhodoxy,
However, the addition of onodoxy to Aleut ethnic identity did not mean the
complete removal of Shamanistic beliefs. In 1862, just five years prior to the sale of Alaska,
Priest Salamatov commented that many of the Aleuts that drowned in sea otter huuts died
7'Gibson,RilssianDapendenceontheNalveofAlaska,"25.
"VIiachedzp.iVse`7chodwichLTNanmr,TheRilssianOrthodorChurchOfAlckaandtheAleutianlslandsa]`Idlts
Relatiorl to Native American Traditions: An Attempt at a MulticuthLral Society, 1794-L9\2 Qlasfaing|otry ac..
Lmrary Of congress,1997), 26.
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because of their continued faith in the spirits of their mummified ancestors. Aleuts on Atka
and Unalasha both still paid homage to their ancestors.75 Salamatov's disgust at the
contimation of Aleut traditions displays two key elements of Russian Orthodoxy in Russian
America. First, Alouts kept connections to their indigenous spirituality. By paying homage to
the mummies, Aleuts attempted to keep the spirits at peace, With this peace, Alouts felt safer
when hunting in treacherous waters. Secondly, the Russian Orthodox Church did not
advocate the continuation of these shamanistic beliefs. The Russian Orthodox Church
supported the continued leadership of Aleut clergy, but not the condnued belief in
Shamanism. Aleuts used their power to keep certain Shamanistic beliefs even if the Russian
Orthodox Church wanted them to become purely Orthodox.
This evidence of Russian Orthodox clergy frustrations at the continued Shamanistic
beliefs of Aleuts strengthens this thesis's position that the Russian Orthodox Church did not
purposefully advocate syncretism.  The church wanted Aleuts to eventually leave Shamanism
totally behind. This argument contradicts the argument in OrzAodbpr A/iaisfaa where Mchael
Oleska states that the beliefs of Aleut Shamanism and Russian Onodoxy were so similar
that the two easily mixed togcther. 0leska found Aleuts spirituality focused on a creator,
similar to God and that for Aleuts valued finding the origivs of the world.76  If the two had
mixed so seamlessly together, then Salamatov would not have gotten so frustrated at
continued Aleut beliefs.
75 Pries( Imrtyr Salamatov, "Journal for July, 1862 to Sqatember 1863," Angus( 26, 1862, Doermeuts'
Relative lo the History Of Alaska, Alaska Church Collection, Vcr 2 Owcof\ege.. s.n.L 1:938), 1] .
76 Mchael T. 0ledfa. Owhodrr[4/nd.. A 7rfueo/qg); a/Mi.ss7.on (Crestwood, New York: SL Vladimir's Seminary
Pnrs 1992| I-18.
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Education:
Ihiring the nineteenth century Aleuts received a free education from Russian
Onodox schools, Berinning in the 1790s and continuing into the early twenticth century,
the Russian Orthodox Church established dozens of schools that aimed were to deliver a
primary education to Russian American Company offapring and to the indigenous children of
Russian America. Although the schools' curriculum emphasized Russian history and cultLire,
Aleut indigenous identity was strengthened their through the multioultural aspects of the
classroom.
Aleut education by Russian Orthodox clengy began shortly after permanent clergy
arrived in an area. In 1794, a Russian Orthodox school opened on Kodiak Island, just east of
the Aleutians.77 This school became the fist of dozens established by the Russian Orthodox
Church in order to educate the children of Russian America. On March 12, 1825, under the
leadership of vchiaminov, a school opened in Uhalaska to serve all the children of the
island.78ItseemedtoRussianOrthodoxclergythatnativesbctterunderstoodChristianity
after receiving an education.
With education, the Russian Orthodox Church also tackled language. Even though the
teaching of the Holy Schpture served as the main objective, language played a large role in
the classroom. Clergy found that a bilingual environment most effectively facilitated
leaning. Native children were taucht Russian, and Russian children learned some of the
native languages. The higher the education level a student achieved, the more native
77 rvanov, 26.
" Trmckenfii. Notes on the Islands Of the Unalcka Distria. Z3.
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languages a student would be taught.79 By teaching Russian, tcachers pressured students to
join the Russian community, but at the same time, Alout children gained knowledge of the
when fom of their own language. While education transformed Aleuts' national identity, it
strengthened their indigenous identity. By leaning the Russian language Aleuts became
more of a part of Russian socicty.  'Ihough learning how to whe, Aleut children
strengthened their comection to their traditional cormunrty.
Alouts also attended because all Russian Cmodox schools were free. The Riissian
American Company contributed the funds for the construction of school buildings while the
church financed school supplies. The Russian American Company's funding for the church
was stipulated in its charter. Many of the children educated at these estal>lishments were
employees' children.sO Free education enticed Aleuts to attend, but it also added par(s of
Russian society into Aleut communities.
The schools not only taught Russian and native languages, but in many instances
schools taught different racial groups in the same classroom setting. Church records indicate
year by year how many students attended each school and gender and race of the attendees.
The school in Atl[a educated Russians, Crcoles, and Aleuts. In 1843 eleven Creoles and
four(een Aleuts attended the school. h 1850 nine boys and six girls attended.8] This school
strived to teach all races and genders. Creoles attended the sane schools as Aleuts and other
indigenous groups. Schools in Russian America had integration. Indigenous children were
instructed alongside Riissian children. This multicultural envirorment thcoredcally treated
79 Holy Governing Synod to Bishop hnolmtii, 26 April 1844, Dcncaments Re/drfuie fo the fJi'stny a/A/lczfiha.
4/asha Ch&trch Co/fecfr.on Vol. 2 ([College: s.D.I, 1938), 356.
sO"RegulalonsRngardingthePrilmyEducationOfSettlers,ApprovedtytheEmperor,"Sqpt3,1836,
Documents Relative to the History Of Alaska. Alaska Chunh Collection. VoL 2 quod"ege.. s.n.I, L938), 374-348.
8L Salamatov to Bishop Imolmtii, Rapon on Atlra School Emllmem,* May 18, 1851. Doumenls Jtchrfuae /a
the History Of Alaska. Alaski\ Church Collection Vof. 2 (ucallegp.. s.n.I, \938), 349.
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Aleut children as equal to Creole and Russian children, something never accomplished by the
Russian American Company. Also, the continued Aleut attendance seems to show that Alout
parents approved of the school. With an education at a Russian Orthodox school, a student
could obtain a skilled job for the Russian American Company or Russian Orthodox Church.
Parents condnued to send their children for the opportunities at the school. However, the
earlier violent actions of other Russians were still in the minds of Aleuts. By attending
Russian schools, Aleuts were participating in Russian colonial society; behavior that would
not lead Russian violence,
The education of indigenous children and Russian American Company employee
children moved well beyond simple Russian and Holy Scripture. These two subjects were
extremely important, but clergy also taucht other subjects in these schools. The Holy
Governing Synod sent the official school curriculum to Russian America in 1844. Russian
education had four classes. The first class included reading Russian and Slavic primers,
penmanship, singing by notes and Arithmetic part I. The second class taugiv Russian and
Slavic grammar, general and Russian geography, Sacred mstory, the complete Cateehisn)
more singing by notes and Arithmetic par( 11. The third and forth classes advanced beyond
primary education, In the third class students studied Rhetoric, Russian-Civic mstory,
Elementary Physics, Bible History, Holy Scripture and native languages, The fourth class
aimed to train students how to enter the clergy. Dogmatic, Moral and Ministerial theology
were studied. The History of the Russian Church and medicine were also discussed.82 In
missionary school out in the Aleutians, the curriculum did not extend to the advanced level,
but children still received education. In Unalaska, Veniaminov tested students on Russian
82 Holy Governing Synod to Bishop Imckentii, A|ril 26, 1844. DE]exnrmts, 356-357.
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grarmar and reeling, mathematics up to decimals and fractions, and Divine Law.83  This
education added more elements of Russian society in Russian Amchca. It also strengthened
the comection bctween the Russian Orthodox Church and the Aleuts. By attending Orthodox
schools, Aleuts could find better career opportunities.
Condusious:
Ihiring the Russian colonization of AJaska, Aleuts had a variety of roles depending on
the amount of control they maimained. Ihing the initial decades of Russian contact Aleuts
held the majority of power in the trading relationships in some locations. At times Aleuts
violently resisted incoming prom}iwlferm.fo.. In other instances, Aleuts willingly traded for
Russian goods. However, by the nineteenth century, Aleuts had lost the lnajority of power to
the Russian American Company.  By the 1860s, Aleuts had become accustomed to living
under Russian rule. They attempted to work within the Russian system, as seen with official
complaints, in order to improve their position.
In relirion, Aleuts had more control over changes to their lifestyle. Aleuts converted
to Russian Orthodoxy because of its similarities in rituals and icons. Although no Aleut
sources explain from an Aleut point of view why they converted, it seems presumable that
they viewed the Russian Orthodox Church as tool in maintaining and evolving their ethnic
identity. By aligning with the Russian Orthodox Church, Aleuts sbungthened their position in
society. When Aleuts complained of abuse their word was reinforoed by Orthodox clergy.
Aleuts gained the whtten fom of Alout language from the church. They also found Orthodox
clergy to some extent open to Aleut traditional leadership and customs, Although the Russian
Orthodox Church did not intend to create a long lasting Alaskan Orthodoxy that mixed with
sO  lrmckcordi.Journds Of the Priest loarm Vealaminov inAlain,1823 to 1836,104-135.
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Shamanism, Alouts, as seen wth ancestrd mummies, kept both aspects of orthodoxpr and
Shamanism.
Ihiring this period, Aleuts created a national identity and altered their ethnic identity.
Althouch with the lack of sources, it is difficult to exactly state how Aleuts felt about being a
portion of the Russian state. By the 1860s, Aleuts had come to tens with living under
Russian colonial rule, Aleuts probal>ly considered themselves to be more Aleut than Russian,
but still recognized their position in Russian American society. The Russian period had a
larger effect on Aleut ethnic identity. Berinning in the 1820s, Aleuts had a unique whtten
language. Aleuts converted to Russian Orthodoxy, but still kant some Shananistic beliefs.
By 1867, Aleuts had a weak Riissian national identity and an altered ethnic identity.
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Cha|iter Four: American Policies or Conquest i]rior to Alasha
Alaska is often called America's last frontier. With the United States' purchase of
Alaska in 1867, Alaska became the final arcs of land in North Amchca to become a par( of
the Uulted States.  At the time of purchase, the Uhited States had only declared its
independence less than a century prior. From 1776 undl 1867, the Amchcan goverrment and
society evolved from a loose confederation of Atlantic coast states to a nation spaming the
width of the North American continent. Ihring this period Americans from all parts of
society experienced encounters with indigenous socicties. In particular. government officials
moved from using British policies to creating uniquely Amedcan indigenous polities.
Amedcan settlers constantly pushed west and continually encroached on indigenous lands
and traders established connections "th indigenous groups. Members of clergy established
missions in order to convert Native Amchcans to Christiarty. All of these types of
individuals leaned from their expchences v`th indigenous groups. These interachous shaped
the atfuides and aedons of Americans. When they entered the Alentians, prior relations and
experiences in the American West altered how Americans acted towards Aleuts. This chapter
examines how America's push across the fronder shaped its presence in the Aleutians.
Even though many similarities occuned between early American development in
Alastca and the Amdican fronder, sevenl differences made the situation in Alaska unique.
First, prior to the purchase of Alaska, virtually no Americans Lived in the ngion. In all other
rerious acquired by the United States, American seders and traders entered the area prior to
official rule. The eneroachmeut by American senders in the condguous United States never
happened in Alaska. One of the greatest differences in government relations with Alaskan
Natives and other Naive Americans had to do with trades. By the time the Uhited States
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began relations "Th Alackan indigenous groups, the government banned the mhing of any
more treaties with native tribes, a major tool used in negotiations with dozens of other Naive
American groups. Much of the pdicies of the Uhited States government during the decades
prior the purchase of Alasha changed due to new liberal ideas on Indian policy.  Also. when
missionaries and other Americans entered the Aleutians, they encountered an Aleut
population accustomed to colonial rule. I Even though many Native Americans had previous
contact "RA Spanish, French or British colonizers, Aleuts experienced Russian pressures for
over one hundred years, including Russian Orthodoxy. These differences created a unique
situalon in Alaska.
By the time Americans reached Alaska, government officials, clergy, and settlers all
had experienced contact with Native Amedcans. Although interactions whh indigenous
Alaskans were different than experiences between other Naive Americans and American
society, the pattern of experiences by govemmeut officials, settlers, and church missionaries
all affected the treatment of Alaskan Natives. The Uhited States government utilized treaties
to dedne land boundaries. At the same tine, Amchcan settlers constandy encroached on
native lands, while tmders and hunters leaned how to effectively trade and interact with
natives. The Methodist Church and other denominalous had established missions vwhh many
different Native American tribes before reaching Alaskan Natives. When Americans began to
move into Alaska, individuals from various parts Of society all utilized previous knowledge
of indigenous responses obtained during Western expansion.
Governmental Policies and Actions:
When the United States government began to inplement policies concerning Alaskan
Nalves, prwious events and negotiations affected the govemment's deeision mating
I Sdyen W. HapcoL ]4 drha,. i4n 4mer7.can Colony/ (Seade: Uni`whty Of walington Press, 2002), 159-165.
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process. The Uhited States held a variety of opinions concerning different North American
tribes, but often the United States tried to pfctect indigenous lands. Through decades of
expansion, the United States government leaned that it Could set policies pertaining to the
protection of Naive American lands, but enforcement condmally failed due to a peristent
disregard by American settlers and traders. Throughout the late eighteerfu and nineteenth
centiiries, the United States government would hold one opinion on indigenous lands, and
settlers would hold another. Often, the Uhited States government ained to protect Native
Americans, However, American seders would ignore governmental policies and laws and
take lands regardless of the govemment's wishes.2 For example, beginning during British
colonial rule and continuing into Amchcan rule, Shawnee condnually had to give tribal lands
to incoming American Settlers. In 1775, a Shawnee chief stated, "We are often inclined to
believe there is no resting place for us and that your intentions were to deprive us elitirely of
ourwholeCountry."3ForNativeAmericans,thegovemmentmighthavesaidtheywere
protecting indigenous people and lands; actual events told a different story.
When the United States government began setting policies concerning Native
Americans, many of these early policies and idcoloSes conined stances held during
English colonizndon. Although the American Revolution resulted in a certain amount of
change, many govcmment policies stayed the same. Ihiring British nile, the British
envisioned colonization as a process of replacing Nndve American landowners with white
2Frcorispalpmcha,AmericanlndianPolieyintheFormativeYears:ThelndianTtedeandlntercourseActs,
/ 780-/834 (Camhidge: Harvard University Press, 1962| 4,
3DonmL.Akers,'RenovingtheHcanOftheChoctawPeoplo:IndianRemoulfromaNalvePer5pective-in
7*e.4merfca» /dd'an.. Plasf and J}ps\enJ, ed. Roger L. Nichols Ofdrman: University of oklahoma Press, 2008),
125-136-
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settlers.4 Americans contimed this ideology; they considered themselves superior to
indigenous populatious.  Although some settlers took native wives, the majority of
indigenous people and culture were considered too infiulor to mix wh. This idea of racial
and cultural superiority would condme throughout the Western expansion of the United
States.
miring the initial years of British colonization, Britain had difficulties in
administering an effcaive Indian policy. As Americans would later discover, trade vTh
indigenous groups and settlement of indigenous lands were difficult to regulate. For several
decades, the British government arempted to improve policies that would culb abuses to
natives and make trade more efficient. Tnders nctoriously used alcohol to get natives
intoxicated, so that mtives would make better offers to the trader. The government banned
the trade of alcohol; however, the alcohol trade penisted and traders coutinued to dominate
relations.  Begivning in 1707, the British govemmefit required fur traders to obtain trading
licenses. However it took another fifty years before the British government recognized the
major inhibiting factor to trade cruses: each colony held its own policies pertaining to Naive
Amchcan relations. In 1755, the British government appointed a superintendent of Indian
Affirs, an office with power over all colonies.5 The British government stnigBled with
Native American policies for the majority of its rule of the thineen colonies. Native
American groups suffded from exploitation and encroachment while Britain attempted to
find erfeedve policies.  Native Americans would again suffer while the United States dealt
with creating and inplementing Native American policies.
4 pndr 5,
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George IH formalized Native American policies with the Proclamation of 1 763 . The
British government realized that many indigenous conflicts occuned due to colonial
encroachment. With the proclamation, the government established a distinct boundary
between colonized and indigenous lands. Before 1763, no clear boundary differentiated
between hdian and white lands. The proclamation encouraged settlement on newly acquired
lands, but prohibited any colonial action past the boundary. It also expowered law
enforcement to seize settlers in Indian courtly, Although the proclamation failed to stop all
encroachment on indigenous lands, it attempted to cmeate a more orderly process of western
expansion.6 The Ptoclanation Line, although not a pemanent boundary, set impor(aft
precedents in governmental poHcies. For the first time, the government recognized
indigenous rigivs; Naive Americans controlled Indian Territories. Also, the British
govemmeut aimed to protect indigenous groups from encroaching seders,  Even though
Amchcan settlers resisted the proclamation, Native Americans reeognized the British
govemment's attempt to protect them. With America's independence, British protection and
respect for indigenous groups no longer mattered. The Proclamation Line and other British
policies disappeared with independence, opening the West to expansion.
When the United States deelared independence from Britain. America's founding
fathers attempted to condnue aapects of Britain's Indian policy, but Amchcans were ill-
equipped to do so. The United States government aimed to become the new protectors Of
Naive Americans, filling the void left by the British. By protechng indigenous lands, the
United States could ensure ffiendlier relations with indigenous groups,  However, the Uhited
6 nrid, i3-15.
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States was powedess to stop encroachment.7 In the last decades of the eighteenth century, the
Uhited States government strugtled just to act as a nation; it did not have a strong presence
to stop seders from moving west.  For indigenous groups, eapecially those on the east coast,
American independence was a disaster. Americans could not halt the ever increasing mimber
of seders invading indigenous lands. The American govemment's continued promises of
proteedon and continued failures affected relations with Native Amedcans. Indigenous
groups became wary of American promises,
However, the United States government did not try to protect all indigenous
communities. The Shawnees, the indigenous people living in pordous of the Ohio valley and
the Carolinas, did not want to be included in any sort of British or American system They
wanted to live as an independent nation. niring the Amchcan Revolution, Shawnees
remained neutral. Once Amchcans won independence Shawnees continued to violemly fight
for their tribal homelands. Althouch portions of the Shawnee, especially in the South, gave
into American rule, the Ohio Shawnee contirmed to fight undl the 1790s. Thomas Jefferson
became so frustrated with the Ohioan Shawnee that he thougiv Shawnee needed to be either
exterminated or forcibly removed from their lands.8 Even thouch the United States
goverrmeut attenxpted to create a protecting image, the goverrmeut did not consider all
Native American tribes worthy of American protechon. The United States had ulterior
motives in indigenous relations.
Besides the idea of a protector, the American government utilized other policies
developed during British colonial rule. By giving Congress the power to create laws to
:#m2::3&iioway,"wemreA|wnysBeentheFuter'TheAndenRevolutoninshawneecenrty,'
in The .4merrican Jndioi.. Plast and Jtesenf, ed. Roger L. NIchols (Noman: Uriverstty of oklahoma Press,
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reg`ilate trade, the Uhited States government attempted to avoid cruses by white traders.
With land policy, the government sough( to limit expansion into Indian territories; only the
federal govemmeut could purchase Native American lands. Beednning in the 1790s, the
government appointed a Supedntendeut of indian hhatters. Among other duties, the
supedntendent was Tespousible for handing out or revoking licenses to trade. However, by
1818, only twenty five agents worked primarily on Native American relations. This number
ofngents was inadequate for the size of indigenous populalous at the time. In 1803, these
overworked agents hnd more to de over the Louisiana Purchase.9 The Louisiana Purchase
added thousands of acres of land, but more inportantly, it led to ineraedous with many more
indigenous groups. The United States conectly focused power in policies concerning Indians
at the federal level, Also, the government recognized the previous failures of the British
government and attempted to implemeut British policies that seemed to have worked. The
governmeut' s trade ngulations were well intentioned, but again unenforoeable. With the
vastness of Alaska, government agents would again have problems regulating trade and land
use.
Since the beSnning of the Uhited States, the government believed that Naive
Amchcans needed to be civilized; however, government aid to bring civilization to
indigenous groups only began in the 1820s. In the nineteenth century, Amchcans, along with
European powers, believed that white sodety was blessed whh civilization and had a
responsibility to spread civilization to the savage indigenous groups of the New World. This
idea that Americans needed to civilize the Nndve Americans began at the Continental
Congress in 1776 when America's founding fathers wrote of this civilizing responsibility in a
9 prudy 45-53.
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fomal docdre. However, the government provided little financial help for tliis cause until
1819 when Congress began appropriating S 10,000 annually for indigenous education through
missionary work.L° Begivning in the 1820s, dozms of indigenous groups succumbed to the
pressure to civilize by choosing to leave indigenous culture behind and to accept Amchcan
culture. This civilizing process would be felt by the Aleuts berinning in the l890s when the
Jesse Lee Home began operations at Uhalaska,
For nineteenth cemry Americans, indigenous education did not civilize Native
Americans quickly and effectively enough, and only removal ensured indigenous acceptance
of Amchcan civilization. If a Native American lived in his tribal homeland, it was more
difficult to fully accept American ways. In order to better accept civilization, Naive
Americans needed to move away from tribal homelands. This positive view of indigenous
removal aligned whh Western expansion. Inds once belonging to indigenous tribes were
opened to Amchcan settlement. Although presidential administralons since Thomas
Jefferson advocated removal, the Jackson administration facilitated the removal of Native
Americans. Berinning in 1827, Jackson proposed a Congressional bill authorizing the forced
removal of indigenous groups. Although initially rejected by members of congress, the
Indian Removal Act became law in 1830. ]' Although officials could argue that removal
helped Nalve Amedcans accqu civilization, this seemed to be an excuse for western
sedement. With formerly Native American lands empty, the government welcomed
American settlers. Even thouch policies with Alaslran natives differed from nngotiatious nth
other groups, the government would gradually confiscate indigenous lands in Alaska.
`o md, 2i4-22i.
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The foroeful removal of Nndve Amedcans found a strong ally v`Th the Jackson
administration, but timing also played a role when removal oocuned. Prior to 1800, many
indigenous groups including the Choctaw maintained considerable confrol over their lands.
With an increase in American settlement and a decrease in indigenous population due to
disease, Amchcans eventually gained control over indigenous populatious and lands. For
example, in the carly nineteenth century, the Choctaw attempted to appease Americans by
ceding certain lands to seders and allying with the Uhited States tnilitary in the War of 1812,
However, the government had enough power in the 1830s to forcibly move the Choctaw
west.L2  The Jackson administration has become synonymous with removal, when in redity,
the early 1 800s was a time when American power grew while Native American power
wakened.
Although ideas concerning America' s Manifest Destiny began before Indian
Removal, the govemment's pardcipation in the movement grew substantially in the decades
following removal. In 1832, over 20,000 land patents were approved by President Andrew
hackson. However, even this large number did not sufficiently document American western
migration,  During this time, the government realized that policies and laws needed to
comply "Th the unstoppal)le push of western expansion. AItempts at protecting indigenous
land continually failed, and the government needed a more effective system  ln 1862,
Abraham Lincoln signed the Homestead Act which ained to reward yeoman famers with
westemhomesteadswithaminimumof160aeres.]3InthedecadespriortotheUrited
States' purchase of Alaska, the American goverrment recognized that they could not stop
12 Akng i27-138.
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Amchcan expansion and implemented policies that complemented western development. The
Amchcan government no longer served as a protector of indigenous lands and rights, but
rather as an advocalng force for American expansion.
American Settlers and Tlnders:
Amchcan seders and traders always held their own opinions on Western expansion.
As described by Patricia Limerick in The legiczey a/Canqucesf, settlers and entrepreneurs
thought of themselves as imocent Amedcans who lived how they were meant to:  Even
when they were trespassers, westering Americans were hardly, in their own eyes, chmimls:
rather they were pioneers.''t4 For Anglo-American settlers and traders, it was Manifest
Destiny; it was their god-given right to take western lands and profit from them. This
ideology plagued relations with Naive American. With the Homestead Act and other prt+
settlement policies American settlers become more confident in their position.
Before pioneers established homesteads in Indian tchtories, traders had established
relationships with indigenous groLips. As in Siberia, traders entered the retion before settlers
arrived in hopes of making profits. For Americans traders and entrepreneurs, western lands
rquesemed furs, famLands, timber and minerals. The American West was a land filled with
profits and Natives Amchcans were the "pests" that traders had to work with in order to
achieve wealth. ]5  To obtain valuable furs and other good, indigenous groups were the means
the traders had to use to gct wealth Some traders would follow the policies of the set by the
govemmeut, but due to the vasmess of the frontier, traders could unally do as they pleased.
Traders continually sold alcohol to indigenous groups even though both the British and
14 Ibid, 36.
`SRichalwfro,TheRootsOfDependeriey:Subsistence,Em]ironment,andSocialChangeanongthe
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Amchcan governments had banned the sale of alcohol. Also, unlicensed traders plagued
indigenous relations. The majority of indigenous complaints concerning trade involved
unlicensed traders.t6  To American traders, indigenous groups functioned as a means to an
end. Traders needed to work with indigenous groups to obtain furs and other items; when
domination brought better profts, tleders would use force, creating an animosity between the
two groups.
Trade nth Amchcans resulted in changes to indigenous ways of life. Prior to
European and Amchcan contact, Native Americans traded with other indigenous groups,
However, wTh the introduedon of American and European goods, Native Americans altered
their material culture.  Through decades of trade with Europeans and Amchcans, indigenous
groups became dependent on European and American finished goods. Trade also led to
alterations in indigenous social strafificatious. As demonstrated with the Pawnee, tribal chiefs
grew in importance. Chiefs became the only individuals in a tribe that could trade vTh
American traders. This monopoly on trade elevated the status of chiefs from a valued
memberoftheclantoapersonahovetherestofthegroup.]7ManyindividualspaTticipated
in trade with cther native groups. With American trade rchtions only chiefs traded "Th
Amchcans, thus elevating their status. Even thouch Amchcan traders demonstrated obvious
racism towards indigenous groups, Native Americans were obliged to condnue the
relationships. Indigenous groups became too dependent on American goods to live whout
them. Also, chiefs that had gained social status through trade relationships did not want to
relinquish it, In trading relations, Americans held a dominant position over indigenous
groups. Dominance by American traders would contimie in Alaska.
16 pnreha, 70-75.
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REigious Missions:
Religious freedom is one of the basic rights for every American citizen.  Ironically,
during American expansion, only Christianity, not indigenous relirions, allowed Native
Americans to become civilized, or so the government and missionaries preached, To
Amedcans, Native Americans were not civilized until they left traditional customs for
American ways.  In the United States, many different religivus denominations established
missions in Indian territories. The govemmeut and Amdican society in genenl advocated
the conversion of Native Amchcans as long as it was a denomination of christianity.
Although many different Chistian denominations organized missions for Native Americans
all around the United States, only the Mcthodist Church reached the Aleutian Islands. Only in
the past fifty years have relirious denominations other than Russian Orthodoxy and
Methodism established churches in the region. Therefore, the formation of the Methodist
ideolories towards indigenous comrersion is extremely important to this thesis. The
Mchodist Church's missionary activities working with Native Amedcans au across the
United States molded the ideologies and missionary tactics used in the Aleutians. To
understand the fomation of these ideologies, the following examines the foundations of
Methodist acthdies prior to the it's Alackan mission.
Unlike the Russian Onodox Church, which had fomed hundreds of years prior to
Russia's colonization of Alaska, the Mchodist Church only became an independent
denomination in 1 784, a mere Century before Methodist missionaries entered the Aleutians.
The Methodist Church sprtmg from John Wesley's rejuvenation of the Church of England in
1738. Wesley believed that the Church of England lacked enthusiasm; Christianity was a
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social religion that should not focus solely on the individual.  Most importantly, Wesley
preached that Jesus died for everyone's sins, even for the sick and poor.  He also believed
that au people, no matter their social standing, needed education to better understand
Christianity.L8Wesley'sideasconcemingeducationforallclashedwithsocietyatthetime.
where only the rich received an education. Overall, Mchodism aimed for its congregrtion to
look beyond class issues and accqu everyone into the church. By believing all human are
worthy of saving, Naive American had just as mich of a right to convert to Christianity as
any other individual. Although Methodist missionaries would convey prejudices against
indigenous culture, indigenous people were welcome to join the Mchodist faith.
During the early years, missionary work and Methodism were inseparable, Wesley
and his followers traveled all over Great Britain encouraSng followers of the Church of
England tojoin sociedes that enertized their Christian beliefs. Until 1784, Methodism was
not a new faith, but rather a part of the Church of England. Mchodist leaders traveled to
different parts of Great Britain apreading the idea that by joining a Mchodist society, a
person could better understand Christianity. When British populations began to immigrate to
the New World, Wesley sect missionaries there beSnning in 1769.  These missionaries
served as organizers of Methodist society. By 1773, the Mchodist movement had ten
missionaries in the New World.]9 Mcthodism kept the sane beliefs, even the same schpture,
as the Church of the England. Prior to 1784, Mcthodism served more as a sochl organization
than a denomination. In colonial times, Methodists were missiomries for the Church of
England, nut clergy for a separate denomination. Hovever, these missionary begivnings
]8 VAde Crmnd Cqpplestone J. Tremtyne Batty, J7].stay a/Adethod.st Ad!stous, 4 vols., vol. I (New Yck:
Board Of hGssions al C-Extension Of tlie hthndist Chirty 1949), Xxiii-xxi.
19 |bid. 72-96.
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created a consistent parem of mission activities within the Mcthodist Church, Although the
Russian Orthodox Church had existed as a separate institution for much longer, missionary
achvities did not serve as a core of church activities as it have in the Methodist community.
Even though Mchodism had a stronger comection to missionary activities, Russian
Orthodoxy condmed to be the main religious insfultion for the Aleuts.
Even though Mthodist ideologies accepted all types of individuals, Native American
missions did not become a portion of Mchodist work undl the government announced
funding for missionary schools for Naive Americans. Prior to the 1820s, Native Americans
joined the Church in small numbers. Although Native Amchcans could join the Methodist
church, the church did not attempt to send missionaries into indigenous territories until the
govemmem offded assistance. In 1820, the Methodist Church organized its first Native
American mission, directed at Wyandot in present day Mchigan. Over time the Mcthodist
Church would onganize missions for dozens of indigenous tribes. hitially, missions were
located on the east coast but by the 1840s Mchodist missions aparmed the width of the
United States. Through this expchence, the Methodist Church lcamed what to expect from
indigenous groups and how to adapt missions from Anglo-American conver(s to Naive
Amchcan. Beeause they interacted with the same indigenous communities prior to and after
removal. Methodist missionaries understood resentment felt by indigenous groups. Also, the
Mthodist Church sufffrod from a lack of willing missionaries to fill positions in western
missions such as at the Kansas mission.20 This difficulty in finding clergy would also occur
in Alaska. In general, the further removed from mainstream America, the less willing clergy
beeane.
2° Crawfty JJi.story a/A/ethac/I.srA4issjous, 4 vois., vol. 11 OJev Yck: Bond Of Mssions and Cbrd
Eadeension Of the Methodis( CI)Inch, 1949), 133-124, 173.
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More importantly, Mthodists perfected educational techniques. Mthodist missions
advocated for boarding schools instead of day schools because at boarding school
missionaries could regulate attendance.2] In day schools, parents could more readily pull
children from the mission schcols if they disagreed with the civilizing methods used. h
boarding schools, parents had less access. Although, the hthodist Church's nris§ion of
civilizing indigenous groups stayed the same from the early missions to Alaskan schools,
church ideologies and methods changed due to previous experiences in the western United
States.
Conc]usious:
To conclude, the experiences of Amchcans in the westen fronder, althouch not
exaedy the same as in Alaska, chaped the ideologies and actions of Amchcan government
officials, settlers, and clcngy. The unstoppal>le western movement of the American seder had
the largest impact. Ideas of Manifest Destiny continued in Alaska, American seders in
Alastra still felt it was their God-given right to take indigenous lands, The actions of the
government demonstrate this unstoppable force. The government uted to appear as the
protector of indigenous lands and rights, but after years of ineffective policies the
government changed its stance.  With Indian removal and the Homestead Act, the
govemmeut atenpted to provide policies that encouraged the unstoppable spread of western
expansion. American traders used their dominam position to obtain sizable profits from
indigenous groups of the American West and coDfimed this domination in Alaska.
Also during this formative time, the Methodist Church developed as a separate
denomination that accepted all people no maner their race or class.  Betinning in the 1820s,
the church established several missions with different indigenous groups from many areas of
21 |bid, 272-273.
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the United States. The Methodist Church learned from these previous missions and utilized
this knowledge, such as the preference of boarding schools, in its missions in the Aleutians.
By the time the United States bougiv Alaska, the United States and its people had
developed a system of relations wth indigenous groups. Unlike Russia, which had developed
relations whh indigenous groups over hundreds of years, the Uhited States and its people
experienced something new with Western expansion.
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Chapter Five: A[euts in American Society: 1867-1941
The Aleuts have experienced significant changes to their culture. The Aleuts first
came in contact with European socicty in the 1740s with the introduction ofRus§ian culture.
In 1867, the United States purchased Alaska. Even before the European and Amdican
conquest, the Aleut culture evolved over time. Aleuts adapted their way of life to the
situation at the time. During both Russian and American rule, Aleuts altered their culture to
deal with the situation at hand. This chapter will focus on Aleut cultural changes under
American rule from its purchase in 1867 to the United States' entrance in World War 11.
During this time, the amount of power the Alcuts held over these changes depended on which
aspect of culture was altered. In trade and industry, the Aleuts took part in the growing
American economy. This participation drandcally altered Alout matehal culture and the
type of employment available to Aleuts. These changes occurred because of the Alouts'
power to contnbute to the American economy.  In religion and education, Aleuts rminalned
more traditional aspects of their culture. This study examines the complex influences
resulting in changes to different aspects of Aleut culture during the initial American period.
In order to profit from the Amdican economy, Aleuts accqited certain changes to their daily
lives. Through the Russian Orthodox Church, Aleuts sustained control over the amount of
alteration that occLined to their relidous beliefs.
This thesis utilizes and adds to the arguments of several academics,  This study will
expand on issues of race examined by Dorothy Jones in .4/ezits 7.» 7rtzrm'zr.ow. In i4dsfa.. 4#
4merz-acz» Co/oap/ Stephen Haycox argued that American migration occuned due to the
prospect of economic opportunities. This migration will be demonstrated in my paper nth
the growl of the cannery industry in the Aleutans. In^4le7»ory Ezema/, Sergei Kan argued
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that the Tlingit, the indigenous group residing in the southeastern panhandle of Alaska, and
the Russian Onodox Church had two very different reasons for conversion. The Orthodox
Church aimed to have Tlinrits convert and join Russian culture while the Tlingivs used the
Orthodox faith as a means of connecting and keeping pordons of their traditional culture,
land, and resources.I My argument is similar to Kan'& but I will study the conversion of the
Aleuts, not the Tlingits.  Also, the Aleuts reside over a thousand miles away from the arca
inhabited by the Tlingivs. This distance and cultural differences meant that the situation
pertaining to comrersion of natives in the Aleutians was similar, but nco identical.
This Aleuts became a portion of the United States "th its 1867 purchase of Alaska.
However, the initial governing of Alaska placed the United States government in a unique
situalon.  Unlike in other territories such as Tchras and Oregon, no American settlers resided
in Alaska before its purchase. The Amchcan government normally determined what a
territory needed by examining the American population. In 1867 Alacka, the population
consisted of indigenous groups, Russians, and Creoles (the ethnic mirrfure of Russians and
natives). At this poin in time, interior sections of Alastra were unmapped; Alasha seemed
more like the land explored by Lewis and Clank than a settled tchtory.  Also, 1867 was just a
few years after the United States' Civil War, so the United States was financially broke.
When the Board of Indian Commissioners asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs to include
Alashan natives into its government programs, the Bureau rejected the offer citing financial
issues.2
` SutefaKan. Memory Eternal.- Tlingit Culture and RiLss.an Orthodonc Christianity throuch Two Cemuries
(Seatde: University of washington Press, 1999), Xix-xiv.
2 Staphen W. Haycox, 4hasha.' .4n f4mericam Cofony; (Seine: University of Washipgfon Press, 2002), 175-179.
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In 1871, the difficulties when dealing wth Alaskan natives were expanded by
Congress's decision to ban further treales with any indigenous groups in the United States,
This ban. based on liberal ideoloSes, strained relations with all indigenous groups, but
espeeially hindered relations with Alaskan natives. Although treaties were not always kant, a
treaty served as a legal method of negotiation between indigenous groups and the
government. Before 1871, indigenous groups in Alaska did not agree to any treaties with the
United States govemmeut.3 Neither the Uhited States goverrment nor Alaskan natives could
use treaties to negotiate land issues. Relations bct`veen indigenous Alashans and the Uhited
States government were unknown territory for either side. The Uhited States could not rely
on previous treaties as none existed.
For Alaskan indigenous groups, dealing whh a seder-style empire like the United
States was a new experience. miring the Russian period, the Russian population of the
colony had always stayed relatively low.  The population reached over seven hundred for
only two years, with most years averaging two or three hundred Russian colonizers.4 The
migration of thousands of Americans to Alaska must have caused indigenous groups to
rethink their place in society. US Census records demonstrate that, in 1880, 32,996 Naive
Americans and only 424 non-natives resided in Alaska. By 1910, the mimber ofNalve
Amdicans in Alaska had dropped to 25,331, while the number of nob-natives had increased
to 39,025.5  Census data is not always accurate, but an increase by the thousands of settlers in
thirty years must have significantly altered traditional indigenous ways of life, These
Ibid, 178.
a S. G.Fedmmra, The Population Of Russian America (1799-1867): The missiarl Pop.IIation Of Alwha and
Ca/i/om;a aialt.anls, University of Alaska, 1973), 26.
5W"mCharfulin""elat.,lndianPopuhationintheunitedStatesandAlaskeL1910quTach3nglon:.Gmrt
prfu off., i9i5), I.
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mmbers demonstrate the growth of the Alaskan population as whole. This rapid increase in
Alaska' s population, as argued by Haycox in i4jlczsiha.. 4» 4mer7.acz» Co/oap/ occurred because
of several reasons. For thousands of gold prospectors, Alaska was a stop on the path to the
Yukon. Oners cane to Alaska for forestry, coal and copper mining.6 h 4/eqts 7.77 rramsj#.o»,
Dorchy Martin found evidence that in the Aleutians, salmon canneries, fishing, and hundng
drew people from all over the world.  Along whh Amdicans, Scandinavians, Japanese, and
Chinese workers all immigrated during the beginning of the twentieth century to the
Aleutians for fishing and other related employment.7 With the intreduction of the frontier-
based settler society in Alaska, the Aleuts, as with other Alaska indigenous groups had to
adjust to this growing outsider population, which in t`m led to a reshaping of indigenous
identity.
Alterations due to Industry and Trade:
One major adjustment made by Alouts and other indigenous groups in Alasha
concelned trade. During the Russian period, the Russian goverrment had restricted the type
of items traded to indigenous groups in hopes of limiting the amount of European customs
they adopted.8 In contrast, the American govemmeut took a /er.sflez/zz7.re approach to trade,
Amchcan stores could trade all types of goods to the indigenous people of Alaska. Aleuts
began to shift to residing in franc houses instead of traditional bcz7ndanus (sod houses).
Inside their frome houses, Aleuts would keep other Americans items bought at American
trading stores including clothes, toys, guns and ammunition, steel fishing equipment, and
6Haprcat,Alcka:AnAmericanColony,166.
7DorotryNIrianJones,AleusinTrimsitioD:AConxpalsonofTwoVillages(Seame:Uhiverityof
Washington Press, 1976), 24-25.
8 Ken. I 13-120-
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other modem goods.9 This open trade policy led to massive changes in Aleut material
culture,  However, even though differences in goverrmental regulations allowed this
insertion of American goods into Aleut homes, the Aleuts made the decision to buy these
items. The United States goverrment did not force Aleuts to buy all of the newly available
goods; the individual Aleut b6ugiv the -it-e-riis. Alfuts itv-ere shafiin-8 thor national-idefitifyb-}-  -' - -
-  including these items irio their dalilylives.with these purchases, Aleutsl]ecome-iustme
everyotherAmericanchizeustfaiptirehasedAin-en-chffiiiH5d-g-dedTs-to-i'mprovetffeir-dfty--'=-
life. 'As argued by Warren, indigenous groups had twoi-dentities: an ethnic idendty and a
nationarideffity.-THs~traisfri6ri-t6fuchcangoodr-fifty-haveaifefiedthe-Alchts'`indigeoevs
-idendty, but it helped to create their national identity.
The United States government atempted to limit the trade of only one item: alcohol,
In previously settled Native American territories, the government found that, withouit
prohibition, areas with indigenous populations suffered from alcohol abuse and an ovelall
immoral behavior.  With the Customs Act of 1868 and the designation of Alaska as an
"Indian Countly' in 1873, the Uhited States goverrment barmed the importation and sale of
alcohol in Alaska. However, attelnpts to ban alcohol in the territory failed due to
mooushining and smuggling. ]°  The Amchcan government was not alone in its struggle to
rein in alcohol use. Ihing Russian colonization, the Russian government also had problems
controlling alcohol. American and British traders would illegally trade alcohol to indigenous
groups, espeeially with the Tlingit.L] However, alcohol abuse seems to have peaked during
9  Jones,  22.
1° Haycex. 180.
"  AL V . Galnev, The Ttingit Indians in Russian Anerica.  1741-1867 / Urtyom Tittle: Indeitsy Tlirl)city V Period
R&Isskoi Ameriki,  1741 -1867 Gg. English qua3`reasftyr o£ Nch\astcaThess, 2cOS), 94-loo.
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the American period.  Public drunkenness became a common occurrence.  Priest Tikhon
Shalamov gave the following description in his 1895 journal:
The chief vice and misfmme Of the Aleuts, here as in other villages, is
dnmkenness "Th the inseparable companion -lechery. The Karluk Ale`Its do nut
brew s`ich beer and brandy. They buy from the Chinese so called `shalnsha,' which
they import fion Sam Francisco "th government permission, Women drinkjust as
lmichasmenandthisprepaegro`mdsforfornicalon.t2
Shalamov's account documents how even isolated rerious of the Aleutans succumbed to
alcohol abuse. Also, if chinese immigrants attained permission to bring certain alcohol imo
the Aleutians, the government probal]ly also gave others pernrission to bring in alcohol.
When stud]ring Shalamov's comments, we need to understand his feeling towards Aleuts.
Earlier in this journal entry, Shalanov deschbed Aleuts as dirty for living in mud huts. t3
Overall, Shalamov's comments help to give insight into alcohol use during the period. The
United States government was ineffective in controning the Spread of alcohol. However,
material items and alcohol only represented a portion of changes to Aleut culture.
With a new goverrment and new technologies, new industries entered into the
Aleutians, particularly salmon carmeries and fisheries.  During the Russian pedod, limitations
of technology and the isolation of the Aleutans led to limited salmon fishing in the
Aleutians. However, in the late nineteenth and twenticth centuries, the process of preserving
salmon through canning was perfected. At the same time, the transportation infrastructure in
Alaska improved, Chce salmon from the Aleutians arrived on the mainland, it could be
'2 Tikhon Shalanov, Tfawi Jd-I Of priest Tikhm Shalainov of Kndjak," June 26, 1895. Zk}coments
Relative to the History OfAlaska. Alaska Chureh Collection. Vof. 2 (HCoflege.. s.n.I, \938`,  84.
13 nrid, 84.
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shipped by rail line. ]4 In 1878, the first salmon camery in Alaska opened a few miles outside
of Sitka, In 1889, the Karluk cannery cared over three million fish in a single year. L5 Karluk
is a community on Kodick Island, just east of the Aleutians, The indigenous group at Karluk
is the Koniaq, but the same economic tlansition at Karluk was also felt by residents all over
Alaska This economic shift altered Aleut fishing from a community activity to an
individually-centered wage labor system. The Aleut community had exchanged pelts or other
goods for money, but this Amedcan fishery and cannery industry exacefoated Aleut
dependence on a wage labor aystem.
Also, before the explosion of salmon fisheries and cannches in Alacka, salmon had
been considered a saaed animal. The spiritual cormection between the salmon and the Aleut
ended when salmon became financially profitable. ]6  For the Russian Or(hodox Priest
Shalamov, "The cannery; depriving the Aleuts of everything, of their souls and bodies, does
not give anything in return except whiskey, lewdness, and syphilis."]7 The iutroduction of
canneries to Alaska brougiv changes to Aleut ways of life. Shalamov's description of the
canneries was extremely negative. To some degree, the cannery probal]ly brought some
sirful habits to the Aleuts. What is more important Aleuts altered their traditional beliefs
concerning certain animals.
Irfug the American period until 1911, the Pribiloflslands (the islands of St. George
and St. Paul) were the only islands to have significant governmental regulations on hunting
" Lydia A Black, Piefee RIchard, Kathchne L. AmdLand Sach MCGounn, 7*e Jrl.stay andEth»ch;Srny a/
IAe ]4/ezi".ans Eiast Boroei;giv, Alastra History acingston. On : FallbaDks, Alastra, 1999), 214-215,
]5 Ted C. Hinckley, 7%e4nzericanr-zaton a/Ahadr /867-/897 Qalo Alto: Calif., Pacific Books, 1972) 123-
128.
16 Haycor,  166.
1 7 Tikhon Shalanov, TLawl Jch]rnal Of Friest Tilchon Shalamv." July 30. 1898, I)oouments, 87.
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allotments and the treament and pay of indigenous workers.  The Pribilof Islands are not a
potion of the Aleutians; they are located farther north, During the Riissian period, the
Russian American Company relocated Aleuts to St, George and St. Paul for hunting
purposes. When the Uhited States bought Alaska, the relocated Aleuts continued to reside on
the Pribilof Islands, Like the Russians, the American government recognized that in order to
have successful hunting businesses, the Aleut population was necessary. In order to
effectively administer these islands, the United States government would rent each island
either to the American Commercial Company or the North American Commercial Company.
Along with paying rent, the company had to pay Alout workers a wage and provide
provisions such as food and coal. In 1894, the Noth American Commercial Company reuted
the Pribiloflslands for $60,000 and provided indigenous workers with eighty tors of coal,
along with supplies of salmon and salt. '8 The Uhited States govemmeut attempted to regulate
the Pribilof Islands so that both the American industries and indigenous workers could profit,
but the system did not work as neatly as the United States had itrfended.
Fur seal hunting was extremely profitable. Ihring the last decades of the nineteenth
century, armual revenues from the Pribilof Islands were six times greater than the cost of
running all goverrmental services in Alaska. However statistics given in George Roger's
"An Economic Analysis of the Pribilof Islands, 1870-1946," reveal that indigenous labor
only received 3.3% of the profits. While Aleuts used their indigenous teehniques to hunt fur
seals, Americans and people of cther nationalities played other roles in the process, The
" Nbrth Amchcan Commencial Co. v. Unded States, 171 U.S.  I 10, 18 S. Ct. 817, 43 L. Ed. 98, 1898 U.S.
-S 1592 (1898) I-2.
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Aleuts,evenwiththeirsmallwages,wereproudtousetheirskills.t9AlaskanCommercial'
AgentsstatedthatPribilofAleutsrecognizedtheirmonopolyonfiirsealhunting.20
Companies would underpay Aleuts, but in a cer(aim respect they held power. Aleuts were the
only individuals that could successfully hunt fur seals.
Pribilof Aleuts recognized this power and did not quietly accept their low paying
position.  In 1916, and again in 1919, Aleuts and Amedcan industry agents petitioned the
government for better pay.  One agent described the situation in the following terms:
The fact camot be denied that the people of St Paul (and St, Change as well) [Sic.]
are living in actual slavery and that this condition exists and is mailltained under the
inmediate contol of the U. S.  Govermeut. . . Their children, in particular, are
insufficiendy clothed and nourished and prachcally all the people are indequately
housed.2i
Instead of the businesses paying workers entirely with money, a portion of Aleut income was
given in provisions. As discussed earlier, the amounts of provisions were detailed in
conlpany contracts. These allotments of provisions took away the rights of the Aleuts.
Instead of using their pay to decide which item they needed, Aleuts had to use the items
given to them. In contrast, companies paid Caucasian coworkers in money alone.22 The
earlier description of the situation as "slavery" might be a little strong, but the mchod in
\9GeorgeW"iamRogers,AnEoonomicAnabwisOfthePribiloflstands,1870-1946¢attoalfs,Alastfa:
Institute Of Social, Ecoliomic al Cove-en Research, University of Alaska, 1976),  I-32.
cOUSTrmsuyDqudeatSpedalAasDinhsion,SealandSalmonFisheriesandGeneralResourcesOf
f4/)ai&ha. Vol.  I(Washing(on DC: General Priding Cffice,  1880), 126.
21 "HC. Fassctt to  Coqunissioner Of Fisheries," October 20, 1916,  Bpredy Jzeconds /9/3-/946,  (St. Pal) G-
68)
22 Rogers,  154-157.
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which the Aleuts were paid was discriminatory and the Alouts realized it. Although an agent,
not an Aleut, wrote the above excelpt, the agent seemed to have held many of the same
frustrations as the Aleuts. They realized that without their hullting skills, American
operations would flounder.  Aleuts, through this agent, used their power to protest their poor
treament.
At the Pribilof Islands, the United States government recognized the impollance Of
maintaining the fur seal population and placed limitafious on hunting. Cia July 1,  1870, the
government passed an act forbidding fur seal hunting except for the months of June, July,
August, Squember, and October. Also, the United States government placed limits on how
many fur seals cach company could kill annually.  The number of seals harvested would
always stay right at the limit, which was loo,000. h the 1880s, 1883 is the only year this
limit was not reached; every other year had 100,OcO or 99,995 pelts harvested. This cap on
the number of fur seals gathered at the Pribilof Islands may have impeded the speed in the
depletion of fur seals, but 100,000 hunted every year is a large quantity. Also, the Pribilof
Islands served as the breeding grounds for fur seals.23 By hunting at the Pribilof Islands, the
Americans and earlier the Russians were altering the traditional hal)itat of the fur seal.
In 1911, the United States govemlnent signed a treaty banning the hunting of fur seals
and sea otters with Great Britain, Russia, and Japan for the preservation and protection of fur
scats. This treaty stopped all commercial hunting within cosigning nations. Natives were
exempted from this treaty and could continue pelast sealing thunting in the open sea).24 The
need for this treaty occurred because of the United States' Add.ssez/in-re approach. Except for
23 |bid, 20-24.
24 William Sulzer, 'The Fur Seals Ouvention ... Report. fflo Accompany HR.  16571.>," in 62d Corg., 2d ses£
House. Rept.;  295,. Variation: 62d Cong., 2d sess.,. House. Rept.; 295. (TwachintSot" Go`rL Prirm OE£.,19\2),
I-2.
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the Pribilof Islands, the United States government imposed few regulations on hunting.
Animals had to be at least three years old and, to legally hunt, individuals were required to be
native or married to a native. However, except for the Pribilof Islands, there were no
regulations on the number killed. 25  Massive anounts of fur seals could be harvested in a
small amount of time. On Pribiloflslands in 1872, seventy-one men killed 71,000 fur seals in
fifty days.26  Gigantic harvests destroyed sea otter and seal populatious. The ban on hunting
stopped the extinction of the fur seal in the Bering Sea.
Americans moved onto the Pribilof Islands and all along the Aleutians in hopes of
making a decent living in the fishing and canning industries.  These new residents brought
along langunge with them. In order to better interact with American businessmen and
fishermen, Aleuts needed to lean English. Until World War 11, Russian still survived in the
region, but English became the language of capitalism.27  English grew to be the most
important language as it replaced Russian and Aleut.  The transition from Russian to English
seems obvious with the transition of power, but the discontimation of the Aleut language in
industry marks a change to the culture of the Aleut. The Aleut language no longer held a
respected position in the economy. This transition from Aleut to English affected the Alents'
identity. The Aleut language had always been a major part of the Aleuts' indigenous identity.
By replacing Aleut with English the Aleuts were changing to American ways. Individual
Aleuts decided to speak English instead of Aleut in order to obtain better jobs.
Race and Racism during American Rule:
twaldemarJochelson,ff7.story,Ethro/Qgy,and]4»thpo/qg)/a/th€4/e«/,(Washington:Canregielnstitqfronof
Washington, 1933),  4144.
26 Rogue,  17.
Z]RagrondL.Hudson.FamilyqfterAll:Alaska'sJesseLeeHome.Volume1,Unalawh,1889-1925quJahan
Crock Calif.: Hndscratch Press, 2007), 15.
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After the purchase of Alaska, language was not the only item to change; ideas of race
and racism fundamentally differed from racism under Russian rule. nlring the Russian
period, an individual was either Russian, native or a mix of the two.   With the United States'
purchase of Alaska, Anglo-Americans, Scandinavians, and Asian immigrant workers entered
society. Ideas of class shifted. Americans now discriminated against Russians, who were
once the top of colonial society. With the addition of chinese and Japanese migraut workers,
the social standing of Aleuts was blulTed. There is not a clear picture of where these groups
fell in the lower end of the class system. Both Asian migram workers and Aleuts were
respected for their strengths.28  Also, the United States attempted to limit hunting by allowing
only natives and men married to natives to hunt. Still, it did not stop hunting. Instcad, it
caused a huge number of Scandinavian men to enter into Aleut society.29 During the Russian
period, racial issues were rather clear. Under the American period, however, racial issues
became more complex.
These racial beliefs are demonstrated in the types ofjob held by the different races.
Americans and Scandinavians owned and supervised the fishing and canery businesses.
Aleuts were employed as fishemen and hunters, while Chinese and Japanese workers were
preferred by employers to work in the cameries. Many camery owners complained that,
once Aleuts earned enough money for a comfortable living, they would quit; they were seen
as unreliable.30 In the cannery industry, Aleuts were placed at the bottom of the racial scale.
This situation was fullher complicated by the specific location of the industry. In her work
28"edL,TheHistoryandEthnohistoryOftheAleutiansEastBorough,18.
29BulcatiOfEdiication,"ChignilLHistoricalReoord,"inJ7i.storicalalbztmso/A4ashaIvaz7-veseAoo/s,/924-
/93j Oate: [1924-1931] 1927), 2.
3°"ndbTheHistoryandEthohistoryOftheALeutiansEastBorough,230:Z3\.
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[4/eqts 7.w rnms7.f7.o», Dorothy Jones arg`ies that radial issues depended on the degree of
outside influences, particularly during the time of world War 11. This paper examines issues
prior to World War 11. but different amounts of western influences directed the racial
situation on the Aleutians both after and prior to World War 11. At New Harbor, a remote
fishing village on the Alaska Peninsula, the Alouts condnued to own and operate the fishing
companies. While at niaka, only Scandinavians and Anglo-Americans owned colxpanies.
Jones recounts how niaka began as a Russian fishing settlement in the 1760s, while New
Hator began as American cannery town in 1911.3L At niaka, American companies seemed
to condnue Russian dominating prachces. At New Hafbor, Aleuts were able to better
establish their power in the new community. These are only two communities of the many on
the Aleutians.  Jones's analysis provided evidence that a variety of racial ideolodes existed
during the initial Amdican period. Depending on the location, Aleuts held differeut amounts
of power in society.   Some were al)le to run their own businesses while others struggled to
rise from their subordinate position.
Racism toward Aleuts was also visible in goverrment policies. For some government
officials, the race of the Alouts required more debate than the govemment's treamem of
them. The biolorical differences between the Aleuts and other Naive American groups led to
discrimination in government actions and in titles of works. Along with the Alouts, the
Eskimos have many of the same biological variations that separate them from other Alashan
groups. When the Bureau of Indian Affiirs was asked to include Alaskan natives into their
programs, the Bureau claimed that they were not funded to provide services to non-Indians
31  Jones, 26-27.
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such as the Aleuts and Eskimos.32  The issue of race became the subject of congressional
discussion. Senator Charles Summer of Massachusetts made the following statement, "If we
look at [the natives] ethnographically we shall find two principal groups or races, the first
scientifically known as EsquimanL and the second as hdians."33 The questioning by the
goverrment of the ethnicity of the different groups demonstrates the radial biases in the
United States at the time. The United States government held a clear picture of how to treat
Native Amchcans. However, the govemment's debates on how to treat the Aleut exemplified
the racial undertones in American government during the nincteenth and eady twentieth
centuries. Instead of evaluating circumstances on the environment and culture of the Aleuts,
Congress focused on evaluating Aleut biology. The ethnicity of the Aleut should not have
affected the govemment's role in providing government programs and services to the
indigenous groups of Alaska. The Aleut had a unique culture, but the Koniag had a very
similar sea-based lifestyle. However, the race of the Koniag was not questioned. The
government debated how to treat the Aleuts based on race, nut on lifestyle.
Aleuts and REgion:
Ihing the American period, most Aleuts continued to attend the Russian Orthodox
Church. This continued faith oocurTed as much of the Russian populations returned to Russia
because of the "cost of living and homesickness."34 Even with this loss of Russian society in
Alaska, Aleuts continued to worship with the Orthodox Church during this period. While in
other regions in Alaska the Russian CThodox Church had to discontinue certain rissions;
32 Efaycox.  179.
33 United States Senate, 'Ttussian America," 40th Cong., 2d Sess., 1868, H.E.D. 177, Pt. I, p. 156 (Serial 1339).
34BishopPaultoMetrapolitanlmokerty,"RepoltabouttheManagememOfNon-AIldiangelskfor1869,"
Documents Relative to the History OfAlaska,  (HcdRAege-. s.n.I, \93tl), \S2.
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the clergy at Uhalaska were ordered to stay.35  In 1892, twenty-five years after the sale of
Alaska, the Holy Governing Synod, the leader of the church, "authorized Bishop Nicholas to
build a church at nliuluk on Unalaska Island to replace the old one."36  With a new church
building and an order for clergy to stay in Unalaska, the Russian Orthodox Church not only
survived the transition from Russian to American rule, but seemed to sustain its membership.
The Aleut and Russian Orthodox Church connection is also demonstrated in the
movement of the Aleuts. At Sanal[ the Russian Orthodox Church built a chapel in 1882.
However, due to economic issues, the population Of Sanak moved to Sand Point, When this
move occurred, the Russian Orthodox Church moved its congregation to the new chapel built
at Sand Point.37  At King's Cove, a sedement founded during the Amedcan period, the
indigenous people also had a strong comection to Riissian Orthodox Church.38 In the
Aleutians, the Riissian Orthodox Church relocated with Aleut communities when eeonomic
aedvities were discovered elsewhere. Even in communities estal]lished after 1867, the
Russian Orthodox Church served as the religious center for Aleuts.  This continued faith in
the Russian Orthodox Church reveals the power Aleuts had in deeiding what faith to follow.
Without a congregation, the Russian Orthodox Church could not have survived, let alone
expanded. The Aleuts wanted the Russian Orthodox Church in their community.
Once the United States purchased Alaska, the Russian Orthodox Church recognized
the importance of adjusting to American society. h 1871, Bishop Paul ofNovo Arkhangelsk
3S "Minutes of the Consistory," July 16, 1868. Dacrme»ts, 183.
36 Holy Governing Synod to Bishop Nicholas, Deoender 5, 1892, "Abs"s Of ukases, 1890-1894,"
Documents Relatve to the History OfAlaska. Alaska Church Collection. Vof. I (|!OofLege-. s.n.I, \988), 169
""edbTheHistoryandELrichistoryOftheAleutiansEastBorough.€kJ413,\sO.
38 Ibid,  104.
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ordered that all church transactions were to be in dollars, and not rubles.39 Linguistically,
English became the primary language used in scripture. For example, on December 7, 1872,
the Holy Governing Synod, the leader of the Russian Orthodox Church approved the English
translation of the rituals for converts to orthodoxy from other denominations.40 This
transfation shows the at(empts made by the Russian Cmodox Church to participate in the
transition to American society. Just as Aleuts altered their national identity, here, the church
altered its identity in order to fit into American society.  Also, by approving an English
translation of rituals for conversion from a different denomination, the Russian Orthodox
Church aimed to both keep conver(s during the Russian pchod, but also to welcome any new
residents of Alaska who wished to convert to Onodony from a protestant faith or any other
denomination.  The church recognized the importance of the residents of Alaska. Without the
Aleuts and other Aleutian residents, the church could not have survived in the region.
Aleut Education:
Ifuring the American period, the Russian Orthodox Church had to manage the
running of its missions and schools on a much smaller budget. Iing the Russian colonial
pchod, the Russian American Company would pay for the construction of schools. Russian
Onodor parishes were only reaponsible for buying supplies for the schools. If the school
was located in an impoverished area, the government would pay for the supplies.41 With the
sale of Alaska, the Russian government no longer appropriated any funds and the Russian
American Company ceased to exist. All of the funding for Russian Orthodox Church
39 Bishap Panl to the Alain Eoclesiastical Cousistory, Excerpt from Orders," Doczfne»ts. 156.
4° Holy Governing Synod. "Ukase of the Holy Governing Synod," December 7, 1872, Docowenfa  /54.
4]"Reg`ilationsRegardingtheprimryEducationOfScttlelsApprovedtytheEmperor,"Doctfme»ts347-2Las.
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operators in Alaska became the sole responsibility of the church. In 1894, Pobiedonostsev,
an administrator for the church made the following statement:
In general the conditions Of the orthodox chiirch in America need
improvement. To our I?gret, the clerical staff in the distant parish of the Tenfrory of
Alastca is very unsalsfactory. It was difficult to sectire worthy clergymen from
Bdssiaforthosep|aces.42
In the above quotation, Pobiedonostsev deschbed what occurred due to this funding decrease.
The Russian Onodox Church could not afford to fund a well organized clerical staff that
could effectively manage the situation in Alaska, The structure of the Russian Orthodox
Church administration was fractured. With less funding in Alaska, the church had a reduced
amount of finances availal)le to pay clergy.  In order to work in Alaska, a priest had leave
Russian society and could receive less pay. No wonder it could be difficult to find worthy
clergy.
When Russia sold Alasha in 1867, the Onodox Church ended its relationship with
the Russian American Company but began a new relationship with the Alaskan Commercial
Company.  In November of 1880, the Russian Orthodox Church contracted the Alashan
Commercial Company to buy the supplies and complete the repairs on existing buildings and
all new construction for the Orthodox Church in Alaska. In 1882, the American Commercial
Company billed the Russian Onodox Church $13,570.55 for all work completed on church
buildings.43 This association parallels the situation with the Russian American Company.
Unlike that relationship, the Russian Orthodox Church had to finance construedon completed
42 Pchiedonostsev, "Report Of Pobiedonastsev, the Proc`morfueral Of the Holy Governing Synod, al]out the
conditions in America during 1890-1891," January 11,1894, Doc:iiments,190,
43 "Mindes Of the Cmsis|ory," Deoend}er 7, 1882, Docz/me»ts, 188.
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by the American Commercial Company. This evidence confined how the Russian Cmhodex
Church would use previously successful tactics in one relationship to assist in a now
situation.
For the United States government, the process of converting indigenous groups to
Christianity became a group effor( with different denominations responsible for different
rectons of Alaska. The government assigned portions of Alaska to the Baptists, Moravianfy
Presbyterians, and Mcthodists to spread their message to Alaskan natives. If a denomination
already had missions in a certain region of Alaska, that denomination would be assigned that
region.  Sheldon Jackson, the head of the Prechyterian Church in Alaska and later the
Commissioner of Education for the territory, assigned the Mchodist Church to the Ale`Itian
Islands. Prior to this assignment the Methodist mission had established itself in reSons all
over the world, but nowhere in Alaska. Jackson assigned the Methodist Church to fill a void
in Alaslca and to help expand the Methodist mission.  The Mcthodist Church's Women Home
Missionary Society began the church's effor(s by establishing the Jesse Lee Home in
Uhalaska.44 Jackson chose Protestant faiths, not the Russian Orthodox Church due to
PTotestantism's civilizing notion. In one government report and the indigenous groups of
Alaska are roffrod to as "half-civilized people."45 Protestant Churches followed the
American ideology, that for Naive Americans to become civilized, they needed to
completely leave behind their traditional culture and acculturate to American ways.46  This
meant that, in Alaska, the Mchodist clergy only spoke in English and wanted indigenous
44 John w. Hunilton, "Cfficial Record Of the Alaska Mfrodist Episoqul Mssion- tr pr±d at the Firs(
Session Of Alaslca modis( Episopal hGssion, JuneaD, Alastfa. 1904), 18.
45 Sheldon Tackson, RepoH on Echicaden i.n 4ha&faB (Walington: Govi. Print. CIf„  1886), 33.
46 Haycox. i86.
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followers to do the same. In Unalaska, at the Jesse Lee Home, the agenda of mission was
"the conversion of children to Protestandsm and the eradication of most vestiges of Aleut and
Russian culture."47  Protestant faiths, including the Mcthodist Church, aimed to "civilize" the
Aleuts.
Oner than the Jesse Lee Home, the Uhited Methodist Church at Uhalasha served as
the only Protestant church in the Aleutians during this initial American era. The church
offcially organized in 1915, with one hundred members attending Sunday school. However,
the rocky history of the church demonstrates its unsteady connection with the people of
Uhalaska.  Star(ing in the 1940s, the church no longer sent a pastor to serve at Uhalaska. For
thirty-three years, starting in 1957, the church ceased to exist.48 If the Methodist mission had
successfully converted the Aleuts at Unalaska, then the Methodist Church at Uhalaska would
not have disbanded.  With the Russian Orthodox Church, sometimes the church no longer
would serve an area because the congregation had moved to a new community. Here, the
town of unalaska did not die, only the Mcthodist Church did. This discontinuation of the
church demonstrates the power of the Alout people to choose which religion they wanted to
pray with.
This lack of a connection between the Mchodist Church and the Aleut community is
more visible in education. In 1867, the Uhited States government did not have any public
educational institutions in place in the Ale`rians, not to mention all of Alaska. By 1884,
seventeen years after the purchase of Alaska, the United States government finally began to
organize an educational system in Alaska. Until then, missionary schools served as the only
47 Hrfu 95.
48 I'our History," Uhalastra UDited Mthodist Crty htD/rfurww.8bgm-
umc.ore/UlialastchuMC/0`il%20hfission.0/C0and%20MinistryThehistory.html, I.
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educational outlets. On the Aleiltians, this meant that the Russian Orthodox Chirch
continued its educational missions. The Mthodist school in Unalastra did not beSn until
1889. In 1879, church records chow that the Russian Orthodox School at Unalaska taugivt
forty-five boys and twenty-t`ro givls. At St, Paul, the Russian Orthodox clergy instructed
forty-eight boys and givls.49  This documentation of dozens of Alout children being educated
at two of the Russian Orthodox schools in the rerion reveals the continued effort of the
Orthodox Church in the Aleutians and on the Pribilof Islands during the first few decades
under Amedcan rule. This also demonstrates the Aleuts' acceptance of the Russian Orthodox
educational system.
Even though Russian Orthodox schools operated after the sale of Alaska, some Aleuts
felt chandoned by the Russian Orthodox Church and left the school. Ifue to the financial
problems, Russian Onodex schools could no longer be free. In a report to the head of the
church, Bishop John wrote of an encounter with a frustrated Tlingit woman. She did not
understand why her children could attend the Orthodox school for free before the sale of
Alaska, but after, the school expected her to pay for her children's education.50 This Alaskan
native recognized the difference in the Russian Orthodox community since the sale of Alaska
and used her voice to protest these changes. The Tlingivs and other indigenous groups
understood the situation.  If parents felt inclined, they had the power to not pay the Russian
Orthodox Church and remove their children from the school. However, as previously
discussed, some Aleuts deeided to condme to send their children to Orthodox schools.
Aleuts stayed with Orthodox schools because the strong comeedon between Orthodoxy and
49 Bishop Nestor,The Rapor( Of Bishap Nestor fu the year 1879,- 1879, Docaments,  167.
5°BishapJdhntotheHolyGo`rfugSynod,"ReportonConditionsintheAlaskaDicoesefutheFirstlfalfof
1876. Jtily 27,  1876, Do`cilime"ts  162.
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Aleut ethnic identity formed during Russian rule. Throuch the Russian Orthodox Church
Aleuts simultaneously maintained aspects of their traditional life and adapted to the changing
world.
In 1884, Sheldon Jackson was appointed the Commissioner of Education for Alaska
and began to organize an educational system for the territory. Ifue to previously disc`issed
issues, the Bureau of Indian Affairs had refused to include Alaska in its progranis; the United
States Department of Education stepped in and selected Jackson to oversee the operalon.
Sheldon Jackson was chosen because his views of accultuntion had matched those of the
Bureau of Education. Both the government and Jackson believed that Native Amchcans
needed to be civilized by leaving behind all forms of traditional culture. From 1877 until his
appointment as Commissioner of Education in 1884, fackson organized the Presby(erian
effort in Alaska and had successfully established a school and a church in Wrangell,
Alaska.5L  Jackson understood the distance the Alaskan school system would cover. For
Jackson, worlchg with chiirch missions became one of the most effective mcthods of
spreading education, By the end of 1885, Jackson had fused the Alaskan public school
program with the mission system; this was a system financed by both public funds and
private church funds.52  This goodwill towards church missions included the Russian
Orthodox Church, as demonstrated in letters between Orthodox clergy and Sheldon Jackson.
On December I, 1899, Sheldon Jackson wrote the following in a letter to Reverend Tikhon:
I have ro doubt that you and I can work hamoniously together. My interests in
Alaska as Commissioner of Education are idenhal nth those of yourself as well as
the Priests and Ministers of other Churches in their unified effort to ediicate and build
5' Ekycox,  183-186.
52 Hinckiey,  I lo-118.
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up the native populalon, and I talre this occasion to assure you that I am ready
heartily to cooperate wth you in any suitable way for the fiirtherance Of your schools
just as I would help the schools of the Prctestaut Churches.53
Even though Sheldon Jackson believed in an acculturalon method of education, he still
wanted to work v`th the Russian Orthodox Church to help educate the indigenous children of
Alaska. Russian Orthodox clergy did not attempt to remove all parts indigenous society from
Aleut children, but they taLicht their students English which aligned with Jackson's goals.
The public school system eventually established public schools in many of the
communities on the Aleutians. However, most of these schools were not opened until the
early twentieth century. The one excquion was the school established at Uhalasha in 1885
under the direction of instructor Salomon Ripinsky.  Sheldon Jackson assigned M, Ripinsky
to the post beeause of his fluency in both English and Russian. In an 1886 reporL Jackson
explained that the 1,278 mile voyage from Sitka to Uhalasha made intercommunication
impossible and it also made it harder to find individuals willing to travel so far.54  Eventually,
the Bureau of Education found faculty to educate students at other locations in Alaska. The
school at Atlra had a longestal)lished history. In 1914, seventeen students attended daily.55
This attendance stayed rather steady with an average attendance of twenty-one in 1930,56 h
1921, the public school at Alutan opened. In 1930, the school averaged eighteen in daily
53 Shctdon Jalrson to Revermd Timon, December I, 1899, I)ociments, 81.
S4 |edssca. Report on Eduention iri Alain, ZJ-28.
SSReportontheWockOftheBureouOfEdrcationfiortheNativesOfAlasha.1914-15,BiIN!chn1Unbedgcaes
Bu© Of Edrcation (Washington: CinrL Print. Off.,1917),11.
56 Bilreaii of Ediication, "Aura, IIistorical Record,' in ffisiorz-ca/.4/bzlm  /92j. /929-/93/ (1930), 2.
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attendance. Oners schools were also opened at Kings Cove and Chignik. 57 The public
schcol system eventually reached the residents of the Aleutians, and the religious missions
condmed to operate. With both public and relictous schools, Aleuts had the option to choose
which school to send their children to. Certain communities were too isolated to have more
than one school at any time, but more populated area such as Uhalaska had a variety of
educational institutions.
On January 27, 1905, the Uhited States Congress gathered to enact a poliey to
establish funding for the education system in Alaska. However, the Nelson Act became the
Plessy v. Ferguson decision for Alaskan education.   Section Seven of the act states. `"That the
schools specified and provided for in this Act shall be devoted to the education of white
children and children of mixed blood who lead a civilized life." 58 This created a "separate,
but equal" system of education,  This act directly affected the Russian Orthodox Church
school system. Traditionally, indigenous children and European or American children had
been taught in the same classroom. This act ended that system of education.59 The Russian
Cmodox Church had to adjust how it tanght the children of Alaska. More importantly, it
changed Aleut education. In a lrmltiethnic classroom, the Aleut held the same position as
Anglo-American students. By forcing Aleuts to attend a separate school, it degraded their
position These different approaches developed due to the different beliefs of Russian and
American administrations. The Russian Orthodox Chirch believed that everyone, no matter
their ethnicity needed an education. Although racism existed in Russian American society,
the church attempted to teach all students equally. Conversely. Americans felt that Native
57Ehireau OfEd|icalon, -Akunan, EBstorical Record,. in Historical Album,1925,1929-1931, (1930) I-2.
58Ronaldhadaret,TheNelsonAct,.,4hasfaa»JJjslorica/Docame7.tssB.nco/867(befldson,N.C.:Mofarland,
1989), 50-55.
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Americans were too indchor to receive an education in the same school as Caucasian
children.
Just a decade before the Nelson Act, the Mchodist Church began its efforts in the
Aleutians. In September 1889, John and Mary Tuck arrived in Unalaska. The Tucks were
hired to nm the Jesse Lee Memorial Home and School.  The school had yet to be built, but
this did not deter John Tuck. In 1889 he rented a house and began educating thirty students.
On September 16, 1890, John Tuck received legal custody of the thirty girls attending the
school because they were all supposedly orphans. The home became the first Methodist
mission to serve the Ale`hans.  The st`rdents would stay at the school until eighteen years of
age. Besides English, the students would lean traditional American roles such as
housekeeping.60 The Methodist Church established the Jesse Lee Home as a school for
orphans. Its most famous residelit was Bermy Benson, the designer of the Alashan state
flag-6l
The Jesse Lee Home resembled boarding schools in other rerions of the United
States. The Carlisle Indian Industrial School of carlisle, Pennsylvania opened in November
of 1879 with 147 students enrolled. Richard Pratt, the founder of the school stated in his
memoirs, "This is to be an industrial school to teach young Indians how to cam a living
among civilized people by practicing mechanical and agricultural pursuits and the usual of
civilized life."62 Pratt had his students wear American clothing, cut their hair, and adopt a
new Amchcan name.  Students leaned calpentTy and blacksmithing. However, Pratt's
co Hudson,  13-26.
6' India Spartz, EfgAr Srzzrs a/Go/d. 7%e Story a/HAacha's F7ag (Juneap Alaska: Alastra State Museums,
Division Of Libraries, A"us and Mlseums, Alastra Dept. of Education and Ealy Devctapmerty 2001), 8-9.
62  RichalHeny Prafty Bandefield and aassroom: Four Decades with the American Indian, 1867-1904. ed
Rchen Utley avow lfaven, Connechcut: Yale Uhi`tryr Press: 1964), 335.
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attempts to "civilize" his native students failed.  They would resist by disrupting class or
refuse to complete any work.63 Even though Prar was al)le to alter the students' appearance,
the indigenous students demonstrated their power by resisting the school's civilizing mission.
Uhlike at Carlisle, Russian Orthodox schools never laported discipline problems before or
after the sale of Alaska. Althouch the perceived threat of violence may have stopped
resistance prior to American rule, Russians would have been powerless to stop Aleut
resistance during the American period, This lack of resistance reinforces Aleut accquce of
Russian Orthodox schools. AI the Jesse tree Home a different situation developed.
Ifuring the initial years of schooling, the Methodist Jesse Lee Home and the Russian
Onodox rmssion worked togcher with displays of goodwill between the two faiths.  h
Uhalaska, the Russian Orthodox Church had a home for boys, so the Methodist Church
established one for givls. The Methodist Church even tried to adopt some Orthodox customs.
At Easter, the Mcthodist Home adopted the making of fai/7-ch, the traditional Russian bread.
In 191 1, Noah Davenport commented on the attempts by Russian Orthodox priest to better
the intercommunication between the churches, `Rev. and hds. Pontalaief are striving hard to
lean English," Davenport continues by saying, "While we couldn't by the wildest stretch of
the inagination believe in his church yet we find them personally congenial and interesting
people."64 The clergy of both missions may have held different beliefs. but they attempted to
work together to better the education of the indigenous community of the Aleutians.
However this initial goodwill did not last due to the fact that many of the first
residents of the Jesse Lee Home were Alout givls who had parents.  In 1897, the parents of
63 Sally ]ehkins, 7We Jzea/,4//4mew.cans Orew York: Dord>leday, 2007), 75rs.
64 Noah Clewhand DaveDport Clan Elen Tan lmxpor| C. Pap Of Nbah, and E. Iinxpor( ClaEL "Papus
of Nbah C. And Clara E. Danmport, 1910-1912,. October 27, 1911.
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the children at the Jesse Lee Home wrote a pedtion to the head of Russian Orthodox Church
at Uhalaska. the judge and the US Marshall for the district. Among other things parents were
attempting to gain back legal custody of their children in the petition. Aleut parents argued
that they did not know the legal significance of the papers they signed that gave the Jesse Lee
Home custody of its students. In the petition parents wrote, `We demand that the paper we
signed should be annulled.'rd5 When parents first enrolled their studelits, parents claim they
had never heard of the word `Methodist" before the establishment of the Methodist Jesse Lee
Home. Parents felt misguided in having believed that the Jesse Lee Home was a government
public school instead of a Protestant school, a school where "several little girls had been
enticed from the Cmodox faith by the efforts of the public school tcacher.rfe The parents of
the Aleut st`rdents felt betrayed.  In the initial few years of existence, the Jesse Lee Home
allowed students to practice any religion, but soon after 1896 the home changed to the
"civilizing" mission. Parents noticed.  These Aleut parents were attempting to give their
children the best opportunity available, but instead their children were taught to leave behind
their traditional ways. The patents were attempting to repair the situation by bringing the
issue to anyone in power. They legally petitioned the situation and made appointments to
speak with goverrmental representatives. However, legal attempts failed when the judicial
system sided with the Methodist school.67 This pedtion demonstrates the resistance Alouts
held to the civilizing process of the Mcthodist Church, In this situation, the power of the
Aleuts was overcome by the American judicial aystem, but it shows the voice Aleuts held in
society.  Parents wanted their children to have a connection to the past. They did not want
65 Vissili I. Shaynanilrof et. al, "A IIrml)le Pelitim," October 6-18, 1897, Daczmenzs 226.
66 md, 225.
67 "d, 224-230-
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their traditional culture to be complctely lost.  Here, these parents used the American legal
method to attempt to stop the civilizing process.
When legal resistance was ineffective. parents took a more proactive approach and
removed their children from the Jesse Lee Home, If the goverrment was not going to stop the
"civilizing process," the Aleut parents were. Irfug the time of the pedtion, only nine
students attended the Jesse Lee Home. By 1902, Eskimo children were relocated from
mainland Alaslra to Uinlaska, to fill the void left by the Aleuts. By the t`m of the century, no
Aleut children attended the Jesse Lee Home.68 The Jesse Lee Home had been established to
serve the Aleuts of unalaska, but the Aleuts did not want their "help." This active resistance
to the Amedcan acoulturation process attelnpted by the Mchodists demonstrates the power
Aleut held in keeping portions of their culture alive Also, in Flmrty 4ftr 4/7, Raymond
Hudson describes the excitement the Jesse Lee Home felt at the anticipation of the Eskimos'
arival to the school.69 This description includes some racial overtones.  The Jesse Ice Home
was established to educate the Aleuts. Aleut parents would not allow their children to attend,
so the Methodist church found natives that would attend the school. The Methodist
apparently thought more highly of Eskimos than the Aleuts,
This distrust of the Jesse Ice Home also spread to the Orthodox clergy. The initial
goodwill between the two denominations did not continue once the Methodist Home placed
more of an emphasis on acculturation.  In paticular, the church was dismayed at the lack Of
recognition the Methodist Church gave to the Orthodox Faith. h October of 1897. Mary
Peterson, a six year old female student of the Jesse Lee Home School, died. The Russian
68Hrfu loo-i54.
69 nrid.  i54,
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CThodex Church was outraged when they were not allowed to give Mary, a member of the
Orthodox Church, Cmodox last rites or preside over her funeral. To make matters worse, the
Methodist Home buried Mary Peterson in the Russian Orthodox cemetery without asking
permission or even infoming the Russian Orthodox Church beforehand. 7°   Father
Kedrofl[sy described his outrage at the Methodist Church in following excerpt:
This institution wore a mask up to this time: it did not betray its real object
and aims, but conccaled them under its ostensible quality of Govemor's
school, so orthodox parents sent their children there to be taught and educated,
without a suspicion that they migiv be lured away from the Orthodox faith in a
heretical heterodox confession. 7)
This letter showed the obvious anger at the Methodist Church, but it points to the noticeable
disregard the Mchodist church felt towards the Russian Orthodox Church.  If the Jesse Lee
Home had believed that Mary Peterson had converted to Methodism, She should not have
been buried in the Orthodox cemetery. By burying her there, the Mcthodist home must have
realized she was still Orthodox. The relationship between the Russian Onhodox Church and
the Methodist Jesse Lee Home deteriorated due to a lack of respect between the two
denominations. This also injured relations between the Jesse Lee Home and the Aleut
community. Mary Paterson was an Aleut and should have received a proper burial of her
faith.
Along with Methodism, the Russian Orthodox Church becanie suspicious of other
Protestant faiths and the American commLinity as a whole.  These feelings of distrust
7° Faner Alexander KedroGky to Holy Governing Sprod, October 16, 1897 "IIetter to Holy Governing Synod,-
Do~"ts, 221 -223.
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originated from both ideolorical differences and racism, Ideologically, the Russian Olthodox
Church served as the only major church operation that did not follow the acculturation
mcthod emphasized by both the United States government and Protestant denofninations.
Russian Orthodox Church found Americans in general prejudiced against them. The church
thought some of this prejudice derived from ignorance. Also. Russian clergy found the
expansion of other denomination as dctrimental to the Russian Orthodox Church and
considered these other denominations to be enemies. In an 1894 report, Pobiedonostsev said
the following:
The desire to join the orthodox church and be baptized is still being
manifested by the Indians and Koloshes qlingivs) but the enemies of
orthodoxy, particularly Presbyterians and Jews, are betinning to spread their
activities to the detrimeuts of ours. The Presbyterians spread their propaganda
by means of schools, asylums, and in other institutions; they are amply
supplied with money, whereas the means of our missions are extremely
limited.72
Part of the anger displayed in this report might be simply the jealousy of the weu-funded
denominations, but to some extent the Presbyterians became the enemy of the Russian
Orthodox Church. They were taking indigenous followers away from the church.  In different
situations, the Russian Orthodox Church felt that the Amchcan government discriminated
against them and Russian society in Alaska.  Russian clergy attempted to document instances
of racist overtones in repoits by the American government. The Russian Orthodox Church
claimed that the US census of 1890 purposefully undercounted the mmber of natives and
72 pchiedonostsev,  190.
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creoles residing in Alaska. They also found that the United States government did not bother
to consult church records when attempting to figure how many followers the Russian
Orthodox Church had.73 The Russian Onhodox Church felt that they were being
discriminated against because of their ethnicity and beliefs,
The us GoveFiinent and the-Aret]t§-i -----
During this same period, the United States government discriminated against Alaskan
natives by enacting liberal policies. In 1906, Congress passed the Native Allotment Act
which authorized the dishibution of 160-aere land plots for the head of indigenous
households. This act opened up lands not claimed by indigenous households to white settlers.
However, to claim a plot, the land had to be surveyed. This left many indigenous Alaskans,
including Aleuts, without a claim to their land. Congress based the Naive AIlotment Act on
the Dawes Act which had attempted to remove any provisions (such as tribal designations)
that specified Naive Americans as a special group. The Naive AIlotment Act differed from
the Dawes Act beeause, at the time, the indigenous groups in Alaska did not have any legal
designations as a tribe.74  While Aleuts and other Alaskan indigenous groups sfrove to find
their identity in Amdican society, the government limited their power before Aleuts and
other groups had time to organize.
In the 1930s, the Uhited States government attempted to rectify the limited power of
indigenous groups by passing the Indian Rcorganization Act of 1934. This reversed policies
in the Dawes Act by encouraging tribes to use reservations as areas in which they could
govern themselves. Although limited, this gave Naive Americans political power. Even
though indigenous groups had exer(ed power in other ways, this act was monumental because
73 "Drfects of American Statialcs." Dcefqments, 260-265.
74 mycox, 2i8-219.
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for the first time since indigenous groups became a part of the United States, natives were
given political power over their reservations. However, like the Dawes Act, the Indian
Rconganization Act did not affect Alaska. In 1936 Congress passed the Alaskan
Reorganization Act which implemented policies of the Indian Reorganization Act in Alaska.
This Act so was prominent that it became known as the Indian New Deal. It not only
implemented policies of self-govemmem, but also included programs for financial assistance
for indigenous businesses. However, the programs in the Indian New Deal were poorly
funded and administered. The Aleuts and other indigenous groups did not receive many of
the benefits of the Alaskan Reorganization Act until after World War ||.75
These government policies and fanures parallel the charters of the Russian American
Company. Even though both institutions aimed to protect and assist Alaskan natives and
consider them as equal to other citizens, both failed to deliver what they promised. Ihiring
both pchods, the vast size of Alasha and a small number of officials made this impossible.
BeSnning in the mid 1700s and condnuing until World War 11, Aleuts could not rely on the
goverrment to stop all abuses by hunters and traders.
Conclusion:
To conclude, during this initial period of American governance in Alaska, different
aspects of Aleut cultul.e changed to Certain degrees depending on what aspects of life were
affected. In trade, the Aleuts deeided to purchase the vast any of newly available American
goods.  In industry, Aleuts pardcipated in the expanding salmon industry which moved
salmon from a worshiped species to a valuable commodity. As an ethnic group, Aleuts
adapted to their changing position in American class stratification. In economics, the Aleuts
75 mid, 25i-253.
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altered their indigenous idendty in order to create a national identity to conespond with the
growing American landscape on the Aleutians.
Through education and relirion. Alouts maiutained aspects of their culture by
condnuing to align uTh the Russian Orthodox Church and attending Russian Orthodox
schools. Under the Russians, Aleuts converted from Shamanism to Orthodoxy because
Aleuts recognized that the practices of the Russian CThodox Church allowed the Alout
language and other tleditional aspects of Aleut culture to remain. During the American
period, Aleuts continued to attend the Russian Orthodox Church and resisted the civilizing
process of the Methodist Church. In education, pal.ents refused to have their children
educated in an environment that tried to remove all aspect of traditional culture. Parents took
legal action, when this failed they removed their children from the Jesse Lee Home. Alouts
had the power to decide which fate to follow and which school to attend. Aleuts were not
passive victims of American acculturation.
The govemmeut also had a role in the Alent situation. The Bureau of Education
appointed Sheldon Jackson because his views on native acculturation aligned whh their
position. The Nelson Act created an educational system for natives, separate from white
education. Politically, the lrand AIlotment Act took away Aleut power to govern themselves.
The Alaskan Rcorganization Act attelnpted to return this power, butt failed due to poor
management. During this initial American period, Aleut power was limited due to
government involvement. However, the Aleuts were able to use the power they had to control
what changes ocouned in certain aspects of Aleut culture.
Overall, the Aleuts' deeisious on how to change aspects of their culture ltelated to
their identdy. During this period, Aleuts created an American national identity and altered
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their ethnic identdy. Berinning in the 1860s, Aleuts began to reeognize their position in the
American Aleutians. By the 1940s, Aleuts seemed to consider themselves to be both
American and Aleut. In the parental petition, Aleuts stressed their belief that they had the
same right as any other American to parent their children as they saw fit.  Through rdiSon,
Aleuts condnued to follow Russian Onodory due to its comectious to Aleut ethnic idendty.
In contrast, American missions attenxpted to rid Aleuts of their ethnic identity. so Aleuts used
their power to stop these changes.
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Chapter Six: Conclusions
From the midreighteenth century until the mid-twentieth century, Aleuts used a
variety of methods that enabled aspects of their culture to continue during a changing
Alaskan world.  Even thouch Aleuts held diffding amounts of power in society during
Russian and American rule, Aleuts used their power in different institutions of Alaskan daily
life in similar ways.  During both periods, Aleuts used their power in society to decide
whether to trade for European goods.  In certain situations in the late 1700s, Aleuts held the
dominant positions in trading relations and deeided to trade for Russian finished goods or do
without the goods and attack Russians.  Starting at beginning of the nineteenth century,
Aleuts adjusted to life under the restrictive Russian American Company and later private
American enterprises. Throughout Russian and American rule, Aleut power is most
effectively demonstrated through religion. For the duration of Russian colonial rule, Aleuts
used the Russian Onodox Church as a means of strengthening their position in Russian
society and as a tool to continue indigenous traditions. Aleuts' complaints and opinions held
more power within colonial Russian America when backed by Orthodox clergy. However,
Aleuts used their power to include aapects of Shamanism even when clergy wanted Aleuts to
beeome purely Orthodox converts. During the American period, Aleuts continued to use their
power in religion by removing their students from Methodists schools and continuing to
congregate with the Orthodox Church.
These parallels in Aleut activities and power are even more interesting in light of the
different situations during Russian and American rule. In Russian America, the Russian
American Company, the Russian Orthodox Church, and the Russian government all existed
to assist the Russian State. The Russian Amchcan Company served as an indirect vessel for
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government rules in North Amedca. The Russian Orthodox Church served as the state
religivn and continued ideologies edvocated by the government. The majority of Russian
influences in the colony were connected to the state.  In contrast, American Alaska had many
different independent institutions affect society.  Individual enterprises ran industrial
operations. Althouch relictous institutions including the Mchodist mission had comections
to the Bureau of Educalon, Methodism was not the state rchgion. Churches in Alaska acted
independently. Russian influences were all related whereas a variety of institutions affected
Alaskan indigenous culture. Therefore, Aleuts maintained varying amounts of control in the
same areas even though various people worked in the different instintions in the two eras.
Even though different foms of industly, religion and government entered the
Aleutians, similar t)pes of individuals arrived in the area.  Instead OfpronysAfe72w.A.,
American pioneers moved to Alaska in hopes of riches. In relirion, instead of Russian
Orthodox missionaries, Methodist missionaries arrived to preach the greaness of
Christianity. Ifuring the period of Russian America, Russian government officials governed
the colony. After the sale American government officials set policies. Despite the fact that
Russia and the Uhited States held diffulng visions of effective governing, both ruling periods
brougiv similar types of individuals to the reSon. These individuals also had similar
experiences with indigenous groups prior to Russian and American colonization of Alaska,
Siberian and American frontier histories are different in several ways, but many conparisons
are evident. h both redous himters and traders leaned from experiences with indigenous
groups. At different periods Of time, each government advocated missions for the conversion
of indigenous groups,  Russian and American government and socicty differed in fom and
shape, but each nation's frontier propelled the migration of hunters, traders, missionaries, and
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a small number of government officials to Alaska`  With this migration of similar populations
under both Russian and American rule, Aleuts could condme adapting different aspects of
Aleut culture that began during Russian colonization and carded on into the American
pchod-
From the 1740s and condnuing for the next two hundred years, Alouts decided which
European or American goods they added to their homes. While trading with Russian
pro7nywl/erml.b. or later American merchants, Aleuts made the decision whether or not a
cer(ain item would be useful in their lives. Althouch both Russians and Amedcans could
strongly encourage Aleuts to buy European and American goods, neither could force Aleuts
to use these items. In some cases, Aleuts boucht or traded for more technologically advanced
goods, such as mctal tools. Sometimes, they bought items because of a desire, not a need.
With alcohol, the Uhited States attempted to instate prohibition in the terrfrory, but Aleuts
used their powers to bypass American laws. Although disobedience of alcohol laws was not a
positive use of Aleut influence, it still demonstrated Aleuts' power in deciding what items to
obtain from the current imposing society. Incoming Russians and Americans could offer
goods, but the Aleuts had the power to decide if they should use them.
For the majority of colonial and territorial rule, Aleuts lacked much of the power to
control industry but used the situation to mold their national identity. Even thouch certain
Alouts violently resisted initial Russian presence, most Aleuts were obligated to work for the
Russian American Company or later American fishing, hunting, or canning operations.
Aleuts became accustomed to working for a wage and for a company, and not for the Aleut
commundy.  These changes added to the two different national identities of the Aleuts under
Russian and American rule. While AJeuts never seemed patriotic about their position in
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colonial Russian American sceiety, they seemed to reeognize their position in society. With
Aleut complaints to company officials, Aleuts seemed to realize that they needed to work
within the Russian system if they were going to improve their position.  m]ring the Amedcan
period Aleuts again worked within the system to attempt to improve their position.
With relirion, Aleuts reinvemed their traditional ethnic idendty by convedng to
Russian CThodoxy. Ihing Russian colonizalon, Aleuts reeognized they could strengthen
their position in society by converdng to Orthodoxy. Clergy added to the weight of Aleut
complaints against the Russian American Company. Also, Russian Orthodoxy conesponded
and added to indigenous spirituality in several ways. For example, both the church and Alout
Shamanism used icons in relictous ceremonies. By creating the when fom of Aleut, the
Russian Cmodex Church forever strengthened both Aleut indigenous identity and the
church's ties to the Aleut community.  This comection became even stronger when Russian
Orthodox clergy respected some of the traditional customs and leadership of the Aleut
community.  Aleuts conver(ed to Russian Orthodoxy beeause of the church's ability to
reinforce the Aleut portion and its comectious to indigenous spirituality. Russian Orthodoxy
was different from Shamanism, but Aleuts felt a strong enough comection in Or(hodox
rituals and respect for indigenous customs that Aleuts converted to the Russian Onodox
Church.  As demonstrated in the Aleuts' condnued belief in the power of the ancestral
mummies, Aleuts continued aspects of the Shamanist beliefs even when clergy advised
against it. Aleuts continued to mix Aleut Shamanism and Orthodoxy even when clergy
discouraged it. Aleuts had the power to decide what to believe in.
Althougiv at first Aleut aedous towards rdirion and education during Amedcan rule
might seem opposite, Aleuts utilized the same power in society during both periods. Under
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Russian rule, Alouts decided to convert to Crmodoxy due to its positive conneedons to the
Aleut community. In the late 1800s, Aleuts used this sane power to remove their children
from the Methodist school. Aleuts recognized the attempts by Methodists missionaries to
remove indigenous culture from Aleut children. Aspects of Aleut indigenous culture such as
language that had been maintained nth the Russian Orthodox Church were going to be lost
in Methodism. Aleuts used their power to decide what religion to follow; they stopped
attending Mcthodist schools and continue to congregate with the Orthodox faith.
Although some Alaskan histories portrayed Aleuts as passive victims to incoming
European and American powers, Alouts held power in different aspects of society. Initially,
Aleuts used their dominant power to violently resist incoming Russian hunters. In religivn,
Aleuts decided which faith to follow. They held similar amounts of power in varying
institutions during both Russian and American rule. These similarities occurred because even
though Russia and the United States differed, both powers brought the same ape of
individuals and institutions to Alaska. Both Russia and the United States brought hunters,
traders, and clergy to the Aleutians.  Aleuts used these similarities to modify their position;
they recognized that the Aleutians were changing. niring Russian rule, Aleuts seem to have
discovered what uses of their power were most eifechve. When American missionaries,
hunters, and traders entered the Aleutians, Aleuts were able to use their power in areas as
under Russian mle.  These similarities facilitated Aleut power in both eras.   Even though the
power structure during Russian and Amchcan rule gave Europeans and Americans power,
Aleuts held some of the power in trade and religion. Ovenll, Aleut power in society resulted
in complicated relations in both Russian America and Alaska.
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The identities of Aleuts changed over time. Ihring the Russian period, Aleuts
developed a weak national identity and altered their ethnic identity in order to both
strengthen their position in society and to adapt to the changing world. Although it is
impossible to say whhout a doubt how exactly Aleuts felt, it seems that Aleuts had come to
terms with their place in Russian colonial socicty by the 1860s. Aleuts used Russian channels
to petition for better treament, By the sale of Alaska, Aleuts probably considered themselves
to be more Aleut than Riissian. In contrast, Aleuts developed a strong American national
identity. As shown through the parent's pedtion concerning the Jesse Lee Home, Aleuts felt
they deserved the same rights as every other American citizen because they were Americans
too. During American rule, Aleuts used connections to the RLissian Orthodox Church to keep
their ethnic identity even thouch the American government and Methodist Church wanted
Aleuts to completely lose their ethnicity.
The power of Aleuts, as argued in this thesis, has inplicatious beyond Aleut history;
other indigenous groups of North and South America also have more complex histories than
historians and anthropologists have argued. Indigenous Studies has only become a major
field in the academic world in the last few decades. Naive American historians have
enlightened academies on the vier]rpoints of many indigenous groups, but not all indigenous
groups have been examined to the same extent. For example, in Alaskan indigenous history
dozens of academies focused on the Tlingits, but only a few examined the Aleuts. The
Tlingivs have been stereotyped as the powerful indigenous pcople that at one poin burnt
down the Russian for( at Novo Arkhangelsk. In contrast, Aleuts were stereapyped as the
indigenous group that after initial violence in the 1700s became powerless victims to Russian
and American powers. This thesis demonstrated that Aleuts did have power in socirty; they
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did not have not all the power, but some, Some indigenous groups of North and So`th
Amchca that have been cast as powerless victims, as seen here with the Aleuts, could have a
more complex history than historians have argued.
To conclude, Aleuts were not helpless victims to European and American expansion.
Ihing both Russian and American mle, Aleuts used their power to control the amount of
change that occumed to their culture.
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